


Fastest gUDS iD the woods!

For game on the move, here are two rugged, dependable beautiful custom checkering, and a decorated grip cap.
big-game rifles with repeat-shot speed and accuracy you The Remington Model 760 is the fastest hand-operated
can't beat anywhere. big-game rifle made. Well-balanced, accurate and light,
The Remington Model 742. Its lightweight, automatic ac- with the extra dependability that makes Remington
tion is incredibly fast and accurate-lets you squeeze pump guns so popular. Power, too: five-shot capacity
off five aimed shots in five seconds! And it's the only in 30/06, 280 Rem., 270 Win., 308 Win., 35 Rem. and
automatic built to handle the powerful and versatile 30/06 six in 223 Rem. Same new, de luxe grade features as
cartridge. Also in 6mm Rem., 280 Rem., 308 Win. New, Model 742. Write for free Guns and Ammunition catalog
de luxe grade features now include richer sto~k finish, to Dept.RF-ll,Remington Arms Company, Inc.
Remington Arms Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. 06602. In Canada: Remingten Arms of Canada Limited, 36 Queen Dnm ·n'rl#.o,n1JTI-U"'-:p~O"~N""'F
Elizabeth Blvd .• Toronto. Ont. 'FairTrade retail prices in states having FairTrade laws. Prices ~ubj~ct to change without notice. ~~' I ~"_l_~_~ \!6{ JlY
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Pairedfor
Precision
The BRoWNING@

High-Power Rifle
and Riflescope

Everything you want in a
hunting rifle: Pinpoint
accuracy, functional depend
ability, ideal balance and
weight, and handsome
appearance. All are the
result of careful design,
the finest steel and walnut, patienthand-fitting, stringen~ target testing, andhand-finishing throughout.

.Pair it with a Browning Riflescope,perfectly matched in quality and exacting precision, and you have the ultimate.

Rifles: 20 models and calibers:222 to .458 Magnum. From $185.00
Riflescopes: 24 models:214, 4 & 6 Power and Variablesin 2X to lX, and 3X to 9X. From $51.50
Prices subject to change without notice.Riflescopes slightly higher in Canada.

YOUR

BROWNING®DEALER

Write for new illustrated catalog describing allBrowning guns and <fCcessories plus specialchapters full of practical slro<?ting information~
Browning Arms CompanyDept. 693, St. Louis, Missouri 63103In Canada. Browning of Canada,Dept. 693, P.O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q.
Just published John M. Browning, AmericanGunmaker. Fascinating story of this worldrenowned inventor plus separate technicalsection. At your Browning dealer or postpaid directly from Browning Arms Co.S7

95
U.S., $895 Canada.
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HUNTING AMMO Per 20
6.5 x 55 mm Swedish Mauser..... 3.25
7.62 RUSSIAN 3.25
7.65 ARGENTINE Mauser........ 3.25
308 WINCHESTER 3.25
30-06 SPRINGFIELD .........•.. 3.25
303 BRITISH 3.25
8 mm Mauser .............•... 3.25
11 mm Mauser new mfg.. . . . . .. .. 7.50
45-70 4.50
Mod. 91 ARGENTINE Mausers in 7.65 c~I. Col
lectors. Your last chance ... we arc ~IOslnA' out
the last known supply of these famous nfles. Every
gun excellent $19.95, super select only 22.50.

AMMO Per 100
.22 C B Caps.................. 1.20
DUTCH Mannlicher 6.5 mm....... 6.00
SWEDISH 6.5 x 55 mm.......... 6.00
7x57 mm Mauser............... 5.00
7.35 Italian................... 4.00
7.63 mm Mauser & Tokarev Pistol. 4.00
7.65 mm Mannlicher Pistol...... 4.00
7.62 mm RUSSIAN Rifle......... 5.00
7.65 mm ARGENTINE Mauser..... 5.00
.308 BALL.................... 10.00
30 Cal. CARBINE............... 6.00
30-40 KRAG 5.50
30-06 Springfield (corrosive)..... 4.00
30·06 Springfield (non·corrosive).. 5.00
303 BRITISH (non-corrosivel..... 5.50
8 mm FRENCH Lebel............ 5.00
8 mm Mauser (non-corrosive) . • • • 4.00
9 mm Steyr................... 3.50
9 mm Luger (corrosive) . . . . . . . • • 3.00
9 mm Luger (non-corr. boxer prim) 4.00
43 SPANISH 7.50
45 Auto Colt.................. 6.00
43 EGYPTIAN (new mfg. SP) per 20 7.50
303 BRITISH Blanks............. 3.00
8 mm HUNGARIAN....... 7.50
6.5 MANNLlCHER 5.50
455 Webley. ... . ..• . .. . ..• 7.50

SUPER CLOSEOUTS
303 BRITISH Tracer & lnccdinary Packed
500 Rds. to a case, p~r 500 rcts $15.00
MI GARANDS. NRA Good Cond.-SPECIAL: $74.95

ACCESSORIES
Garand Blank Firing attachment. • • 5.00
Garand Combination Tool........ 1.25
Carbine Sling and Oiler Set 2.00
.45 Auto Clip Pouches :. .75

each dozen .5.00
Issue leather slings for Springfield and
Garand: new..... ~2.00. used .....$1.00
Colt .45 auto holster NEW 1.95
Colt .45 shoulder holster NEW 1.95
Colt 1917 holster USED 1.95
Springfield Bayonet ......•.•.•• 3.50
Enfield No. 4 Bayonet.......... .95
Enfield Short Bayonet........... .95
Russian Model 91 Bayonet....... .95
Swiss Saw Tooth Bayonet........ 4.50
1917 Bayonet 3.50
Riot Gun Hand Guards for above.. 3.50
Martini Rifle Socket Bayonet. .••• 2.50
.58 cal. Enfield C.W. Bayonet.... 3.50
WEBLEY FLARE PISTOLS
25 mm & 37 mm .........•• 9.95
25 mm Flares .25 ea.
37 mm Flares . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.50 ea.r--------------lI Remington Rolling Block Rifles I
L NRA Fair 14.95 NRA Good 19.95 -I

perc'iiSSiOilcaps.-:-.'110.00perMRifle
7.50 per M Pistol

All ammo shipped Railway Express, Shippin~
Char~es Collect. Other items sent Parcel Post if
sufficient postage is enclosed. Bayonets and hol
sters, etc.. 25c. ri.fles $1.00 ea.

@'lZ/JM'4Wmw&/AUW~PUffm;wA

NEW MARTIAL REFERENCE'!_
EDITION CATALOG 'II_~

Every sportsman, hunter, shooter or _-=::
collector will find something to ~-
whet his appetite. This is the ........
world's most complete modern and
antique ARMS & ARMAMENT CATA-
LOG. The price of the catalog $1.00.

~~ service armament co.
W 689·G Bergen Blvd. Ridgefield. N. J

KNOW YOUR
LAWMAKERS

Senator E. L. Mechem
New Mexico

The main answer to criminal use of firearms lies in
the basic concept of law enforcement. I strongly oppose
proposals calling for federal registration of firearms.
States and municipalities should exercise the chief con
trol. Criminals can get guns at any time they want,
whether registration laws are in effect or not, just
as President Kennedy's assassination could have taken
place regardless of what type of firearms laws were
enacted. The law-abiding citizen, on the other hand,
would be hampered by some of the proposals.

Congressman Robert R. Barry
Westchester-Putnam Counties
New York

I interpret the Second Amendment to mean basically that a citizen has
the right to defend himself, his family and property, by arms if necessary.
The law determines when and where the use of firearms is necessary, and
this of course is as it should be.

Since earliest times mafl has used firearms for the hunting of wild game,
first out of necessity to put food on his table, but in recent times it has
become more popular as a sport rather than as a source of food. As our
population has increased it has become necessary to control by law where
and when hunting may be performed-in order to preserve wildlife for future
generations. This is also as it should be.

"A well regulated militia," of course refers to what we know as the
National Guard, where groups of citizens are organized and trained in the
use of firearms and called to active duty in time of emergency.

Congresswoman Catherine May
4th District, Washington

I firmly believe it is the right of American citizens to
own and bear arms as guaranteed by the Constitution.
I feel that Congress should not· attempt to consider anti
gun legislation when there is a likelihood that emotion
may be substituted for objectivity. I feel that because of
the tragic assassination of President Kennedy, public
concern that "compromise" legislation might be severely
amended by an emotional Congress is completely valid.

Congressman Robert T. McLoskey
19th District, Illinois

I, for one, would be reluctant to support legislation which would establish
anotber bureaucracy at considerable expense to taxpayers. Furthermore, I
would dislike to see any. type of legislation enacted into law which probably
would cause' great inconvenience to law abiding citizens and at the same
time the practical effects would doubtless be that the criminal element would
ignore the law. Thus legislation of this type would serve no useful purpose.

It seems to me we should move cautiously in this area and that considerable
study should be made before we embark on a new experience of firearms
control.

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "I-louse Office Building," and
all Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washiugton 25, D.C." Address
all Governors at: State Capital, name of capital city, name of State.
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THE COVER

The Gun That Won The West continues
to be in demand. On this cover we show,
from left to right, the Model 94 produced
last year, the deluxe 2,500,000th Model 94
that was made in 1961, and the 1964 ver
sion that has taken hold with shooters and
fanciers of the 94--the Antiqued Model
94, complete with case hardened receiver
and scroll engraving.

EDITORIAL OFFICES: R. A. Steindler, Jerome Rakusan 8150 N. Central Park, Skokie, III., ORchard
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As fine a variable
as money can buy

But it costs
only $64.50.

There's no finer variable scope for all types
of hunting, in woods or open country. The
Consta-Center reticle stays centered at all
times-never magnifies. Double-cam action
assures constant focus ... adjusts instantly
for any magnification from 3 to 8 power.
Lenses are precision-ground, hard-coated
-no distortion. Lightweight, rustproof tube
is hermetically sealed, nitrogen-filled
can't fog. Micrometer dial adjustment
can be reset to zero. This dependable, all
purpose scope is individually tested and
fully guaranteed. See and compare the
Savage Model 3833 for bright- $64 50
ness and value-unequalled at •

Savage offers a complete line of 22 rifle
and hunting scopes starting at $9.75.
Sold only by retail sporting arms dealers.

. FREE! 40-page color cata log of Savage
firearms and accessories. Write: Savage
Arms, Westfield 148, Mass.
Prices subject tochange. Slightly higher in Canada.

Sallage

The Cortez Traveler In The Field

Despite its size, the Cortez is a highly
mobile and, to say the least, intriguing ve
hicle. It was developed by the Clark Equip
ment Company, the world's largest manufac
turer of industrial trucks, transmissions, and
related products. In test driving it through
town and cross country, everybody who
drove it or rode in it, was pleasantly sur
prised how well the unit handled, how well
it took to driving without roads.

Essentially, the Cortez is a completely self
contained travel unit that will sleep four
adults easily and with a maximum of com
fort. It is 18 ft. 9 in. long, 7 ft. 8 in. wide,
has an over-all height of 8 ft. less stacks,
with a 120 in. wheelbase. The unit is pow
ered by a Chrysler 140 hp 6 cylinder, in-line
engine that is forward mounted, thus giving
the Cortez, with its front-wheel drive, an amaz·
ing amount of cross country maneuverability.
The Clark trans'axle drive makes a difference
since the usual transmission hump is missing,
allowing a 6 ft. 4 in. inside standing height.

Since over 60 per cent of the weight is for
ward and because the Cortez has a low center
of gravity, there is never the feeling that the
boxy-appearing vehicle might tip over. On
the contrary, the unit handled exceptionally
well on highways with buffeting winds and

cross country the independent ball-joint and
torsion-bar front suspension was a very
pleasant surprise, not only for the driver
but also for passengers.

Driving the Cortez is not all difficult, but
you do have to get used to the extra width
of the vehicle, and have to use the right as
well as the left mirror. The synchromesh
four speed standard stick is conveniently
floor mounted, engine noises are nil, and the
driver seat is exceptionally comfortable, can
be adjusted for and aft, swivels to the left
and right.

The right front seat and the dinette con
vert into two bunks, there is a gas operated
oven, a room heater, a hot water heater, and
a refrigerator with a small freezer compart
ment. Storage space for gear, food, and cloth
ing is more than ample, including a sliding
door closet with full length mirror. Marine
head, shower, and basin are located in the
rear of the Cortez, while the stainless steel
galley sinks are located directly above the
water tank. The sewage tank can easily be
drained from outside. There are two gas

operated lights in addition to the electrically
operated lights that can take power from a
12 volt battery, or power can be taken off
a lIO volt line.

We drove the Cortez across the fields in
(Continued on page 8)
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ACTUAL. HIGH·SPEED PHOTO

This is the powerful new Smith &Wesson .41 Magnum revolver...
the heavy duty double-action handgun that knocks big game flat,
shoots true, reloads fast and fires astandard practice load

MAGNUM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OF SMITH 8; WESSON, INC.

New S&W .41 Magnum double- action
revolver, 4 or 6 inch barrel, blue or
nickel. oversize stocks, $140.

This new S&W .41 Magnum® revolver has 334 times the stop
ping power of a .38 Special! Enough power and penetration to
knock any North American game animal flat. You can fire six
powerful shots as fast as you can pull the trigger. And eject
all six empties at once. Slip six fresh cartridges into the
cylinder, swing it shut and you're ready to shoot again •••
more than twice as fast as a single action revolver!

That's the kind of firepower a man wants slung on his hip
when he's in game country ••• and it's only available in Smith
& Wesson revolvers!

Yet this heavy duty double-action revolver fires a standard
velocity load that's nearly as mild as a .38 Special. Fire it
single action for deliberate shooting, double-action when
rapid fire counts. See this powerful new revolver today at your
gun store or write Smith & Wesson, Inc. Dept C-ll, Springfield,
Mass. for a folder describing the gun, its Remington ammuni
tion and other modern handguns made by Smith & Wesson.

~
SMITH & WESSON~ INC.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.
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Ilow do you nlake a carbille that~

po.",d fo,- po,,"d~hits Ilarde,-~sl.oots
straighter tl,all ulI;ythillg ill its class?

Start ,viti. tl,e
world's st,·ollgest

bolt-actioll •••

an attempt to see how the vehicle would
handle and how adequate a camping unit it
would make for a hunting trip. The test
vehicle had complete air conditioning-a
most welcome addition since temperatures
were in the 90's-and my only regret was
that hunting was poor and that the Cortez
had to be returned. Since the introduction
of this unique traveler, there have been a
number of improvements made in the in
terior that have added greatly to the comfort
off and on the road.

Federal Target Loads
The Federal Cartridge Corporation has

added a plastic shot protector, that also acts
as wad column, to their trap and skeet loads.
Basically, the column consists of one plastic
over-powder wad on which fits a plastic wad
column, and to this is attached a plastic shot

protector. The over-powder wad is a plastic
cup wad with a staggered step system that
holds the whole thing together. The over
powder wad fits tightly against the base of
the plastic wad column. The plastic shot
protector has given exceptionally good per
formance and is easily reloaded.

ehamhe,· it for
powerful, moder"
eartridges . ..

The theory and practice of using shot pro
tectors is not new, has recently become very
popular with manufacturers and handloaders.
The Federal shells performed especially well
in all types of shotguns, and the new box
design is highly distinctive. Federal now
loads these shells with some extra hard shot,
and we broke down some factory rounds to
see how the plastic wads reload -no
trouble at all, and it seemed that they
handle at least as easily, if not easier, than
other wads. The Federal paper hulls have
long been favorites of the handloading clan,
and these" new hulls are of the same, high
quality. We managed to reclaim a number of
the plastic wad columns with the shot pro
tector intact, and reloaded them. Although
this was in the nature of an experiment and
reloading the fired plastic wads was tedious,
we did get reloads which again functioned
smoothly in a Remington llOO, in a Reming
ton 870, in an Ithaca Model 66, and our
Charles Daly O/U. Federal's new shells got
a clean bill of health from two addicted trap
and skeet shooters, and we can recommend
them without qualification.

Marlin Scopes
The Marlin F~rearms Company, New

Haven, Conn., has made available a series
'of scopes that are made in the U.S. Opti-"
cally they have proved to be more than
adequate and Marlin also offers a series
of mounts made especially for the Model
336. The base of these mounts is a simple
stamping and the rings fit into the mounts
easily and smoothly. Scope removal from the
base does however require that the two
screws from the rings are completely re-

Inake it ligl,ter
5~ we"-balallced
pounds .••

moved before the scope can be removed
from the rifle. The bases do not interfere
with the factory iron sights on the gun and
actually help in getting a rapid sight picture.

The scopes themselves, only one was sub
mitted for tests, were shockproof and passed
the freezer and immersion test adequately;
optically the scopes performed very well
during the range tests. We found it neces
sary to add the Marlin hammer extension
when we used the scope inasmuch as the
hammer is otherwise not accessible. The
finish of the Marlin scopes is a high polish
dark blue that is scratch and mar resistant
and has withstood our severe tests very well.

Higgins Gun Cases
The Higgins Gun Case Company, Box

998G Duncanville, Texas, sent us an alumi
num rifle case for tests several months ago.
The Higgins aluminum gun cases, suitable
either for rifles or shotguns, feature a long
piano hinge, a charcoal grey interior padding
of foam that holds the guns safely with the
tie-down thongs affixed to thc bottom of the
case. We bounccd two of our cherished rifles
around for over two months on a number of
cross-country trips. Despite some misgivings,
we were pleasantly surprised how well the
case has withstood our tests. The aluminum
construction is rugged, with the aluminum
having rolled exterior edges and welded
corners so that the ease has a high degree
of rigidity. Despite some very rough treat
ment, the case came unscathed through all
of our tests. It seemed that the interior edge
of the upper as well as the lower half of the
case lid and bottom should have a rolled

8 GUNS NOVEMBER 1964



SPECIFICATIONS: Capacity: 5 shots in 6mm Rem., 35 Rem. and 308 Win., 6 shots in
222 Rem. Barrel: 18% with ventilated rib, matted between sights. Stock: Monte
Carlo with fluted comb. Selected American Walnut, custom checkering on fore-end
and pistol grip. Receiver: Drilled and tapped for 'scope mounts. Fixed magazine.
Sights: Blade-ramp front sight. U-notch rear sight, screw-adjustable for windage and
elevation. Safety: Positive rotary-thumb type with non-slip surface. Length: 37%"
over all. PerfOrfi1ance: Carries like a carbine, points like a shotgun, shoots like a rifle!
At your Remington dealer•.• now! • ~

~mlngtoa~
Remington Arms Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. 0660i. In
Canada: Remington Arms of Canada Limited, 36 Queen
Elizabeth Blvd., Toronto. Ont. *FairTrade retail prices in states
having Fair Trade laws. Prices subject t~ change without notice.

odd a unique
ventilated sighti'.g
rib •••

••• and you have the

Nell) Remington
klodel600

$9995*ONLY -

edge rather than a sharp straight edge
where it is possible to get scratched when
rifles are removed or placed into the case.
The foam padding is more than adequate,
and the two test rifles fired exactly on the
same place as they did three months ago
when the tests were begun. The lid clamps
and heavy latches with loops for padlocks
are securely fastened to the case and the
luggage handle is strong enough so that even
good bumping will not jar it loose from the
case. The Higgins gun cases come in a stand
ard two-gun case, measuring 50 inches by
13 by 3%, inches and easily accommodate most
sporting rifles. The case weighs 16 pounds
and retails for $48, plus shipping costs,
directly from the factory in Duncanville,
Texas. You can order special sizes from the
company and there is an extra 25 per cent
charge for custom work. It is best, however,
to inquire and send specifications to the fac
tory so that you will not be disappointed
about price or delivery date.

Rornady Bullets
Joyce Hornady has introduced a number

of new bullets. The new 60 grain .25 caliber
soft point bullet retails for $3.85 per 100
and replaces the currently produced 60 grain
spire point bullets. In our .257 Roberts
Mannlicher Schoenauer rifle, the bullets per· ,
formed exceptionally well and we got fine
accuracy as well as very fine expansion.

Hornady also offers a new .338 bullet and
a new .30 caliber 90 grain boat tail, hollow
point bullet for match shooting. He is cur
rently adding a number of new bullets to the
line and it will be interesting to see what he
comes up with next.

C·R Tools
The C-H Die Company recently submitted

two new loading tools and a new powder
scale for tests. After using the equipment for
over two months, we can now give a complete
report on this equipment.

The new Shellmaster, Model 907, and the
offset Ootype press, Model 205, make a fine
pair. The powder scale is of standard con
struction. It has, however, in the column
where the scale beam rests, a provision for
an oil dampener. Basically, this dampener is
an integral part of the scale post and damp
ening action is achieved by a paddle that is
affixed to the scale beam just at the spot
where the knife edge bears on its bed. This
essentially is a very simple, yet effective,
system of dampening beam movement. Like
all oil dampening scales, it has the disadvan
tage that it can become messy and in this
particular instance no provisions are made
to keep the oil covered and free of insects
and accumulation of other trash. The scale
was checked against known apothecary's
weights and against two standard powder
scales _which are carefully calibrated. The
C-H scale performed very. :well and rate of
weight variations were on the order of plus
or minus 0.02 to' 0.05 gr. Since we are not
concerned with minute fractions of a grain
in handloading, it can be said that scale
performance is within the acceptable and
normal limits that we impose upon powder
scales.

The new offset 0 press is a very mgged
and well built tool that will do any job that
you can think up for it. Not only is the
press suitable for the standard decapping,

pnmmg, and bullet seating, but it is power
ful enough to do all swaging operations, and
case forming that you may want to tackle
with it. The new No. 205 press is especially
designed for the universal shell holders, but
standard C-H shell holders will also work
with the press and are still available. This
has the advantage that if you have old shell
holders from a previous C-H tool, you can
use those holders without going to the ex
pense of acquiring new universal shell
holders.

The new C-R press is designed for down

stroke work, and when we tried to create a
spring or give in the tool, the efforts proved
futile. A standard priming arm is included

(Continued on page 14)
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rounds quickly. Of course we do far more
reloading and testing than most people, and
we value our time at commerical rates. We
have one of the first Swag-O-Matic tools that
has made many thousands of excellent bul
lets. The dies and press are still perfect.
Either rig is fast enough for commercial
production. With the $7.50 C-H Core Cutter
you can cut cores at the rate of over 4,000
per hour! You can swage some 300 bullets
per hour. Most individuals will probably
prefer the Bullet Swaging Unit with their
C-H 205 Offset Press. We can't find any
"bugs" or fault with either rig. The early
Hollow Point Nose Punches were a bit soft.
Current ones are correctly hardened.

C-H improved their Tungsten Carbide Pis
tol Sizers about eight months ago. The old
ones, like many T-C dies, left a sharp ring
near the case head. It weakened brass and
looked bad. You could eliminate it by sizing
about half length, depending on your gun
chamber and brass dimensions. It was okay
for target loads, but not for heavy hunting
loads, especially in sloppy chambers. The
new C-H T-C dies permit practically full
length sizing.

Any T-C die should be backed off the shell
holder from one to 1Y2 turns. Advantages of
T-C are easier sizing without any case lube.
T-C is so hard and slick it can't gall or
scratch. Brass and nickel is beautifully burn
ished. T-C inserts outwear more than a
dozen ordinary dies, that are ruined from
scratching due to dust, dirt, or primer resi
due. T-C dies can be handed down to the
second or third generation in perfect con
dition. We use them because they do such
beautiful work without cleaning or lubri
cating cases.

C-H's new "Nytral" sizers cost less, yet
work as beautifully. They are as slick as T-C,
and should last as long. However, you should
lube the first 25 cases, then lube one case in
5 to 20. C-H Nytral is solid material, not an
insert. The big advantage is Nytral is avail
able for rifle cases, while T-C is not. Dies can
be adjusted for full length resizing, so they
contact the shell holder.

In the past year we have given C-H Nytral
rifle and pistol sizers considerable use and
deliberate abuse. They passed all tests. We
dropped 100 .38 cases in the dirt, lubed every
10th case, and sized them without cleaning.
Dies and cases were not scratched. This is
worse abuse than recommended for any die.

(Continued on page 12)

THE C-H DIE CO. introduces so many
new items that we are hard pressed to

to report on all of them in detail. A new one
of merit is their 205 Offset "0" Press. Your
$24.95 buys a whale of a lot of press in
pounds (about 20), and in quality for long,
satisfactory service. More good presses are
available than ever before, because hand
loaders were not satisfied with tools that
were "good enough" a few years ago. Many
buy better equipment, or trade-in for better
stuff.

I'm glad to see this trend. When I started
writing for "The Finest Magazine in the
Firearms Field" nine years ago, many chaps
wanted to start this fascinating game with
"minimum cost equipment." They had good
reason, but it's different now.

Ads stressed that you could save up to
90 per cent on ammo. That's true. Ads caused
many chaps to reload for economy. But that's
like fishing with a bent pin and a string.

Ads for good equipment should tell you
that handloading fine ammunition is good
fun, that it's perfectly safe for a novice with
near normal intelligence, and that you can
assemble better ammo for your guns than
you can buy. The greatly reduced cost is
just one of many fringe benefits, so anyone
can do plenty of shooting for fun and prac
tice. Any type of shooting or hunting is twice
as much fun with your own ammunition.

C-H's 205 Offset "0" Press qualifies for
such ads. Cost is only.a bit more than cheap
"C" tools. It's a good press and a good value,
worthy of consideration by a novice or "old
hand." The strong, cast iron frame eliminates
springing. It's offset for easy feeding. The
handle is offset for convenient operation. The
desirable down stroke works easily for heavy
resizing or case forming, or making perfect
handgun bullets with the 19.95 C-H 409
Bullet Swaging Unit. This unit works as
easily and rapidly as the excellent $33 C-H
Swag-O-Matic Bullet Swaging Tool.

There is no difference in bullet· quality
with either. rig. 'The advantage in the Swag
O-Matic is you can leave it set up while you
use your loading press for loading ammuni·
tion. The advantage in the Swaging Unit
is a lower cost, compact unit that eliminates
an extra press. To switch from loading to
swaging requires only a few minutes. Extra
caliber dies are $9 for the Swag-O-Matic, or
$10.95 for the Bullet Swaging Unit.

We prefer tools set up for a particular job
to speed production, or to load a few test

INDIAN" TAMS
Bulky knit 100%
virgin homespun

wool. Natural
colors - white,

black and grays.
No dyes are used.

Lanolin is retained.
Shed rain and snow
all day. Hand made

by Indian women
of our coastal tribes.

FREE lOO·PAGE
CATALOG

Color photographs of
America's most endorsed
outdoor equipment. You'll
find items of interest on
every page.

LADY HODGMAN
RAINWEAR

Now your lady, too,
may have the protec
tion of fine Hodgman

rainwear. It is ultra light
Nylon Neoprene coated
-long wearing. Color

Space Blue. Folds to pocket
size. Parka, $13.95 ppd;

Pants, $10.95 ppd; Jacket,
$13.95 ppd; Skirt, $9.95 ppd.
Give Suit size when ordering.

NET UNDERWEAR
Stay cool in summer,
warm in winter with
this completely dif
ferent Scandinavian
type /ish net under
wear. Its unique,
all-temperature
comfort is praised
by the armed forces
and sportsmen
the world over.

EXPEDITION OUTFITTER
DEPT. D6 SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98122

Every outdoor girl will
appreciate the comfort
and protection of
these line moc
casins. Hand
made of
finest Russell
full grain brown
veal leather. Long
wearing-barefoot comfort from the start.
All sizes and widths.

PENDLETON
Heavyweight virgin
wool Trapper's
blankets for maximum
comfort and dis- .
tinctive decoration
in home, cabin or
camp. Exceptional
quality and dura
bility. Lif....time gifts
for yourself, family
and friends.

~6·c..BAIJER8,
... outfits famous expeditions
and sportsmen throughout the
world . . . manufactures exclu
sively the original and genuine
Blizzard-Proof Down insulated
clothing, sleeping bags and insu
lated underwear ... sells factory
to-you only, never through stores
... catalog tells why!
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I #907 SHEllMASTER
• WORLD FAMOUS QUALITY

OVER 20,000 SHELLMASTER #910's in. successful use
and the #907 is an improved version!!

GUNS • NOVEMBER 1964

• PERMANENTlY OILED BRONZE BEARINGS - Oilite bearings made by
Chrysler Corp. The only press made in America with this feature! • POSITIVE
STOPS - Eliminates "feel" type loading. Exact instructions. Accurately repeats
loads. • ADJUSTABLE - For all loads - for all gauges - for any desired
wad pressures. • RELOADS - Paper, plastic and metal. All gauges. All type
loads. • MOST ACCURATE - Powder and shot measures honed to .001". No
other on the market is this accurate! • RUGGED - Strong, sturdy machined
ca~tings ... NOT flimsy stampings! • FAST - 20% faster than average press.
Only 13 seconds for complete operation. • SIZES COMPLETELY - Metal base
and plastic or paper body accurately sized. • STANDARD LOAD CHANGES 
Powder and .shot sleeves available all over U.S. .Interchangeable sleeves for
#904, #907, and #910 Shellmasters. • ONE STEP CRIMP - Perfect crimps
for plastic or paper.

Also same
quality at
lesser price

NEW #904 SHELLMASTER
WITH ,MOST OF THE ABOVE FEATURES

BUT DIFFERENT DESIGN

Available 12, 16, 20 gauge for paper, plastic,
or metal. Completely guaranteed!

C·H standardization for easy changes plus the
improved base with built·in primer catcher.

.The same famous SHELLMASTER name with .001
tolerances in a rugged design to give you
flawless accuracy. Rapid 4 station loading.

Complete for one gauge including one set of d.ies
for reloading regular paper shot shells.... $59.95

Send 25¢ lor .12 page booklet "Reloading
Procedures by C-H", 80.\:404, El Monte, Calif.

See the complete C-R line at your dealers.
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SUPERMATIC TROPHY 20-GAUGE AUTOLOADING SHOTGUN. List price ..• $159.95.

FLITE-KING DELUXE-RIB .410 PUMP-ACTION SHOTGUN. List price ••. $96.95.

The name High Standard on any sporting firearm is your

GREAT GUNS from
SUPERMATIC 20 GAUGE SHOTGUN: The world's first gas·.
operated 20 gauge autoloader with the lightest recoil of any
"20", bar none. Shoots 3" magnum or 2%" regular shells inter·
changeably with a simple fingertip adjustment.

FliTE-KING .410 GAUGE SHOTGUN: Pump-action faster than
most autoloaders. Four shots before the first empty hits the
ground. Balance and feel to satisfy skeet champions. Shoots 3"
magnum and 2 1/2" regular shells.

Enter the All-American Shotgun Contest. See your High Standard

DEPENDABLE

PENETRATION
CONSISTENT'

ACCURACY'
¥!.Ii! -_5~

1. ~

Here is how Sierra's 30 cal. .308 dia. 150 gr.
Spitzer performs both for game and target.
1. The mushroomed bullet was dug out of a
mule deer, one-shot-killed from 200 yds. by
Carl Carlson of Thief River, Minn. 2. The 10
shot .625 group was shot from 100 yds. by
George Gaskell of Norwich, Conn., in a 30/06
using 46 gr. #3031. It won a Sierra Award.
Try Sierras today for target and game. 53
bullets to choose from.

flSlEBBJI
BULLBTS

10532 S. Painter Ave .• Santa Fe Springs, Calif.

Have you qualified for your Sierra Award?
See your dealer for complete details.

(Continued from page 10)
We still prefer T-C pistol sizers, as they
eliminate any case lube, which saves time
in reloading in volume.

C-H 3-Die Pistol Sets have the sizer
threaded to take a decapping rod. It's a
good idea, but C-H doesn't explain it. The
set can be used in the usual manner, by
sizing only in the first operation, decap
and expand in the second operation, clean
primer pockets in the third operation, and
prime in the fourth. Work is speeded by in
stalling an extra decapping rod with an
undersize expander in the sizer. That is, use
a .38 expander in a .44 die, or a .32 expander
in a .38 die. Use the correct caliber expander
with the decapping pm removed in the de·
capping die body. Then you size and decap
in the first operation, clean primer pockets
in the second operation, and expand and
prime in a third operation. Clever, isn't it?
There is no speed advantage if you do not
clean primer pockets, but we prefer to clean
and inspect them.

If primers are hard to start in the pockets
you may find tiny half circle brass shavings.
Primer· shaving may be due to a case or shell
holder ouf of alignment or .dimensions, or a
case not fully iIi the shell holder. Some lots
of cases may be faulty. Bastard pockets in
.38 Special GI shells are undersize. They are
generally not worth reconditioning for reo
loads. A GI primer pocket crimp can be
removed with a swage, or perhaps better with
the Primer Pocket Chamfering Tool & Cen
ter in the excellent Forster-Appelt Case
trimmer. We have had primer shaving with
various makes of brass. One lot of Norma .44
Magnum brass had a step with a sharp edge

in the primer pocket. We improved these
with the inside end of the Forster-Appelt
Deburring Tool. Primers should seat fully to
the bottom of the pocket without heavy pres
sure, but with enough pressure to feel. If
you can't feel them enter, the pockets are
expanded, and the cases should be discarded.

• • •
W. H. Updegrade, Stillwater, Okla., uses

his .30-06 Savage 110 for plinking and small
game with Lyman's 311446 gas check bullet
cast hard. He settled on 8.0 gr. Red Dot with
CCI 200 primers. It makes cleaner kills than
a Hi-V .22 LR. Red Dot nearly equals
Unique in squib loads. Rimless cases drive
forward in the chamber to set back head
space. They should never be reloaded with
near full charges. The military "discovered"
that the position of the powder charge in
cases doesn't make any difference. It does
with squib loads! Elevate the barrel before
each shot to position the charge near the
primer for best ignition and accuracy.

Remington's 572 is a nice .22 rifle. They
llOW have a 572 SB for .22 shot cartridges,
with unexcelled design efficiency. Some early
forerunners, the Model 121, introduced in
1936, were made for Fred Routledge, origi
nator of the "Mo-Skeet-O" .22 shot clay tar
get game. They are stamped "Routledge Bore
for 22 LR shot Ctg." The large bore barrel
bas about 12" of .22 smooth bore in the
breech. Routledge patents expired, and Rem·
ington makes similar efficient .22 shotgun
barrels on their new guns.

Federal's .22 LR Shot Cartridges patterned
hetter than any gun or cartridge we have
tested. The load is the standard 25 gr. of
No. 12 shot, about 136 pellets. At 15 yards
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SUPERMATIC TROPHY TARGET PISTOL.

List price ... $105.00.

assurance of years-ahead design and superior workmanship

SPORT-KING .22 CALIBER RIFLE: Fastest loading, finest shoot· SUPERMATIC TROPHY TARGET PISTOL: .22 LR model of High
ing slide-action .22 caliber rifle - LR, Long and Shorts. Sporter Standard pistol that won Rome Olympic Games Gold Medal. Year
quality throughout, including rich American Walnut Monte Carlo after year, in championship matches around the world, more
stock and forearm. High Standard pistols are "on the line" than any other make.

Dealer for details HIGH STANDARD MFG. CORP"Hamden 14, Connecticut

we averaged no shot in a 14" circle! At that
range they often kill pests, while many .22
shotguns won't. Our Hi-Standard Tourna
ment is an excellent, low priced, target grade
pistol. It shoots better than mRny higher
priced guns, and nearly equals Hi-Standard's
superb Citation and Trophy. With Federal's
shot loads in the 6%:' barrel, used as a sin
glc shot, it takes small pests up to 20 feet.

Remington's .41 Magnum lead bullet load
should be called a ".41 Special." Listed at
986 fps in a 6" revolver, it's a disappoint
ment in power and expansion. The bullet
shape is good, a slightly modified copy of
the fine original semi-wadcutter designed by
the late C. E. Heath in 1908. I don't know
why Smith & Wesson literature listed it as
a "gas check." It isn't. It's naked lead alloy.
Accuracy is good, but not "target grade,"
with 50 yard groups as small as 5 inches.
Our lead tester indicates a hardness equiva.
lent to 15:1 lead-tin, much too hard for good
expansion at this low velocity.

My own Hensley & Gibbs bullet cast to
the same equivalent hardness and weight
duplicates the Hi-V factory jacketed Soft
Point load with 20.5 gr. 2400 and CCI 350
Magnum primers for an actual 1394 fps in
strumental velocity. My bullet is also a
slightly modified version of the C. E. Heath.
The. late Phil Sharp also copied Heath's
bullet for the original WRA .357 Magnum
cartridge. Smith & Wesson literature called
the WRA load a "Sharpe type bullet," when
they should have called it a "C. E. Heath
type." Sharpe's bullet, the H & G No. 51,
was, and still is, the best one in a naked .357.

Sharpe, Boser, Clay, Sorenson, and others,
have copied Heath's creation, generally

slightly modified, like mine. Some of these
chaps claim the design for their own! Ray
Thompson made modified copies by adding
gas checks, and so did Remington for their
original .44 Magnum load. Thompson made
something new with two crimp grooves on
his .38-357. The upper groove is to crimp
.357 Magnums, the lower for .38 Specials.

Remington's Hi-V .41 Magnum S.P. load
is a good heavy one. It delivers 836 fp muzzle
energy, same as the fine Remington .357
Magnum S.P. with 845 fp muzzle energy at
1550 fps. However, the .41 has much more
recoil, and trajectory isn't as flat as the
higher velocity .357. The .41 recoil seems to
nearly equal a .44 Magnum in a S & W gun,
with much less terminal punch. The .44 Mag
num in Ruger's Blackhawk has a greatly reo
duced recoil effect, due to the time-proven
handle design. This causes the barrel to re
coil upward without breaking the web be
tween your thumb and trigger finger, to aid
accurate shooting greatly.

The best .41 Magnum loads are the ones
I listed in the August 1964 issue of GUNS.
The only change I'd make would be in the
alloy used with moderate loads with my
H & G cast'bullet. For initial tests we used
a hard alloy equivalent to 15:1 lead-tin. For
much better expansion I recommend IBA
No.4, equivalent to 20:1 lead-tin with the
most accurate, most practical all-around load.
This is 8.5 gr. Unique and CCI 350 Magnum
primers, starting at n08 fps for 569 fp muz
zle energy. Maximum deviation is only 16
fps! Accuracy is excellent to beyond 100
yards, and power is adequate for any normal
handgun use. Recoil is mild enough ~
for accurate shooting. ~

RELOADERS:

LOWEST PRICE
FOR QUALITY DIES

EVER OFFERED
.ll

Only$4~ pair

This is a value you cannot equal anywhere!
Full-length sizing and seating dies. made of
the finest steel and hardened for a lifetime of
use. Thread size '%-14. For most rifle and
pistol calibers. Shipping wt.: 2 Ibs. a pair.
Be sure to state caliber desired.
ORDER NOW Send check or money
order. Shipping charges extra. fREE! Send for
complete catalogue listing money-saving bar
gains in reloading equipment. components,
ammunition.

MINNESOTA
SHOOTERS SUPPLY

1915 E. 22nd St., Dept. llE
Minneapolis, Minn. 55404
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(Continued from page 9)

with the tool. The offset handle of the tool
is very much appreciated by those of us who
might either be cramped for bench space or
are ambidextrous and can work a tool with
either hand. The No. 205 reloading press
can be operated by a right-hander as well
as by a left·hander without changing of tool
handle position, and leverage is adequate for
both types of operations. All in all, after
some rather extensive use, we found the C-R
No. 205 offset 0 tool to be ,a rugged and
sturdy tool that can handle any and all re
loading operations.

The new No. 907 Shellmaster is a vast
cry from the very early Shellmaster that we
used quite a number of years ago. Especially
noticeable on this tool are several features.
The large powder and shot hoppers are
most welcome, there are only three stations,
and the shell is only moved twice and
handled only four times in the course of a
complete reloading. Especially noteworthy
are the precision shot and powder measures
which deliver accurate amounts of shot and
powder, and which can be adapted to de
liver other charges easily and without a
great deal of fuss and bother. It is possible
to get the No. 907 set up to charge and load
three inch shells, but standard delivery is
for the 2%" cases. The tool is available in
12, 16, 20, 28, and .410 gauge.

There are a number of features on this
tool which are certainly of interest to the
shotshell loader. First of all, the tool will
reload paper, plastic, and metal shells.
Secondly, the wad pressure is fully adj ust
able up to 100 Ibs., and all loading steps are
to positive stops-thereby taking a lot of the
guessing out of shotshell loading.

In loading a case, the operation of the tool
is simplicity itself and is worth considering
for a moment. The empty case is placed in
position No. 1 where it gets not only a full
length sizing but where the brass is sized,
and the case decapped. The case is now
placed in position No.2, where it remains
for a number of operations. First, this is the
priming position, and priming is done with
a post type primer arm which requires single
handling of each primer; at this position the
powder charge is dropped by moving the
charge bar to the rear, the wads are then
inserted and seated, and shot is delivered by
moving the charge bar forward. The charged
hull is then moved to position No. 3 where
crimping is completed in one step. If new
paper shells are used, a special crimping die
is furnished with the tool. Operation of the
tool is simple, and our tool handled once
fired cases as well as cases that have seen
better days with equal ease and uniform
ity. As mentioned before, shot and powder
charges are extremely uniform, manipulation
of the tool is easy, and the tool itself is
built to last a long time. Each tool contains
a sample shell that has been loaded on this
particular tool and our reloads were tested
in pumps, autoloaders, and double barrel
shotguns. In loading some 200 rounds we did
not have a single poorly made round. The
tool is a relatively simple one, is easily
handled by anyone, and even a beginner can
follow the exceptionally well illustrated and
descriptive operational procedures without
any trouble whatsoever. With all of the corn·

(Continued on page 61)
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N~BLE

60

420

Model 70 - Pump Gun - Perfectly bal
anced, a fine lightweight .410 shotgun in
popular slide action design. Safe, econom
ical, excellent choice for women or young
sters. Safety button located at top of re
ceiver. Ideal for small game at short range
or small bore skeet events.

Model 60 - 12 and 16 Ga. - Beautifully
finished, reliable slide action gun, fitted
with new Vary-Chek (variable choke) and
resilient rubber recoil pad. Safety button
located at top of receiver. Avai lable also as
Model 65 with plain barrel, full or modified

• choke, no recoi I pad.

Model 420 - Side·by-Side Double - A tra
ditional hammerless double barrel, double
trigger example of superb old world crafts
manship. Perfectly balanced with smooth,
positive action. Left barrel full choke; right
modified. 12, 16,20 gao

Model 275 - .22 Lever Action.- Here's a
hammerless, lever action rifle with one
piece, beautifully proportioned walnut
stock. Short lever throw operates smoothly
and easily. Visible feeding, safe fire con
trol, thumb operated safety.

Model 235 - .22 Slide Action - Excellent
for small game, target shooting and all
around use. Features adjustable sporting
rear sight; ramp patridge type front sight.
Receiver machined .for quick detachable
dovetail mount for telesco.pic sight. .'

Please write for complete catalog and price lists.

The NOBLE Manufacturing Company, Inc.

Dept. G, Haydenville, Massachusetts
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Cash or Credit -

No JJIoney Down!

12·16·20 OR 410 GAUGE
MATADOR DOUBLE SHOTGUNS!

NRA Excellent Condition! Ama~

tng deep price cut due to special pur
chase from BritiSh Air Ministry. Available

with or without scopes. The finest lot of Enfield :It I Mark III Rifles
we've ever seen . . . and possibly the last of this quality that may

~;e:v:A~r~~f~c:.ra ag~~ngf l~n.gq~~lY&.Ttgi~oi~t~ho~l~wfie~~_C{~f~ed~a~~~t
stock. Sporterized stock balances well, permits fast handlin~. Rear
sight adjustable. Blade front sight. Tu~ed·d9wn bo~t handle, solid
brass butt fllate. 10-shot removable clip. Slmg SWIvels. $1978
~i:r.2~'2~;era.1:. :~.~~. ~.~i.t~~~. ~~.I.i~~~ .. ~i.~~.~~.I:: .'.".i~~.~~~.~~~~:..
C23-3213. Rifle with 3X·7x20m/ 0/4" variable scope installed $31.78
E20-1339. .90S British lIJUitory A"~mo. per 100 rounc/lr $7.50

Made fOf" Firearms International by fame<! AYA. Check these qualtty
Matador features. Selective automatic ejectors; Single selective trig-

g:~hAen~~av~~:~~v~~~bigldn?;li~~dfii~~~Ig,Ui~o~O~t:se~~~~l~~~~~
checkered French Walnut stock; Beavertail forearm. Klein's scoops the
market to purchase balance of Matador factory production.
Choose From Big Selection $107.78 and up.
Order :# Ga. Chamber Barrel Choke Weight Lgth. Price
C22-2192 12 20/4" 30" M&F 71/4 47" $117.78
C22-2191 12 20/," 28/1 l\:I&F 71/4 45" $117.78

~~~=~~:g ~g ~a'1:: ~~:: ~~ ~~ ~g:: ~~~~:~:
C22-2188 410 3" 28" F&F 51/2 45" $107.78
C22-2187 410 3" 26" M&F 5112 43" $107.78

LIMITED QUANTITY! SEMI-AUTOMATIC
U. S. M·l GARAND RIFLE

Famous World War Il 30/06 caliber semi-auto rifle. 8 shot. 24" brl.
42" overall. Adjustable sight. Exactly as issued with original click:
type aperture sight adjustable from 100 to 1200 yds. Wei~hs

6~d.lbS. Precision welded receiver. In NRA Very Good $ .9
C24·1715 ........•.•.•.....• _................... 77
C25-3214. NRA-very good. Receiver not welded .•.•••...... $89.99

MARLIN LEVER ACTION
30/30 CALIBER HIGH POWER CARBINE

Ori~inal Factory Packed with full Marlin warranty. Side ('jec-

som:i~~ln~t~Y~or~~ ~~~i::5·forc~~~~s:If:~~nS~~~:~~~i~hish:~~:
errul carbine a In'eat woods gun. Drilled and tapped Cor scope. Re
ceiver sights. \Vt. 63/4 Ibs.. 20" barrel. 38!h" overall. $667'
g~~22~a3: ~~~i~~o~~I~i~.h.~ .. ?~S~~ .~a.~~~~ .s.p~ _i.n.c~~~~:
C23.2209. Carbine with Tasco 4X 1" CH scope. Installed .... $85.79
C23-2211. Carbine with Tasco 3·9X 1" variable scope. Installed. $97.79

6 SHOT-BOLT ACTION
U. S. MODEL 1917 30/06 CAL. MILITARY RIFLE
6 shot top loading. 1 in 10" 5-~oove 26" barrel.

g~'J:I}ro~~':;;ghte~OO~'~~~ot;~f~t;~j~~~J~~"ri ~I~. ~m~~i~n Y\~~'l'-
nut stock, with sling swivels. All milled parts. All En- $2978fields NRA very good or better condtion.

~~g=~~: :r'f~l/~yR~~;;ti~:t~~ ~~ ~~~:~~h:ste~::::::::::: $34.95
E20-1000. 30/06 metal jacketed ammo. 120 rounds $7.20

_

Mail Today-Immediate Delivery.

.. KLEIN'S-Dept. 615 •
227 W. Washington St. =

• ~UR 79T; YEA:' • • Chicago, Illinois 60606 •
• 0 CASH CUSTOMERS: Send check or money order in full.•
• Unless otherwise specified; Add $1.00 postage and handling.
• on any size order ... $1.50 on Shotguns & Rifles. •
• HandgUn(Ifl~:ofsmc~~t::~~~e:~x:%s~Je~ar:f::) Collect. •

I: 0 C.O.D. Customers-Enclose 10% C.O.D. Deposit. =
• 0 :::~:n\I~:q~?red~L~o~'rSor~:~~liTI ~eU:~~:~R:t: on~~. down.

• 0 NEW CREDIT CUSTOMERS: No Down Payment Required.•
• But to speed your order, rush 100/0 or more down payment, •

• :d~resses~~ ~fa~eo;n~o;edtre~~ :~tKo~hO~m:~~y~~v~n10rn~~:: h"'ad~ •
• credit accounts. Also your age, occupation, number of !Jepen~- •

•
ents, date present job began and present salary. Information Will •

• be kept confidential. •

• RUSH ITEM NOS. •
• ENCLOSED is $ 0 Check 0 Money Order.

• NAME •

• ADDRESS •• •• CITY & 5TATE •
•• KLEIN'S Guarantees You 100% •

•••••••• SatiSfaction 0' You, Money Sack' ••••••••

NEW! TASCO VARIABLE
POWER SCOPES-3X TO 9X

Brand new! First quality! Made by
Tasco! With a twio&t. of the wrist you

3ato h9~e F~~fd ~(r"vei~J,ouI4\Vft.t e:,r~O
ft. Crosshair reticule. Magnesium
fluoride hard coated lenses, windage
and elevation click stops. parallax
corrected. Nitrogen filled for fog
proofing. Large eye piece and objec·
tive. 1" tube, cowhide
i~nsoz~ps. Overall 12/1, $2999
827·1785 .
827-1786. VARIABLE POWER
SCOPE 21/2% to 8x. Tasca quality

:~:ve.fe~r~~~~ai:a:;tt~cu~~$21.99
827-1724. 21/zX or 4X SCQpes
CROSSllAIR or POST and CROSS
HAIR RETICULE. All the quality fea
tures described above 'Plus Fixed Ret
iclue ... always accurately centered.

;;::: c~~~~~eOfO~ 1;:t~~u~~. $11.99
B20_TfHl4 WFAVKP PJVO'T' MQlTNT
-$9.88; B20-1483 TASCa TOP
MOUNT-$4.88. State make and
model of your rifle.

.RAND
NEWI

KLEIN'S ALL NEW
CUSTOM FEATURES!

SPORTERIZED ENFIELD 30/06
Klein's gunsmiths selected Enfield Model 1917 barreled finest actions.
~hcse were head space~ and proof fired to assure evel"y safeiy precau
tIOn. Custom features mclude: Monte Carlo American Walnut stock with
checkplece and pistol grip; entire barrel and action reblued and polished
like new; bolt polished; notched elevator rear sight and hooded ramp

~I~:)~.p~\~~: ";:~~I.~O~utb~~~i~~~~~:~. t:'1c~,i,~ P~~i.m~::i'~~e~~fv:~rd~ny~
and tapped f~r scopes. Wt. 8 Ibs. 42" overall. Cal. 30/06. '$59'5
5·5hot capaclty.
C23-3225. Rifle only without sling or scope .......•..•.•

~;;~~2s~~pe~:~~a~~~~~ .T.a~~~ .1:'. ~.1~2:~~.~:~~ .~I-~ .~n.r~~b.l~ $89.95
C~3-3227. Spo,·ter Deluxe Rifle only without scope. As described but

r:~~hh~~ds~i::;Cks;:~:I~~tr:?b~~~~e~nm~~~~7g:t:l:n~I~~~~_e~~: $69.95
g~3-~~~:bleD~~~:rR~~~p:b~~~~;~ ~~~~~ .1~/. ~1:~_~:X: ~~~~. $99.95

Your Credit Is Good
at Kleins!

All with high number nickel receiver, milled working
parts. Made in Gov't arsenals-not commercially assembled.

5-shot magaZine. Adjustable rear peep sight, blade front sight. Great
for ~P?rting. use. 431/4" overall, 8.69 Ibs. NRA Excellent $3978conc!Jtlon. Rlfle only.

~~~=}b~b. i2() f.ds·. 'aoi06 ammo: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : .... $7.20

.303 JUNGLE CARBINE
bo~il~~~~n.NCj"8/~ b~l~~l. RWt~1 7:t;4f11b~·. \Qit~h~~:

coil pad, flash hider, sling swivels. Fine big $"3478stame rifle made like a modern Sporier. NRA Excellent ..
C23-3217. Carbine only .
C23-3218. Carbine with Tasco 3/4 " 3x7x20m/m Variable Scope.
Mounted and read~ to shoot. $46.78
C23·3220. Carbme with .Tasco 1" 2l/2x-8x32rn/m Variable Scope.

~~~?i~~9~d.3eO~YBt~lls~~~~: . iaa' rds·.. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~;~:~g

Famed
9mm German

"Luger"
Model 1908
The never-aRain to be
duplicated creation of the
great George Luger. G~ar~
an teed completely service
able and in NRA Good Condition
but showing prolonged holster
wear. 83/4" overall. 4" barrel.
Wt. 30 oz. 8-shot capacity.

~:"~8,1,6 9,4,', "L"~:~~ $39,95
E24-2229. A!>ove gun reblued
and refinished $49.95
E26-2092. 9mm Ammo. 100
rds. . $5.00

KLEIN'S 30/06
BOLT ACTION HI-POWER RIFLE

Made by famed Firearms International. 12 groove
button rifle barrels. Monte Carlo walnut stOCks with

cheekpiece and fluted comb. Rns Williams "Guide"
sight adjustable for wind and elevation. hinged floor plate;

ramp front sight. Fully adjustable Sako tristster with thumb
safety. 5 shot. 24" barrel. 441/2" overall, wt. 71/2 Ibs. FN Mauser
400 action. Guaranteed for one year by Firearms International. Also

',V'{;;~a~\i~~rri2~?1 ~lnone218ei~~n'lo~mPri~:i" or .300 "$9988
C23-2213. Rifle Only .... _ .................•..•.••.
C23-2214. Rifle with Tasco 4X 1" CH scope, mounted ..•.... 5122.88
C23-2215. Rifle with Tasoo 21/2·8X 1" CH Variable scope. mtd. 5126.88
C23-2216. Rifle with Tasco 3-9X I" Cli Variable scope, mtd.. $134.88

• Cash or Credit I

NOBODY UNDERSELLS KLEIN'S! • YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD! • MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

KLEIN'S CUSTOM SPORTERIZED SPRINGFIELD 30/06"* ALL NEW CUSTOM FEATURES: MONTE CARLO AMERICAN
WALNUT STOCK, BLUEING, SIGHTS AND RECOIL PAD

Klein's precision gunsmiths have sporterized the Model 1903 Springfield to provide you with a high powered,
bolt action Sporting Rifle of excellent design and accuracy. BalTi?l has been shortened and corwned to 22".
Hooded ramp sight with gold bead. Ent.ire barrel and action have been carefully reblued and polished. The
bolt has been polished a bright niekel steel finish, and follower beveled for smooth bolt operation. Low scope
safely. Action is drilled and bolt handle modi.fied for scope installation. High number actions have been
head spaced and proof fired to assure safet~ 13~Xll/2X2lh American Walnut stock. Monte Carlo style with

ti~~~~~cew~~~JI~~:14ty~·"::;~;:1.pa&l. 3O~b6~gl~ho~~ock absorption. Rifle is targeted after '$69'5
C23-3221, Rifle only (without sting and scope) .. _ .......•.•••.••.••••.•.••••••••••••••
C23·3222. RiBe with Tasco 1" 21/2-8X 32mm eH Variable power scope installed ••.•..•.•.•... $99.95

C23·3223. Sportcr Deluxe RiBe only without scope. As described but with 1" sting swivels and leather
millt."\I"y style sling. 16·line hand checkering with border on the pistol grip and fore·end $79.95
C23-3224. Deluxe RiBe above with Tasco 1" 2.lh-8X 32mm eli Variable power scope installed $109.95

FREEl KLEIN'S ALL. Famous
SPORTS CATALOG Military 9mm

Big new KLEIN'S Catalo", of Wal1her P-38 Auto
sport, tacJ:ele. ~olf, camping a.nd Replaced LUR'er by the

~~~r~ar:rd~:: ~~ta~~~dFr2~;1~~g~'gl::1 ~~~~a~n ~~~~
-:::~~~~...:co~j~n:s~o~r~st~a~m~p~s~fo~r:..:Y~ou:r~c20~p:y~.side-arm, single andr- . double action. Auto. internal

GUN & AMMO PURCHASERS: Please send safety. 81/2" overall. 43/4 "
signed statement stating that you are 21 or barrel. wt. 34 oz., $34'5
over) not an alien, have not been convicted of ~2~~~~28. NRA Good
~rC~Ir'~~' a~~~c~.nder indictment, not a fugitive E24-1698. NRA Excellent $39.95

'-__..;... IB24·2235. Issue holster .. $8.50



FRANUHI
III

IS
DIFFERENT
You can actually feel the difference
-the perfection of this world fa·
mous shotgun. The difference is
built in by the highly skilled crafts·
men who put generations of gun·
smithing into each new Franchi.
In all grades, Franchi automatic
shotguns are the lightest available.

12 gauge-6 Ibs. 4 OlS.

20 gauge-5 Ibs. 2 OlS.

All models have chrome·plated bore,
virtually impervious to rust and ero·
sian; are easy to take down and have
absolutely perfect part interchange·
ability, inclUding the barrel.
Hunter Model (ill.) has finely en·
graved receiver. Eldorado Models
are even more elaborately decorated.

Available barrels
12 gauge-26"-lmproved Cylinder

28"-Modified or Full
30"-Full

20 gauge-26"-lmproved Cylinder
28"-Modified or Full

Standard Grade $158.00
Hunter Grade (illustrated)

with ventilated rib $212.00
EldOJ'ado Grade $307.00

World-Renowned
Over·and·Under

FRANCHI-.
Field Model Aristocrat

12 GAUGE

Acclaimed for Its quality and de·
sign on ranges and flyways the
world over, this superb over and
under shotgun Is outstanding In
balance and handling qualities.
It comes to the shoulder swiftly,
smoothly and naturally; swings
and points like an extension of
your arm.
New trigger design with over·
head sears prevents any possible
doubling. In addition each model
is equipped with a selective
single trigger, non·automatlc
safety, selective automatic ejec·
tors, ventilated ribs, chrome·
lined barrels and scroll engraved
receiver. Field, skeet and trap
models are available.

BARREL LENGTHS AND CHOKES

12 gauge-26"-lmp. Cyl. &
Modified

26"-Skeet #1 & #2
28"-Mod. & Full
30"-Mod. & Full

Standard Grade $310.00
Silver·King Grade $331.00
Deluxe Grade $525.00

STOEGER ARMS
CORPORATION

55 Ruta Court, Dept. GM-ll
South Hackensack, New Jersey

The Frank Felicetti Case
Your article in September GUNS on the

Frank Felicetti case prompts this request for
membership (in the Shooters Club of Amer·
ica). I feel your efforts deserve all support
possible.

I am a member of the NRA and am disap
pointed and ashamed to have heard about
this case through another club.

Neal P. Lang
Cape Canaveral, Florida

You have done a real public service in
publishing the facts about the Felicetti case
and calling for contributions for his defense.
Enclosed is a copy of my letter to the law
firm mentioned in your editorial and to whom
I sent a contribution.

I do not know whether the time has come
to repeal the iniquitous law under which Mr.
Felicetti is being prosecuted or not. The
"climate of opinion" in the United States
today is hard to judge. On the one hand,
the murder of President Kennedy unleashed a
wave of mass h.ysteria which the anti·gun
fanatics have done their best to exploit; and
in this they have had the aid of many of the
national magazines, news services, and TV
stations. On the other hand, the danger in
the streets and even in their own homes to
law-abiding citizens everywhere, but especial
ly in our big cities, is causing an increased
realization'of the inability of the best police
force to protect everyone at all times, and
hence to a greater insistence on the right to
keep and bear arms as a vital part of the
inherited civil liberty of free Americans.

In any case, I believe with you that the
best defense is an attack. And a good place
to start is with the case of Mr. Felicetti.

Laurence Lee Howe
Louisville, Ky.

Sullivan Law
I have read your editorial in the Septem

ber issue concerning Frank Felicetti and
the Sullivan Law.

Recently there have been at least two other
instances where innocent people were ar
rested f.flr defending themselves. One of
these was a secretary from Queens who
defended hers~lf· with a knife and promptly
found herself in jail. After this incident, the
"New York Daily News" finally spoke out,
criticizing this law. Since then, I have writ
ten to the editor, suggesting a meeting be·
tween the New York City Officials and
officials of the NRA, the topic of this
meeting would be ways and suggestions on
changing this law so that honest people
might have an easier time in obtaining a

16

pistol permit, yet one that would be more
effective in preventing criminals from ob
taining firearms.

Since we cannot abolish the Sullivan Law,
why not try to change it? I intend to con
tribute to Mr. Felicetti's fund tomorrow.

A. C. Benintente
Cranford, N. J.

My congratulations on the editorial in the
current (September) issue; it is excellent! I
hope you send a copy to Rep. John A. Lind
say of New York-it might make him change
some of his views.

James E. Serven
Tucson, Arizona

A copy is already on the way to Rep.
Lindsay, and we hope it will do some good.
Early response to this editorial has been
most gratifying.-ED.

Paging Col. Harbour
Flock shooting geese at distances up to

100 yards with 12 gauge buckshot loads, as
mentioned in your August '64 issue, is a
despicable act which should only be stated
in the context that hunters be admonished
not to do it.

This practice, just as hill shooting, coulee
shooting, ditch shooting, sit shooting, back
shooting, etc., is abhorred by the conserva
tion minded, genuine sportsman. Shotguns are
short range weapons and any game that can
not be killed cleanly over decoys with No.2
or smaller shot, should not be shot at. Just
because it's legal does not make it right.

Geese are majestic birds worthy of a better
fate than dying unretrieved from buckshot
wounds from the hands of sky-raking, pseudo
sportsmen, too cheap to obtain decoys and
too lazy to dig pits where the birds feed.
For the sake of conservation, I hope you're
sportsman enough to have the guts to print
this letter.

Vernon Charnetski
Prelate, Saskatchewan

Being an old goose shooter who prefers
shooting over decoys, I can understand Mr.
Charnetski's criticism of our U.S. hunters
who pass shoot at geese with buckshot. How
ever, the majority of hunters around our
winter goose refuges in the U.S. often have
no other form of goose shooting open to
them. The lands around most of our refuges
are leased or tightly posted, and the option
of placing decoys in fields where geese feed,
which lucky hunters like Mr. Charnetski
and others in the great province of Sas
katchewan know, is not open to many U.S.
hunters. So their only choice is long range
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pass shooting from public pits around these
refuges, and the new Mark 5 buckshot loads
are the most effective and merciful load to
use for this kind of shooting. In fact, I have
seen far more geese crippled by shooting
over decoys than I have by pass shooting with
good buckshot loads. So, I cannot agree
with Mr. Charnetski that U.S. hunters are
"cheap" or "lazy" or "pseudo sportsmen."
And anyone who knows his shotgunning with
buckshot knows that it is a rare occasion
indeed when a goose flies off to die, unre
trieved, with a buckshot which would kill a
deer in him. Unfortunately, the same cannot
be said of the lighter loads.

Col. Dave Harbour
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Dear Kent Bellah
I liked your report on the .41 Magnum

ballistics in August GUNS. This is the near
est to an exact and objective appraisal that
I've seen.

You will surely know my feelings, and will
realize that every review like yours will help
maintain facts. And it is facts that we so
sorely need in this shooting game.

E. M. Yard
Trenton, N. 1.

Nation of Sheep?
The enclosed newspaper clipping will make

your blood run cold. This is what Americans
may expect to become if they allow their
guns to be taken away. We are in too much
danger of becoming a nation of sheep, as is
readily apparent from the actions of the
"good citizens" mentioned here.

Allen C. Messer, Jr.
Nashville, Tennessee

The newspaper article describes the brutal
murder of a woman in a New York street
while 38 respectable citizens watched, but
did nothing. The killer was interrupted three
times, yet returned twice within a 35 minute
interval to commit his crime. A sad docu
mentary on our times.-Editor

Pro-Gun Candidates
The American tradition toward firearms

represents a priceless freedom won by our
forefathers which few other nations enjoy.
So strong was the conviction of our founding
fathers about the right to keep and use fire
arms lawfully that they amended our original
Constitution so that "the right of the people
to keep and bear arms shall not be in
fringed."

Historically, firearms were necessary for
survival. Today, the 60,000,000 owners of
firearms in America no longer depend on
them for survival and their daily meals, but
shooting continues to be an important seg
ment of our activities.

Unfortunately, there is a growing prejudice
on the part of some against firearms. Legisla
tion is constantly being proposed on the
local, state and federal levels which denies
or restricts the constitutional right granted
to us. Most of these proposed laws restrict
gun ownership by the honest citizen instead
of punishing those who use guns for illegal
purposes. It is questionable if legislation
could prevent criminals from securing and
using guns, but proper laws can and should
severely penalize the illegal use of guns.
Their use should be enhanced by proper

education. Restriction should be limited to
those not physically or mentally capable of
handling them without the possibility of
endangering the lives of others.

Since the Constitution guarantees such
basic rights as the right to bear arms, it is
unfortunate that some segments of society
are intent on abridging one of those free
doms. I would urge all citizens to remember
that any restriction on the Constitution is a
two-edged sword, and that it can be applied
to other rights of Americans-rights that
are effective only to the degree that we are
willing to meet the obligations of freedom.

Bud Wilkinson
Candidate for U. S. Senate

Oklahoma

Today, we have more restrictive firearms
regulations than ever before in the history
of the United States; and today, there are
more crimes of violence (more in actual
number, and more in proportion to the total
population) than ever before. This is not
coincidental; it is inevitable. Criminal vio
lence against law-abiding citizens will al
ways increase, as citizens are restricted in
their right to defend themselves.

A free man must have unrestricted right to
own and use personal weapons, in the de
fense of his family, his home, and his own
person, against any kind of marauder
whether the marauder be a soldier of an
invading army, an agent of an internal
political conspiracy, or a common criminal.

If a man loses his right to free, lawful use
of personal firearms, he loses his identity as
a free agent in a civilized country. He be
comes totally dependent (and, therefore, ul
timately a slave) upon centralized police
authority for protection of his life, liberty,
and property.

It is probably no exaggeration to say that
an American citizenry, well armed with per
sonal firearms, and possessing the knowledge
to use them effectively and properly, would
provide more defense against invasion by a
foreign enemy-or against internal attempt
to seize power-than all of the "National
Defense" which President Johnson plans to
buy with 51 billion, 200 million tax dollars in
the next fiscal year.

For the foregoing reasons, and because I
feel the Second Amendment is the most
neglected part of the Constitution, I strongly
favor the enactment of a pro-gun law.

Bob French
Candidate for Congress

Alabama

Salute
Gentleman, I salute you on the August

GUNS. It was truly an outstanding issue of an
outstanding magazine. Since I am a "gun
nut" and also a nut on the Civil War, this
issue was of particular interest to me.

I would also like to compliment you on
the Shooter's Club of America; I have just
recently joined the N.R.A., and would like to
know if young shooters are invited to join
'your club. I'm eighteen years old and an
avid rifleman and supporter of the right to
bear arms.

Keep up the great job you're doing.
Butch Etheridge

Jackson, Miss.
ALL shooters are invited! And most of

them seem to be joining! Come on in; the
water's fine.-Editor.

Special Measuring Cylinder prevents
powder clogging and ensures con·
sistently accurate uniform charges.
Adjusts quickly and easily from one
charge to another. Powder level visible
at all times. Easily mounted on press
or bench. NEW Small Measuring Cyl.
inder available for bench rest and
pistol shooters. Specify regular or
small measuring cylinder. Complete
with stand plate. $1995With both Measuring

Cylinders. $25.05

POWDER TRICKLER
ANOTHER RCBS PRECISIONEERED PRODUCT

..• The Powder Trick·
ler makes it easy to
balance scales with
accurate powder
charges. You merely
twist knob and powder
"trickles" into scale
pan-a kernel at a
time-until desired
charge is reached. Used
with most popular pow
der scales. Large ca
pacity reservoi r. Base
of Trickier - designed
extra large to mini
mize tipping-wi II

accomodate $300
anchor weight
if desired.
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BY JAMES J:Vr. TRIG G S

PIONEER AMERICAN
RIFLES:

FIRST MANUFACTURED by the Savage Revolving Firearms Company, under con
tract to E. Remington & Sons, for the U.S. Government, the rugged "rolling block"

action became a famous Remington product. The new Remington rifle, in caliber .50, was
accepted for Army use in 1871, being manufactured at the same time at the Springfield
Arsenal for Navy issue.

Many variations of Remington rolling block rifles have been produced, from the Civil
War until the late 1930's, in a great variety of calibers. Many thousands of these rifles
were made by Remington for both domestic and foreign sales. The rolling block rifle
was also produced by the Danish Government Arsenal.

Disassembly of the Remington avy Rifle, Model 1871, is as follows. Although there
are various small design changes between this and other rolling block models, disas
sembly will be substantially the same in most cases.

Remove button screw and button between breechblock and hammer pins (30, 31) at
left of frame. Pull hammer to rear and press breechblock pin (30) out of frame. Re
move breechblock (1) with firing pin (19) from frame 0). Let hammer down and
push out hammer pin (31). Remove hammer from frame. Remove ramrod (7), press
in band springs (9,10), and slide bands (8,6) forward off fore·end (4). Remove fore
end. Remove tang screw (35) and slide buttstock (4) off frame to rellI". Unscrew front
and rear trigger guard plate screws (20, 29) and pull trigger guard plate (3) out
bottom of frame. Parts in trigger guard plate are easily removed. Reassemble in re
verse order.

PARTS LIST

1. Receiver (frame)
2. Barrel
3. Rear sight
4. Fore-end
5. Stock tip and screw
6. Front band, screw and swivel
7. Ramrod
8. Rear band
9. Rear band spring

10. Front band spring
11. Breechblock
12. Hammer
13. Trigger guard plate
14. 'Buttstock
15. Buttplate (with screws)
16. Extrador screw
17. Extrador
18. Firing pin screw
19. Firing pin
20. Front guard plate screw
21. Lever spring
22. Lever spring screw
23. Locking lever
24. Locking lever screw
25. Trigger
26. Trigger pin
27. Trigger spring
28. Trigger spring screw
29. Rear guard plate screw
30. Breechblock pin
31. Hammer pin
32. Button and screw (not showrt)

33. Mainspring
34. Mainspring screw
35. Tang screw

106

4

Detail

Longitudinal
Section

9

13
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superb hunting partner ... Colt's new AR-15 Sporter
With Colt's new AR-15 Sporter you're ready for'a new hunt-
ing adventure. .

The AR-15 Sporter weighs only six, pounds. Its .223 cal.,
55-grain bullet has a muzzle velocity of 3,100 fps. Every
AR-15 Sporter is factory targeted at 100 yards.

If you're a hunter, camper or collector, you'll want the
AR-15 Sporter. At any Registered Colt Dealer. $189.50

Colt Industries Inc
Colt Firearms Division

Colt's Firearms

,-
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Hartford, Connecticut
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EVER SINCE THE FIRST gangster
took a hack saw to the barrel of his

.38 and lopped it off in front of the ejec
tor rod, the gun-toting public has been the
victim of the greatest hoax in handgun
history! The belief in the myth of the
effectiveness of a .38 Special revolver with
a 2" barrel has been a very costly bit of
folklore! Good men have staked their lives
on these pipsqueak pistols-and lost.

The .38 Special cartridge, fired from a
heavy frame revolver with a 6" barrel, is
not a guaranteed man-stopper! A really
determined thug has to be killed instantly,
or have his hide well ventilated, before he
stops coming at you when you're using a
gun of this caliber. It is ridiculous to think
that a popgun having one-third the weight
and bore-capacity, and having sighting
radius less than half that of an honest
man's gun, can be counted on in emer
gencies. When you're carrying one of these
mutations, you're sending a small boy to do
a big man's work.

Adding insult to injury, the gun com
panies have gilded these lilies by giving
them frames of aluminum and other light.
weight metals. This increases the recoil
and results in even more inaccuracy. When
it comes to handguns, I prefer to have my
aluminum in coffee pots! I don't think that
the men of America have become so en·
feebled and tender that they might strain
themselves too much if they carried re-

These Smith & Wesson revolvers were all used by the .author
in his tests. From top to bottom: .357 Magnum with 83fs"
barrel; Outdoorsman with 6" barrel; 5 inch .357; 4" M&P
3'12" .357; 2" and 3" Chiefs Special; and Airweight Chief.

THE AUTHOR RATES SNUB NOSE REVOLVERS AS A POOR CHOICE FOR

SELF.DEFENSE. AND GIVES YOU HIS PREFERENCES
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Colt's new 2112 inch Python, shown here with a
pair of Herrett stocks, is a powerful snubby.
Below: The author's custom Colt Police Positive.

volvers made of hard, durable steel.
In double action combat, the 2" babies

are next to worthless at ranges over seven
yards. After a gunfight, it is not unusual to
discover bullets lodged 20 feet to one side
of the line of fire, when snub guns were
used. Misses with long barreled service
revolvers are found within a foot or two
of the point of aim.

The psychological effect produced by
pipsqueak pistols leaves much to be de
sired. Detectives tell me that too often,
when they have "the drop" on a felon,
he'll decide to take his chances and either
run or fight if the sleuth is armed with a
snub gun. However, if he is wielding a
large, heavy caliber revolver, even the
toughest thug will surrender meekly. The
tiny gun might kill him just as dead as a
.45 Colt-but he's willing to bet his life
that it won't.

Snub guns suffer from lack of penetra
tion and shocking power. I know of scores
of cases of men who were shot by .38
caliber snubbies and didn't even know they
were hit until they discovered they were
bleeding!

While apprehending a felon recently, a
detective fired his snubby into the floor
of the apartment. He was amazed to find
the bullet only halfway embedded in the
parquet floor!

In Kansas City, a gangster ran to his
car, and was trying frantically to start it,

GUNS NOVEMBER 1964

The author's selection for the best
factory "carry" gun is the S&W
Chief Special, with steel frame and
3" barrel, Fitz Gunfighter grips,
and Flaig's "Ace" trigger shoe.

Two-hand hold may help to
control the recoil of the
snubs, but does little to
help range-or accuracy.
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when the two federal agents came into
view. He was starting to pull away
from the curb when one agent emp
tied his .38 snub nose into the side of
the car. The bullets splattered harm
lessly off the metal side of the car.
The second agent raised his heavy
service revolver and nailed the hood
lum with one shot through the metal
door of the car. Both men were using
the same cartridges and were firing
from the same distance. The heavy
revolver with a four inch barrel could
do the required job. The lightweight
snub-nosed gun flunked the same test.

The .38 Special cartridge was de
signed to be used in heavy frame revolv
ers with 7:!h" barrels for maximum per
formance of the load. There is not too
much difference in the performance of
this gun and those having 6" barrels,
although it is noticeable in long-range
shooting. A 5" barrel is not quite as
effective as a 6" one, but it is probably
the best length for service use. It is
not too long for ease of carrying, but
it has sufficient bore capacity and sight
ing radius to make it an excellent com
promise. There is a very noticeable
loss of range, accuracy, and penetra
tion between five and four inches of
barrel, and an even more pronounced
drop between four and three inches.
The loss in performance between three
inches of a barrel and the 2" snub
nose is so great as to be inexcusable!

The evaluation of any gun should
be based upon the available ammuni
tion for it. Exponents of snub guns
always fall back on handloaded car
tridges tailored for the specific gun.
Yet relatively few have the time, equip
ment, and inclination to roll their own
ammo. To improve performance, it is
usually suggested that snub guns be
handloaded with a no grain wad
cutter bullet in front of a charge of
fast-burning Bullseye powder. It is im
possible to drive a no grain bullet out
of a 2" barrel with sufficient velocity
to knock a man down at 50 yards. It
takes a 200 grain bullet at that velocity
to do the job. A hollow point bullet
has to be traveling at least noo fps
to open up, even at close range. This
velocity is impossible to attain in a
2" barrel.

When it comes to accuracy, the snub
guns are in a class by themselves, and
a very disreputable class it is. In too
many cases, bullets fired from short
barrels start to tumble or "keyhole" at
about 30 yards!

Two plainclothesmen, in hot pursuit
of a brace of (Continued on page 49)

In the author's OpinIOn, any revolver power and performance
than the Colt New Service .45, with a 5 inch barrel, is more likely a
calculated risk than a compromise for anybody who depends on his gun.

SNUBBING THE SNUBS

This test pitted. the .38 Special against itself in a variety of barrel
lengths, and shows why the author's preference leans to the long barrel.
Pine boards, %" thick, were spaced at 112" intervals to stop the bullets.
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TROPHY HEADS ARE SPOnED EASIER AND

FASTER WITH THESE ACCESSORIES)'"

When properly strapped to the back of a
saddle, the case and content ride safely.

Author's spotting scope with its special tripod and the added
aiming scope. Right: Close-up of the home-made detachable head.

I N WILDERNESS trophy hunting, be it for sheep, cari
bou, goat or whatever, the selection of proper equip

ment is essential. The proper rifle and cartridge can mean
the difference between success and failure; the right cloth·
ing can mean comfort or misery; and choosing the wrong
outfitter could .be a complete disaster.

As far as optical equipment goes, some say that a spot.
ting scope is not necessary; that a good pair of binoculars
will do the jon. But, I go along with the majority of hunters
who believe that for successful wilderness hunts, a spotting
scope is as essential as a saddle---I wouldn't go without
either one. However, a spotting scope without a tripod is
not the easiest thing to use.

The ordinary scope stand is fine for the prone position,
but a camera tripod with a panning head can make a spot·
ting scope more productive for long
distance searching. It can be elevated
to allow spotting in a comfortable
sitting or standing position.

There are many camera tripods
available, but most are either over
17 inches long and heavy, or small
and unstable. After a lot of leg work,
I found one called the Whitehall
Elevator Travelite, by Quickset, Inc.,
Model ETR 1. It is just 17 inches
long when collapsed, and it extends
to 52 inches.

My Bausch & Lomb spotting scope
is attached to the cradle from a Free
land scope stand with the conven
tional metal band. The bottom of this
cradle can easily be drilled for at
taching to the camera tripod, but this
does not give the stability and speed
of assembly that is needed. I attached
a 21j2 x 3 inch plate to the bottom
of the cradle which makes slotted
contact with a similar plate attached

to the tripod head. The plates are cut from beveled alumi·
num threshold, and slots are cut in each bottom bearing
surface to provide positive non-slip contact.

The two plates are locked together, when the scope and
tripod are assembled, by means of a thin metal strip bent
at a 90 degree angle down over one side of the top plate.
This strip has a hole which slips over a stud which is set
into the edge of the bottom plate. A knurled thumbscrew,
fastened to the opposite side of the lower plate, forces
against the beveled portion of the top plate to hold the two
plates together solidly. This can be assembled in seconds;
one tenth the time of the conventional camera attachment
on a tripod.

To facilitate getting the spotting scope into action fast,
I have installed a 21j2 power (Continued on page 53)
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BECAUSE OF MORE sports dollars, faster transportation,
more roads, and most recently statehood, hunting in

Alaska by non-resident hunters has mushroomed. And hunting
in Alaska presents a peculiar problem when it comes to select
ing a suitable rifle and cartridge combination. Consider the
following typical examples, and you'll see what I mean.

You and your guide are riding a high blueberry ridge at
sun-up, in moose country, looking for a trophy head. Suddenly,
out of the high bush, at no more than 20 yards, a grizzly rises
up, startled, and to full height. He coughs out, "Whoosh!
Whoosh!" in a voice that sends your neck hair standing
straight. For ten seconds he debates whether to take you on, Of

back sullenly off into the bush. Both rifles are "handy" in
scabbards-but not in your hands.

You've. wounded a great brown bear in the Aleutians, where
the foliage is a mixture of alders up to four inches thick, and
heavy grass which will reach the thighs. You think it's a fatal
shot, since the huge beast tumbled and rolled down the steep
hill. But as you and the guide unravel the sparse blood spoor,
yard after yard into the thick foliage, you are not sure. The
deep tracks in the wet ground, and the few drops of red blood
continue into the alder maze. You don't know at which rod
ahead that bruin will be lying still, or rise up at you.

Maybe you are coming back to base camp, along the bank
cliffs above a raging glacial river, and you see a tiny white
speck far down below. The spotting scope shows it to be a bull
caribou, with the evening sun glistening on the white mane.
After stalking within 200 yards, you and the guide conclude
that the bull is well into the Boone & Crockett records. The
raging river can't be forded, though somewhere within a few
miles, the sturdy horses may find a place to pick their way,
belly-deep, across between the glacial boulders and quick-sand.
A couple of jumps by the bull, if you shoot, will put him back
into thick spruce "bush." There, unless he's stopped in his
tracks, he'll be lost forever, even to the best tracker.

Lastly, imagine you're stalking a trophy ram. As the heavy
fog lifts a moment, you see him in the binoculars far across
the valley. The guide, who can size up rams to within a small
percentage, says, "Thirty-nine on the left, and maybe forty on
the right!" In the fog, the range is uncertain, and both of you
conclude it's somewhere between 300 and 400 yards. It's the
chance of a lifetime, and it will be there for only 30 seconds.

These are not make-believe situations. They are actual hunt
ing opportunities I've been in on recent Alaska hunts, and they
are typical of the wide variety of circumstances under which
the hunter comes upon his game. What the hunter can do, does,
or wishes he could do under the strange conditions, depends to
a large extent upon the rifle in his scabbard or hands-and
what he has trained himself to do with it.

In the first two instances, involving (Continued on page 58)

By CLYDE ORMOND
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Left to right: A 180 grain slug
recovered from a caribou. Magnum
cartridges are: .300 H&H .308
Norma; .300 Weatherby; and the
.300 and .338 from Winchester.

Big game hunting in our most northern

state requires a versatile rifle-cartridge combination

as a
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By ERWIN A. BAUER

WAIT FOR
YOUR BUCK

NOVEMBER 1964GUNS

the next round of drinks when the man
returned-with a buck as big as a
small cow lashed onto his car fender.

"Just want to thank you guys," he
said. "I didn't know deer hunting was
so easy!"

The incident, which is entirely true,
isn't as ridiculous as it may sound.
Although it was intended as a practi
cal joke, the tavern-keeper's advice was
about the best he could have given to
any deer hunter-experienced or a raw
beginner. It's as true in Montana, or
Missouri, or New Mexico as it is in
Michigan, no matter what kind of deer
are being hunted. The best, most cer
tain way to bag your own buck this
fall is to go out someplace, sit down

ON OPENING DAY of Michigan's
deer season a few years ago, a

stranger strolled into a tavern in a
small town on the Upper Peninsula.
Dressed in shiny new boots and brand
new hunting togs, he was obviously a
neophyte sportsman.

"Exactly where," he asked no one in
particular, "Can I bag a big buck in a
hurry. I have to .be back in Detroit
tomorrow."

"Just go outside village limits," the
bartender volunteered, tongue in cheek,
"And sit down. They's deer every
place around here."

As soon as the stranger left, every
one joined the bartender in a big
horse laugh. But they'd hardly finished

As long as the hunter sits still,
he will be inconspicuous-though
he may not always be camouflaged.
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Whitetail doe walked almost up to
the author. unaware of the danger.

This big muley, old enough to be extremely cautious, strolled right past
the author who was playing a waiting game just over the top of the ridge.

... and play a waItmg game.
Of all the wild critters in American

woodlands, deer must be considered
among the most shy and wary. As any
deer hunter knows, it isn't an easy
matter to stalk ~ithin rifle range of a
good buck. But the odds are much bet
ter, perhaps five times better, if you
let the deer come to you.

When hunting seasons are open,
deer are much more restless than at
other times. Mule deer of the West are
often traveling from summer to winter
range, from high country to lower
altitudes. And almost everywhere the
rut is either beginning or is in prog
ress. The gigolo bucks especially are
wandering about.

But even during all this movement
and restlessness, deer are creatures of
habit, confining their movements-un
less disturbed-to early morning and
late afternoon hours. They tend to fol
low the same patterns, trails, and
crossings day after day, week after
week, and even year after year. It fol
lows that a wise hunter first finds an
area which deer are "using," and after
that stations himself on a stand nearby.
Sounds simple, doesn't it?

Playing the waiting game isn't al
ways as easy as it sounds. It's a skill
or maybe an art-and it requires some
preparation. For example, waiting mo
tionless in wintertime can become
mighty uncomfortable. But it isn't
necessary to suffer either of these in
conveniences and here's how it's done.

After selecting a stand, Lew Baker
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a hunting friend, takes a saw, axe,
nails, and a roll of baling wire to the
site. There he builds his blind in a tree
or between several trees. In Minnesota,
the law restricts him to a blind only
six feet off the ground, but elsewhere
this regulation doesn't exist. His isn't
a slipshod or flimsy structure-it's
sturdy and well built. A structure
which creaks or groans under a man's
weight only serves to alert approaching
deer. Another hunter I know goes Lew
one step better; he covers the floor of
his blind with an old piece of carpet to
muffle the scuffling sounds of his boots!

Once he is settled on his perch, Lew
becomes a sporting goods salesman's
dream come true. Besides several layers
of down- or dacron-filled clothing and
his rifle, he has along the following:
a large Thermos of hot beverage, foul
weather gear, a camera, a tasty lunch,
small smokeless heater, and a couple
of handwarmers

Whether it's done from an insulated
overhead blind or just by sitting on a
fallen tree trunk, the waiting game is
the deadliest technique of all for the
hunter with a haunch of venison on his
mind. Her~'s why.A man' or animal in
motion is always easier to see than
when standing still. In addition, the
man or deer that moves is also making
noise, perhaps only a slight noise, but
a sound nonetheless. And a man who is
moving broadcasts his own scent more
than when he is sitting in one place.
All of this means that the advantage
of first (Continued on page 57)

You'll have more

success in your deer

hunting if you

sit down and let the

deer come to you

"Lower him gently-I waited for
this venison a long, long time."
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Non-resident hunters will bag more birds with these tips

Despite the detractory claims of disappointed hunters,
nearly 70,000,000 ringnecks were legally taken in South
Dakota during the past 45 consecutive hunting seasons.
Through annual samplings of many thousands of resident
and visiting hunters' daily and seasonal bags, the Game
Department has a reasonably accurate insight into the
legitimacy of the squawks of lazy hunters and inept shots.
They learned that nearly 90 per cent of such claims of in
sufficient birds are unjustified, and that nearly all of the
gripers don't use their heads for much more than perches
for their hunting caps.

WHEN SOUTH DAKOTA opened its first ringneck
pheasant hunting season in 1919 (a one cock daily

limit during a two day period) some hunters had trouble'
filling out. Because of rough weather, only about 200 cocks
were harvested that year. Empty-handed hunters promptly
claimed the birds weren't as numerous as they had been led
to believe; but they were as wrong as could be.

Today, 45 years later, the wailing theme song is the
same, particularly during the early stages of the season;
especially during the first two weeks of the four-bird, 74
day season in the fall of 1963.
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Most complaining hunters fail to realize how and why
pheasant seasons are set, and how daily bag limits and
seasonal durations are established. Furthermore, they don't
know enough about the birds' habits, and how these can
change from week to week or even from day to day. The
net result is that they bumble around aimlessly, often
hunting relatively barren areas which were literally crawl
ing with ringnecks earlier that day or on preceding days.

Knowledgeable pheasant hunters don't have such troubles.
Most of them, like expert deer hunters, hunt only during
the choice hours of the day and then point their efforts at
cover that is attractive to the wily birds during such hours.
The net result is relatively easy hunting, lots of birds per
gun, and quickly filled bag limits.

How and why are opening dates of pheasant seasons set?
It used to be that Game Departments would wait until
early autumn before making up their minds, often only a
fortnight ahead of formally setting the season. That worked
a hardship on all prospective hunters, particularly non
residents, who needed much more time to shape up their
hunting plans.

Today game technicians work from the spring end of the
calendar. Aided by field observations of wardens, rural
mail carriers, landowners and sportsmen's club, they start
with the nesting seasons. They conduct a cross-section
count at the time the majority of hens bring off their
hatches, the average number of chicks per nesting hen, and
the duration of the nesting season.

Such observers don't have to find the individual nests
to get that basic information. Any capable game technician
can use binoculars on chicks accompanying a given hen
and, by their s.ize and plumage pattern, know within a
week or less just when the eggs were hatched. Then
it's a matter of elementary mathematics, based on previous
experience, to determine when the young cocks of avera'ge
broods will be fully feathered for strong sporting flight.

There are some exceptions, as where first nests have been
destroyed by varmints, weather, or other means. But the
hunting season can't wait for those exceptions, if the rest of
the hatch has been reasonably close to schedule. Only when
the whole nesting season is late will the hunting season be
delayed by the Game Departments.

All of the nine Corn Belt States, plus many others, now

Late season hunters will more likely see scenes like
this than those hunting the early part of the season.

use this procedure. Experience has proved it the most
efficient method of getting hunters afield during the fine
Indian Summer weather. It is the natural time for harvests,
when both vegetative and game crops are at peak condition.

Jone of these states claim shooting galleries of these fine
game birds; nor do such top-notchers as South Dakota and
Nebraska claim that all areas open to hunting are equally
productive. The tip-off is the daily bag limit and the dura
tion of open season. It should be obvious to even the green.
est non-resident that he shouldn't head for an area having
a two-cock daily limit of a week's season duration, if he
expects to take home the legal limit of 20 or more birds.
Simple math tells him that even if he limited out every day
he would have only 14 birds when the season closed.

In recent years, South Dakota has added a bonus to its
earlier pheasant seasons; something that most non-residents
don't know about or choose to ignore. Cover at the opening
of each annual season is thick (Continued on page 68}
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Relaxing with a cup of hot coffer this hunter looks
back on the past several hours, which brought him this
four-bird day's limit of fully mature cock pheasants.
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Three of Roy Weatherby's Magnums
are ideal calibers for the speedy ante
lope the .257, 7mm, and the .270.

Is your favorite caliber

among those that the

author found to

be the best for pronghorns?

By COL. CHARLES ASKINS

Flat shooting cartridges and skill
are prerequisites for this trophy.
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T HE PRONGHORN ANTELOPE is no easy touch for
the rifleman. The bucks, especially the older ones,

know all about hunting seasons, and some hunters will tell
you that the same bucks also read the ballistics tables!

The handsome plains animal is a lot smaller than you
think, and the lethal area, generously speaking, measures
not mme than 10 inches in length and 14 inches in height.
Now take this small rectangle out to 300 or 400 yards, add
wind variations, ballistics and gun accuracy, and you have
an equation that can resolve itself in a lot of misses and
even more frustration. If you think that the lethal area of
heart, lung, and spine is understated, consider that your
target scarcely stands more than 36 inches at the shoulder
-when you are right next to him.

To qualify as pronghorn buster, a rifle and load must
possess high initial velocity, inherent ability to retain a
considerable velocity to same game yardages, and at the
same yardages, it must have sufficient oomph to penetrate
bone and muscle. These are hard requirements, and only a
handful of our presently available guns and calibers will
qualify. Last, but certainly not least, gun and load must be
tack drivers, capable of driving the bullet into ~hat smallish
quadrangle at longish ranges. If you think I am emphasiz
ing the negative, tack up a square of cardboard, 10" x 14",
and then touch it up with paint until it is the color of
prairie grass. Then whang away at it. Shoot from the
300-400 yard marks, shooting only when the 20 mph winds
blow. A little of this gunning will convince even the most
sanguine that here indeed is a tough gamelands chore.

A bullet which leaves the muzzle at hyper-velocities will

travel a ballistic pattern which, ordinarily, is gratifyingly
flat. This we must have in antelope rifle. If cartridge and
bullet do not possess this virtue, they are worthless for our
purpose. Giving a bullet hotrock speeds isn't too difficult,
but to keep the slug going at these velocities and with a
flat trajectory, is sometimes not so easy!

Here bullet choice is important. Bullet diameter in rela
tion to its weight, and to a somewhat lesser degree, bullet
length in relation to its configuration, will govern trajec
tory flatness of a bullet, providing it gets enough initial
velocity. We refer to these qualities as sectional density
and ballistic coefficient.

Sectional density is the bullet's weight, in pounds,
divided by the square of the diameter in inches, it gives
us a measure of the projectile's ability to overcome the
resistance of the atmosphere and shoot flat. Sectional den
sity is expressed as W/d2• Even more important is the
ballistic coefficient. This spells out what the bullet will do.
The ballistic coefficient is a ratio between the W/ d2 of the
bullet and its coefficient of form. It is expressed W/id2 with
"i" being the form factor. Ingall's tables are usually used
to find the coefficient of form. Although sectional density
is. important it can be mis-used. Sometimes a blunt-snouted
slug has a high sectional density but due to its scowlike
front end will shed velocity more rapidly than a second
bullet which has somewhat lower sectional density but a
better proportioned prow. In the final analysis, the ballistic
coefficient is the important factor;

If a bullet with a high ballistic coefficient and well
designed jacket and core is driven (Continued on page 42)
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By JAMES OlT

The explosion of a one gallon water can
shows destructive power of a .22-250.
Though .220 Swift case looks larger,
its capacity is close to the Varminter.

<

T HROUGHOUT ITS 30 or so years of
use, the .22-250, or .22 Varminter,

has been one of the most popular and
widely-used high velocity .22 wildcat car·
tridges. It is easy to load, accurate, and
awesomely effective on varmints. It is not
and should not be considered a big game
cartridge, although it has accounted for
untold numbers of big game animals-from
whitetail deer to grizzly. For many years,
the .22-250 was also a favorite bench rest
cartridge, and is still seen at the matches
despite the .222 Remington and similar car
tridges that were designed expressly for the
3000 fps velocity level.

Captain G. L. Wyotkins, who had a hand
in the creation of the .22 Hornet, devel
oped the .22-250 in the late 20's, and re
portedly called it the "Swift." Winchester,
so the story goes, was enthusiastic about
the new cartridge and planned to chamber
rifles and produce ammunition for it. At

the last minute, and
for unknown rea
sons, they switched
to the present ver-

sion of the .220 Swift on the necked-down
and modified 6 mm Lee Navy case. More
than a few shooters are still wondering
why this switch took place.

Jerry Gebby, an Ohio gunsmith, "im
proved" the .22-250, named it the "Var
minter," and copyrighted that name in
1937. This did not stop other gunsmiths
from building rifles under the .22-250 han
dle, and they did so by the thousands.

Actually, the .22-250 was a cartridge that
was bound to happen. It is nothing more
than the old .250-3000 Savage necked down
to .22 caliber and given a 28° shoulder.
The .250 Savage, with its good reputation
for accuracy and ease of loading, is also
considerably under bore capacity for .25
caliber, hence a natural for necking down
to a smaller caliber. The latest version of
the necked-down .250 Savage, incidentally,
is a marvelously accurate bench rest car
tridge called the 6 mm International.

Forming .22-250 brass is simple-merely
run a .250 Savage case through a full·
length .22-250 sizing die and you're in
business. For what it's worth, I usually
anneal case necks after the first firing. The
quality of recent lots of brass I have used
leaves much to be desired.

Like the .250 (Continued on page 44)

Cases for the .22-250 are easily
made with a .22-250 full length
sizing die and .250 Savage cases.

Accuracy, flat trajectory, and an
awesome destructive power make the
.22-250 a top choice for varmints.

The .22-250
make9 acomeback
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I N THE SPRI G OF 1806 a young Scottisn presbyterian flllmster, the
Rev. Alexander John Forsyth, M.A., L.L.D.,.arr{ved in London with a

fowling piece that was fitted with a detonating lock of his own design and
manufacture-one of the greatest inventions in the field of firearms.

Though the record states he made the trip to London for the sole purpose
of showing the gun to friends who were interested in shooting, it seems safe
to assume that he had intentions of commercializing his invention and was
seeking their advice on the matter. And it would appear that these friends
had influential contacts, as the fowling piece was first shown to Sir Joseph
Banks, who brought it to the attention of Lord Moira, Master General of

By R. J. BRADLEY

One of Forsyth's, complete lockscf,
fitted: to a fine fowling piece.
Below: Tower of london photo of
Reverend Alexander John Forsyth.
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These two locks are from a double barrel sporting gun. "Scent-bottle" primer on right-hand lock (shown at left)
does not match primer from left lock. It may be a replacement, since the right hand lock usually received more use.

Left: Forsyth's primer system was
an improvement over the flint lock
and paved the way for the cap lock.

Above: This silver mounted fowling
piece was converted from flint to
percussion, using a Forsyth lock.
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The lock's method of operation was
as follows. With the hammer at half
cock, the primer was turned to line up
the priming magazine (which held
enough detonating powder for 20 or
more shots) with the pan in the roller,
allowing a charge of powder to be de·
posited in the pan. The primer was
then returned to its normal position,
and the hammer placed at full-cock.
On firing, the hammer forced the
striker down into the pan, detonating
the priming powder. The concentrated
jet of flame passed through the touch
hole, and ignited the main charge in
the barrel.

Perfecting a lock that would con-

In early Forsyth locks, a round plug
(known as the "roller") which had a
touch-hole bored through its center,
was screwed into the barrel. On the top
of this roller was a small cavity pan,
~" in diameter and approximately the
same depth, connected to the touch·
hole. Pivoted around the roller was the
priming mechanism, similar in appear
ance to a "scent·bottle." The top por
tion contained a spring-loaded striker;
the bottom half formed a magazine for
the detonating powder.

Ordnance. Moira, realizing the import
ance of the invention, asked Forsyth to
remain in London for a short time and
carry out a series of experiments with
the lock. These experiments proved
successful, and Moira asked Forsyth to
remain at the Tower of London and
carry out further experiments, with a
view to adapting the percussion princi
ple to Ordnance Service. Although
Forsyth was unwilling to leave his
parochial duties, he finally agreed after
Moira, on behalf of the Government,
arranged for an ordained assistant to
look after his parish in Scotland.

On July 30, 1806, Moira reported to
the Board of Ordnance that, "The Rev
erend Forsyth had been employed in
perfecting a secret invention, and that
the first experiments of which had lead
His Royal Highness the Commander
in Chief and himself, to believe that
it might become a matter of great im
portance to the Military Service."

To enable Forsyth to continue his
experiments, the Board agreed to an
advance of £400, on the condition that
it was to be deducted from the amount
of remuneration that might ultimately
be awarded him. The first £100 of this
advance was paid on August 9, 1806.

Forsyth's task, carried out with the
utmost secrecy, was to construct a lock
on the percussion principle, that would
instantly ignite the gunpowder in the
chamber, be easy and safe to use, and
keep the priming and powder charge
dry. As the lock of his original fowling
piece was found to be lacking in
several desired qualities, the actual
detonating part of the lock had to be
completely re-designed.
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While employed by the Government, Forsyth designed
this lock for installation on a three-pounder cannon.

.. N° 3032.

Once in possession of his patent, Forsyth opened his own
gun shop in London and began manufacturing locks.

I,
in

form with Moira's requirements proved
to be a far more difficult task than
Forsyth had first imagined, and con
siderable trouble was encountred from
the beginning. The workmen detailed
to assist with the experiments proved
to be troublesome; they didn't under
stand the work, and were unable to
make any parts for the lock unless
supplied with patterns, which Forsyth
had to make himself. In addition, ex
periments with the lock and detonating
powder-the latter being of an ex
tremely sensitive nature-were inclined
to be dangerous, and the workmen
were therefore apprehensive about the
whole set-up. To make matters worse,

Right: Duelling pistol with a
Forsyth lock. Note adjusting
screws on each side of primer.

the chemists flatly refused to make the
quantities of detonating powder neces
sary for the experiments, since fre
quent explosions had occurred, in
which several men had been badly in
jured. Consequently, Forsyth was also
saddled with the dangerous task of
compounding the detonating powder,
as well as supervising the construction
of experimental primers.

Toward the end of 1806, it seems
that either Forsyth had complained
that he was not making much progress,
due to the lack of cooperation from the
workmen, or Moira may have enquired
as to why Forsyth was not showing
results. The Board wrote to Forsyth

on January 2,1807, authorizing him to
employ an "outside" workman, and to
submit a quarterly bill for wages.

Until the lock and detonating pow
der were perfected, considerable trouble
was experienced with the priming
mechanisms exploding. There were two
reasons for this somewhat disturbing
phenomena; one being that at the mo
ment of ignition, the flash travelled
around the roller and ignited the con
tents of the priming magazine. The
other was due to the fact that the type
of detonating powder used at that time,
could not always be made at the same
strength. Consequently, locks and pri
mers were (Continued on page 54)
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Colorful posters, like this one, pre
ceded the coming of the 101.

GUNS
OF THE

RANCH

Col. Joe Miller, on his white stallion, ad mires
the colorful outfit worn by marksman Tex Cooper.

36

By GEORGE VIRGINES

AFTER "THE WINNING OF THE WEST," something
new was added to the American scene with the

birth of the Wild West Show, the predecessor of the
Western movies, which in turn preceded our "adult"
television Westerns. Names such as Buffalo Bill
Cody, Pawnee Bill, and Colonel Cummins are synony
mous with the many Wild West Shows that were to

. become part of our nation's popular entertainment.
The Miller Brother's 101 Ranch Real Wild West

Show stands out as one of the last really big Western
extravaganzas. From its inception in 1908 to 1932,
their show over-shadowed even the famous Buffalo
Bill Wild West Show. Bill Cody was a superb show
man, but the Millers built a show second to none.
They presented a myriad of wild west thrills. Frontier
days, when the West was really wild and woolly-full
of hard-riding, straight-shooting cowboys, and war
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THESE FAMOUS GUNS RECALL THE FLAMBOYANT

PAST OF A GREAT WILD WEST SHOW

>
Engraving on butt and backstrap
of Colt Single Action revolver.
A pair of these, in .45 caliber
smoothbore, were ordered by Tex
Cooper from Colt in May, 1913.

painted Indians-were strikingly depicted on the floor
of the arena in a true-to-life fashion.

A covered wagon train was attacked by fierce
looking Indians; the wagons burned; and the ever
present U.S. Cavalry dashed to the rescue. The old
stage coach attacked by highwaymen; the capture of
the horse thief; the Indian war dances;· all of these
wild and exciting acts, filled with plenty of shooting
put the crowds on the edge of their seats. ..

The three men responsible for this outstanding
show were the three Miller Brothers, Joseph C., Zack
T., and George L. Their immense property in Ponca
City, Oklahoma, the famous 101 Ranch, was the birth
place of their Wild West Show. It was an empire
of cattle, farming, oil, and many other commodities,
and got its name from the "101" branded on the left
hip of everyone of the thousands of horses and
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This Colt Single Action, also owned by
Col. Joe Miller, was used on the ranch
and in the show. Below: This Winchester
92 in .44-40 saw use on the 101 Ranch.

cattle, and other equipment owned by the ranch.
Miller Brothers first attempt at a Wild West Show

was in 1908. This show successfully toured the U.S.,
and then headed across the Atlantic. In 1914, when
the world went to war, the 101 Ranch Show was
entertaining in England. The British Government, in
dire need of horses, confiscated all of their livestock,
'putting an end to the Miller's Wild West Show. Then,
in the spring of 1925, the Miller Brother's 101 Ranch
Show became a reality once again. Not only did they
create a great Wild West Show, but added a Far East
Division that brought circus elements into the arena.

The 101 Ranch Show had its share of spectacular
exhibition shooters, each with a full repertoire of
shooting stunts. After the turn of the century, many
of the Wild West Shows folded their tents, and the
101 Ranch absorbed the best (Continued on page 50)
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NRA VERY GOOD
ONLY

54495!
Cal. .30-06*

(See our special FN Hunting
ammunition listed on facing page)

THE ONLY LOT EVER RELEASED! Yes, original, authentic Belgian Army M50 "NATO" Mausers in
the greatest caliber of them all-.30-06. M98 Mausers specially produced by Fabrique Nationale during the
1950's for NATO use. All NRA VERY GOOD condition and priced at LESS than the cost of an FN Mauser
action alone. Special hand selected only $5.00 more. Some NRA GOOD at the fantastically low price of
only $39.951 The last-the final-the culmination of a half century of M98 Mauser refinements-the o~ly
Mauser manufactured specilicallx for NATO requirements and never subjected to combat use. ALL With
ORIGINAL 24" barrel-ALL mIlled parts and ALL matching numbers, even including their select, genuine
walnut stocks. Replete WITH Belgian crest and NOT to be confused with any PRE-War South American vanety
with RE-chambered barrels or those with DE-crested (for some reason) receivers which others may offer. The
PERFEGr rifle in its beautiful original condition and also IDEAL to sporterize-the WORLD'S favorite action
in AMERICA'S favorite caliber! Original, like-new, leather slings only 50¢ each. This decade's linest bargain.

THE FIRST, LAST AND ONLY LOT OF THESE GENUINE ORIGINAL - MODERN PRODUCTION NATO RIFLES!!

ORIGINAL CAL••30-06 FN BELGIAN ARMY MSO "NATO" MAUSERS!
POST WAR!

New leather
slings $1.95.

ONLY

NEW MAUSER
LEATHER

SLINGS $1.951

ONLY

$3495!
Original bayoneb

onl)' $1.951

ONLY

$2695!

• Select Checkered French
Walnut Stocks.

• 16-gauge--standard 2%" chamber
• 27" barrels-modilied and full choke.
• "Airweight." Only 6'h lbs.
• Super-strength box-lock with triple

locking system.
• Easy-opening "velvet" action.

Barrels AND receiver forged from
nickel-chrome steel.

• Matted rib with brass bead front sight.
All officially tested and proofed.

PERSIAN MAUSER CARBINES!

IMPORTED FACTORY PRICE $160.00

MODEL 98 "ARCTIC" MAUSERS!
Cal.8MM

BACK AGAIN! . • The model that
broke ALL sales records in 1960! SPE

CIAL M98K Mausers (World War II type)
designed for "Arctic" use. Special over-sized

trigger-2Uard for "fumble proof" speed with (or without)
your favorite mittens. Stand.ard BMM c.aliber, 24 inch barrel,
modem turned down bolt handle-all for only $26.95 in NRA
GOOD condition. Some NRA EXCELLENT only $3.00 more!

WORLD-FAMOUS FRENCH. DOUBLE-BARREL

The great Persian Mauser Carbine! Every
desirable Mauser feature wrapped up Into

~~;o~~::',,~l~ ~~a{Jti~~so~nf;tjer.9~.n~~~~~b~~t~rn~s:g:o?n5t:
ment. Order this exceptional bargain today While they last!

I

ONLY

55995!

REG ISTERED DEALERS. Write on your otftetal
business letterhead for new sensationa! diseount
Usts. Visit HUNTERS LODGE durin&, weelr:da:rl
for l:Teatest; Dealer bargains EVER. Also m.aD7
choice unac1",ertlaed itel:D8 at; apeelal low price.1

(All above photos unretouched)

THE FINEST SHOTGUN BARGAIN
EVER TO REACH THE AMERICAN
~ARKET!Superb, CUSTOM-CRAFTED
double-barrel shotguns in the ever-popu
lar 16-gauge. A QUALITY double is
almost impossible to locate at ANY
price-but here they are: NRA GOOD,
only $59.95-Extra-select VERY GOOD
at only $10.00 more. Order yours today!
• Classic Continental-English Design.
• Manufactured by world-renowned

French craftsmen

.cal.8MM

WW II M98K type. Manufactured. in Spain
AFTER WW II-some as late as the mid 50·s. ALL

with AlL milled parts. ALL with 24" barrel. ALL arsenal
reconditioned, l'@blued and refinished, ALL complete with

original cleaning rod and muzzle cover. ALL guaranteed NRA VERY
GOOD to much better. 8 MM Ammunition onl7 :$4.00 per 100 rounds!

ONLY

NOW ONLY

$3495!
Worth or Money Baek" Guarantee When IfOOd,s
are returned prepatd. wlthlD two c1Q'. after roe
eetpt, Ye Old. Bunter wOl not; anawer aertmonloua
letters. Send. them eleewhere. Sale. ltmtted. to
eonttnental United States1 Speeial sale priee.,
above. are ltOOd for month of publleatlon 0$(

U. S. ARN\Y MODEL 19111

ENFIELD P-14 RIFLES!

SEMI-AUTOMATIC M40 TOKAREVS!

Seldom available, and then anI,. in small lots. $1
Now bulk purchased to make these available at

the lowest price ..:-ver and in NRA GOOD and better condition.
Order yours While supply lasts. The strongest bolt action ever
made - perfect to convert to a magnum caliber - ask any gun
smith. Web slings NEW only $1.00. Plenty of top grade .303 ammo.

LATEST U.S. MODEL 03A3 SPRINGFIELDS!
Cal. .30-06

, ~ ~~
Another incredible supply of the last of the best
-the latest of the world renowned U. S. Spring- $4295'fields-the great 03A3 Model. All manufactured in the high

number series only and with the receiver type rear sight. ALL
NICKEL STEEL RECEIVERSl BEWARE of those offered elsewhere
with "cast" receivers. (Incredible, but true.) ALL IN NRA GOOD . •
or better condition. Special hand picked sele'ction only $5.00 more.

All milled parts-fresh from I'oyernrnent CalU.
All NRA GOOD or better. A few Very Good only

. $5.00 additional. Genuine new Web Slings $1.00-used .50.
The world's strongest bolt action! Order TOur. toda,.. If 70U prefer
Remin~ton or WJncheliter manufacture. a limited Dumber S3 more.

~Cal••30-06

~ ROYAL ENFIELD No.4 SERVICE RIFLE!
~Cal. .303

W WORLD RENOWNED U. S. SPRINGFIELDSI

¥ Cal. .30-06 ••••••r=fllit

==Cal. .303

Superb RO"8l Enfteld No. 4 Service
Rifle-pride of the British Empire
used in front line service as late aa

Korea-many still in Use. Strietl,. a NEW lot, all ear~

fully inspected and cleaned. prior to shipment-not the
over-worn grease cOTered leftovers as available previous.

1y. All In l:ood or better condition and a few VERY GOOD anI,. S3.00
more. Prong Ba,.onets only $1.00 when ordered with rifle. The very finest.



This sturdy model
Ruby has a lasting
reputation as being
one of the best automatic
pistols ever produced on
the Iberian peninsula. All
have a positive thumb lev·
er safety and long grip

~~~~h C~~~Csi~ ~~rie e:~~~ ONLY
magazine. Offered in NRA$17 951ad condition at only
f17.95, extra magaZines
only $1.95. A bargain! -

ONLY

53495!

fREE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES I
Extra Magazine - Takedown
Tool - Cleaning Rod - Official
Swedish Army Holster.

Cal.9MM
Parabellum
Original Model 40 LAHTI Pistollt
designed by the famous Finnish
weapon de.igner Amio Lahti and
manufactured by the great Swedish
Arms Factory, HUSQVARNA. Mono
gram at the beautiful Swedish emblem em·
bedded in ::-rip. ALL NRA VERY GOOD and
Al.L acces~mries listed below included FREE.
Some NRA EXCELLENT only $10.00 more.
9MM Parabellum ammo only $4.00 per 100.

Cal. 32 ACP

BROWNING .32

The superb. unequalled Brownln: .32
Automatic in the latest (:M22) model
-mta:. by Fabrlque National d'Armes
de Guerre. Liege, Bel~ium, BROWN·
lNG-the greatest name in automatic
pistols-deai2l1 and production excel.
l@nce at its be5t! All in the popular

d1~o~u~~~f~b$26~35~ns~ihr:~~~l~~i
$3.00 additional. Has the improyed
extra capacity 9 round magazine.In
sist only on the finest-make yours a
BROWNING! (Extra mag-dzines $2.95,
cleaning rods $.50.) Order yours nowI

UNIQUE .32 AUTO!
Cal..32

ACP

Featuring a large
nine shot maga·
zine, this potent
little pistol was made to
exacting standards for use
by the Germans and for
commercial consumption. A
lever type safety is placed
convenient to the thumb.

~r~g~e~~~:~~f;~i~rrcitaf: ONLY
'offered in NRA good or$1995 'better condition for only

~il~·~~:2:.x~s~~~~z~~;~ •

NRA good plus condition Walther P·38 pistols
at an unbelievably low $34.95-today, the offi
cial side arm of German NATO Forces. Adopted
by the German Army in 1938 to replace the
German Pistole Model '08. Fires single and
double action. Some NRA Very Good only $5
more! 9mm Parabellum, boxer primed, non·
corrosive ammunition at a bargain $4 per hun·
dred rounds. Each pistol attractively boxed.
Original Black Nazi last-issue "quick draw type'·
leather holsters only $3.95 extra! Some BRAND
New only $6.95! Extra magaZines oniy $4.95.

COLLECTORS!! MAUSER P·3S's made after
WW II ended!
WALTHER P-38 SVW 45 CODE with rust·
proof finish and matching numbers ONLY
$55.00. Same With blue finish $10.00 more.
WALTHER P-38 SVW 46 CODE with rust
proof finish and matching numbers ONLY
$90.00. Same With blue finish $10.00 more.
(All NRA VERY GOOD and complete With
FREE holster and FREE EXTRA magazine.)

Cal. 9MM Parabellum

ONLY

S44
95!

M.A.B. MODEL
Cal..32

ACP
The ideal pocket

r;:tg~li~~r~32P~t~:
A compact version
of the M.A.B. Model D, with
the same proven construc
tion features and modern
design. Clean, post-war lines
and the advantages of both
thumb and grip safety.
Weight saving six round
magazine capacity and check-

~Ii~ ?~R~iGotgiff30n~nio~~ ONLY
Match this with the MOdelS22951D for an unbeatable com-
bination. Don't miss this
one-limited supply on hand. -

STAR MODEL B!
BRAND NEW!
Cal. 9MM
Parabellum
Complete with NEW leather holster and
NEW extra ma,.azine and cleaning rod.
One of the latest commercial STAR de
siJ,ms in the popular, readily ayailable.
9 MM Parabellum (Lul'er) caliber. Time·
tested Browning deaiEn, easy operation.
eight-shot magazine, commercial blue
finish, case hardened hammer, Eenuine
checkered grips and individually packed.

• New Leather Holster I
FREE' WIth MagazIne Po,?ket!

• New Extra Maaazln.l
•• New Cleaning Rod!

Superb pistol crafts·
manship by the famed
Mauser Works at
Oberndorf. Produced during the
great weapon period prior to World
War I and during tbe ~'s and early
30's. Genuine Mauser .iJ2 Automatic
pistols ALL with the MAUSBR banner
and featuring the SDeedy thumb safety
release. All NRA Good or Better.
COLLECTOR8-S0me with the rare
Nazi eagle and swastika markings only
$10.00 more. NRA GOOD or Better.

MAUSER .32 AUTOMATIC!

Cal. .32 ACP

ONLY

53995!

M.A.B.· MODEL D!
Cal. .32

ACP

A premium pistol of
truly modern style
and design. Clean
post-war lines With
handy thumb safety and
proven construction at a price
unbelievably low - Some
NRA Good Condition, only

~i;g:i~' J'rth~o~:~ ~'::"a~~li~i ONLY
~~~t~re:g~th t~um~~C~?p$24951safety. Full nine round
magazine capacity. Ordernow! -

AMMUNITION SPECIALS I I I Minimum order (except Soft Point> 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft
• • • Point> per 100 rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

FINE ISSUE PISTOL CARTRIDGES 7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.)..__.. ..$ 4.95 SOFT POINT SPORTING CARTRIDGES
7.62 Tokarev (Pistol) (M.C.) m.$5.00 7.62MM Russian (M.C.) .._ __..__..$ 6.00 6.5 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) _ _.$3.50
7.63 Mauser (Pistol) (M.C.)mm m _.S5.00 7.65MM Mauser (M.C.) m $ 6.00 6.5 Swedish Soft Point (40 rds.) _ _ ..__.$6.~0
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol (M.C.) m..m..m $4.oo .30-06 Blanks m m $ 4.00 7MM Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ .._ ..$3.50
9MM Luger (M.C.) (BOxer-Non-Cor.) ..mm~:.gg .30-40 Krag (M.C.) m _ ..$ 5.00 7.5 Swiss Soft Point (20 rds.) m _..mm $5.00
9MMMSBte

y r Pi!ltol L(M.C·)·(·MmmC····)mmm···..· ·-··S6·00 .303 British Military (M.C.) .$ 6.00 7.62 Russian Soft Point (30 rds.) $4.509 M rownmg ong .. mm..... • 7 M
FINE ISSUE MILITARY RIFLE CARTRIDGES 8MM German Mauser Issue .._$ 4.00 .65 auser Soft Point (20 rds.) _ .._ ..$3.50
6.5 Dutch (M.C.) (with one free clip) mS6.00 8x56 R Mannlicher m m _ ..$ 4.00 ·~~it~~ra'§ soft point (20 rds.) _ _ 53.50
6.5 Mannlicher (M.C) _ _. m S6.00 50 C I B II ( 150 d ) $2500· m. oft Point (20 rds.).m $3.50
7MM Mauser (M.C.) _ ..S6.00 . a. a case r s ;.............. .303 British Soft Point (30 rds.) $4.50
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.1...m ~ _ m S5.00 20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.) - - ---..- ..$ 9.95 8MM Mauser Soft Point (40 rds.) .. $6.00
7.62 NATO (M.C.) (.308 Win.) Non-Cor $12.00 .55 Cal. Boys A.T. (10 rds.) ...mm m.....m..$ 7.45 8x50R Mannlicher (20 rds.) .$4.50

New production KYNOCH 9 X S7 MAUSER Soft .Point ammo (24S Gr.) ONLY $3.S0 per 20 Rds. (Almost half·prlce)

10.t too I'ood to be true--but here
rare-Model 3000 ASTRA pistols in

extra popular .3BO caliber and
'NO NEW. An absolute give-aWRY
you "'bo demand something BRAND

W at a ".urplus" price-priced so
,utlcall, low ani, because of huce
nl.!Jh sh.ipment. Features the thumb
D grip nfety, plul intemal hammer.

pistol that EVERYONE would LIKE
l"n but only tbe Ir.t seYeral thou
:1 order. accepted-so dasb yours off
11. Remember, these are Brand Newt

MAUSER HSc AUTOMATIC!
I..32 ACP

ASTRA MODEL 3000!
tAND NEW!
I. .380 ACP

RARE ORIGINAL. ACCESSORIES!
Drown Leathe-r Deluxe Holsters
w/extra Mag-azine Pocket 4.95!

~ very latest, im·
wed genuine MAU
n .32 ACP Automatic.
nufactured as late as
Irld War II by the JP"eat
user Works atOberndorf. The
st modern of the entire Mauser
ies with single and double action
-ration and ultra modern design.
guaranteed with Excellent bar_

s and fine deep blue finish.
'haps your very last chance for the

of your time. All pistols NRA
RY GOOD or Better condItion.
:ra magazines only $3.95 each.

M.A.B. MODEL GZ AUTOMATICI

HE "WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOL!" THE
NE PISTOL IN THE WORLD THAT NEEDS
o INTRODUCTION. The famous creation ot
Le world renowned Georg Luger. Officially

~~~~~f~~ UOd~1e·08~'.~::~t~~~i~Sw~i~~t;:/i~
lIly adopted by the German Army. Com..
!etely serviceable in NRA GOOD condition
lly $39.95. Plenty of superb non-corrosive,
)xer primed 9MM Parabellum Ammunition tn
ock only $4.00 per 100 rounds! Some ellS
om commercially reblued with "like new"
~ips and NRA GOOD barrels only $49.95_
)me arsenal refinished with like new grips
ld BRAND NEW barrels only $59.95!

Each pistol attractively boxed.

al.
12
.R.

al. 9MM Parabellum

uperb NEW
rench pro
IctlonM.A.B.
,., Caliber
~-tomatic phtol. Latest,
ldern design combined with
5ted dependability makes
18 the most attraetiYe dol
r for dollar pocket pistol
I the market today. Llght- ONLY
~ight, fast - handling and
',curate. Strictly taetorYS3 4 95 'w, complete with deaning
d and official French reg-
~ration certificate induded. •

~~rmatt fintnl~ Stnb~l ·UB

ALL HAND GUN PURCHASES MUST CONFORM TO REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL FIREARMS ACT. STATEMENT WILL BE FORWARDED FOR SIGNA·
TURE PRIOR TO SHIPMENT ON SALES TO OTHER THAN LICENSED DEALE RS. WE REQUIRE YOUR CITY OR STATE PERMIT WHEREVER APPLICABLE.

REE: EXTRA MAGAziNE II

EXTRA
SPECIAL!

First shipment just in! The Choice ot Champions-A continuous record
ot Olympic Medals-Superb, NEW production LAPUA .22 Long Rifle
ammunition. The world's FINEST at the greateSt price saving EVER.
Custom made-custom boxed and only $6.50 per carton ot 500
International Match Grade at only $7.50 per carton of 500

Minimum order - Carton 500 rounds.

SPECIAL!
NEW INTERARMCO F.N. produced soft point ammunition. The hunting
ammunition price barrier BROKEN AT LAST! NEW production-ISO grain
expanding bullet - non·corrosive, non·mercuric boxer primed - extra
strength shoulder annealing. Special KATANGA KOPPER tor EXTRA long use.
Caliber .30·06 150 grain $3.90-boxof20
Caliber .303 Brifish 150 grain $3.90-box of 20

Dept. G·2
200 S. UNION ST.,
ALEXANDRIA 13, VA.



ONE OF THE proudest trapshooters in
the game today is Jim Bourgeois, of

Jackson, Mississippi. Jim is shooting good
scores this year, but that's not what makes
him a proud man. His real source of joy is
the fine shooting of wife Sara, who is burn
ing up the traps down in Magnolia country.

Sara was high lady in both singles and
handicap events at the Louisiana state shoot,
won all the ladies' events in the Mississippi
tournament. She tied for runner;up in the
Mississippi open singles, but lost the shoot
off. She was not to be denied, however, in the
handicap event, and won the shoot-off, for
a big day, week, and season (with" more to
corne) •

• • •
Another one of those man-bites-dog stories

from the world of trap comes from the Atlan
tic City Gun Club. The club recently held
a testimonial shoot, honoring Dr. J. Winfield
Conover, Jr. Winner of the shoot-Dr. J.
Winfield Conover III, son of the honoree,
with a score of 99xl00. Joe Messina was
runner-up, one target off the pace. Paul
Holloway won an event at Pirte Belt Club,
Indian Mills, New Jersey, on the same date,
also with a 99 in the singles program. Bobby
Pagliughi of Vineland took the doubles
crown, and handicap laurels went to Loren
Moore, from the 22 yard stripe. Another 99
was good on that date, taking horne the
trophy for W. E. Cox of Wilmington, shoot
ing in a WTA event at Glasgow, Delaware.

• • •
Over in Hoosier land, 111 shooters fired at

more than 32,000 targets in one of the
maiden events of the fine new Evansville
Gun Club. Roger Cornell of Elberfeld topped
the first 16 yard race with 99 breaks. Donald
Lloyd of Hatfield prevailed in the second
16 yard century also with only one lost tar
get.

W. W. (Sonny) Hines, from Carmi, lIIi
nois, shot out competition in the third 16
yard event, with 100 straight, took high
over-all for he 300 targets with 295x300.

Host and prime mover Edgar Kuhlen
schmidt prevailed in the doubles race, with
a fine 99xl00 for the fifty pairs. Marlin Silke
from Evansville won the first stanza of the
handicap program with 95xl00, and 99xl00
won the second running for Carlos Hendricks
of Madisonville, Kentucky. Frank Weather
holt from Hatfield bested George Wallace
from Marshall, Illinois, in a special 50 tar
get handicap event, in a shoot-off after both
had gone 49x50. Bill Larrance took junior
honors for the program with 95xl00.

One of my former shooting buddies, Dr.
C. A. Laubscher, of Evansville, Indiana, also
a former NSSA Director, broke 200 straight
to win the Indiana State singles champion
ship. Doc had had a six-year drought in
which he had not broken 100 straight, but as
I recall, Doc has always been tough when
the chips were down. As this is written, we
do not have other results from the Hoosier
tournament.

W. B. Stock, of York, Pennsylvania, turned
in a perfect string to win the 28th Clark
Invitational skeet shoot. Stock topped Harry
Hewitt of Roanoke, Jack King of Greens
boro, N. C., and Dr. O. M. Harper of Clen
denin, West Virginia, in three extra frames,
after all had gone straight in the all-bore
program, at Hot Springs, Virginia.

• • •
Trapshooters at the West Chester Gun Club

in Pennsylvania by now must have more re
spect for the Army's marksmanship pro
grams. They were recently surprised when
a local boy on leave came out to the club
(Tom Darlington) and fired a 99xl00 to win
the monthly club tournament, over 79 entries.
Stanley Gouge, also of West Chester, was
runner-up.

• • •
The New Castle County quintet clinched

the well-known Penn-Del Twilight League
Trapshooting title in the eleventh of the
dozen tournaments. Delaware County won the
next to last program with 495x500 targets,
but New Castle County's second place 49lx5oo
scored enough points to insure the victory
and appropriate celeJJration at the annual
banquet that will end and bighlight the
season for this fine shooting league.

• • •
Pull! is pleased to pass on from "Skeet

Shooting Revicw" the good news that the
National Skeet Shooting Association enrolled
1,001 new members in the period from March
11 to May 11. This is good news for the
clay target sports, and for shooting fans in
general. As I have often stated, if you are
not now enjoying all the It!!l of either skeet
or trap, now is' the time to get aboard the
band wagon. Shooting is fun, for everyone,

, and never in its centuries-old history has
the game offered so much to sportsmen and
sportswomen.

• • •
One of the finest and most hospitable

shooting clubs in the country is the Knox
ville, Tennessee, Gun Club. At the Knoxville
club's 18th Annual Smoky Mountain Shoot,
Hallie Corya won the Horace Steadman

Trophy, for his high total on Saturday's
twin handicap events. He won one of the
centuries with 97 from 21 yards. Rev. Walter
DeWeese took the preliminary 100 with 98
hom 21 yards.

Watt Invin, from Spartanburg, S. C., was
the big noise in the 18th annual Smoky
Mountain. He won the Dogwood Handicap
with 95 from 21 yards, the All-Around with
562x600, and High-Over-All with 85lx900.
Paul Harter pulled one of those trapshooting
specialties, by missing his first target, then
running 199 straight for a singles win. In
the same program, Dick Morrison missed his
last target to lose a 100 straight, which is
why we say again that the Knoxville club's
18th annual big program had a little of
everything.

• • •
Torn Jones and Jim King were the biggest

noises in the record 1964 Alabama State
trapshooting tournament, which goes to prove
that skeet and trap do mix, despite some
pronouncements to the contrary. Those names
may not sound familiar to trap fans, but they
have a familar ring to Alabama skeet
gunners.

King won the ATA All-Around trophy
with 370 of the 400 targets. Walter Darra
cott, a visiting shooter from California, took
the open all-around award with 366x4oo.
Jones picked up the Class B 16 yard trophy,
and state handicap title, with 96 from 20
yards for his claim to Alabama fame. Little
.Tanie Strickland, who also shoots a good
skeet score, won junior 16 yard honors on
Friday and led the Ladies in handicap firing
on Sunday.

A junior from Nashville, Tennessee, who
is going to be heard from more and more,
took the open doubles race, with 90 breaks.
Mark the name of Steve Williams in your
book. Jim King got one leg on his high-all
around trophy, by besting Nick Sanrantos
on a shoot-off for the doubles trophy. Dan
Watkins gave Jim King one of his few set
backs when he fircd a perfect 25 in a shoot
off after Saturday's 16 yard program, while
King was losing two birds. Louise Taylor
was high lady in Saturday's 16 yard cham
pionship events.

Ben McCrackin won Class A on prelimi
nary day, with Class B going to Jim King,
and the C trophy to another skeeter, Louis
Cole. State class winners were King, Class A,
E. J. Moore, Class B, and Roy Duncan, Jr.
Class C.

• • •
In other Alabama shooting news, this time

on the skeet side of the ledger, R. D. Rabon,
Jr., from the Magic City of Birmingham
topped 48 gunners in an open event at the
Morgan County Gun Club, at Decatur, after
a shoot-off with Sgt. Bill Ott, over from Fort
Cambpell in near·by Kentucky. Albertville's
Don Smith took the junior trophy, and John
Brown III from Birmingham was high sub
junior. The visiting Nashville Gun Club
quints - Jim Cates, Owen Frisby, Harold
Paynes, Lowell Hill, and John Cain 111
topped the team from the new and active
Tri-Cities Gun Club, drawing shooters from
the Tri-City area of Florence, Tuscumbia,
and Sheffield, as well as Muscle Shoals City.
Juan Agee from the host club bested Birm
ingham's Tom Jones in an extra round ~
for the 20 gauge trophy. ~
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YOU'RE SURE OF YOUR TROPHY
...with the long range power of the Savage 99 in new .284 caliber

To get the jump on a mulie ... a white-tailor a pronghorn, carry a Savage 99, now made
in powerful .284 Win. caliber: The .284 gives you the smashing power of the .30-06 in
a short cartridge made to order for the fast, short-throw lever action of the famous
Savage 99.

The 99's perfect balance and light weight make it a cinch to shoulder, aim and fire. The
trigger pull is crisp and clean. The top tang safety is quick and handy. The action's as
fast as any hunter needs-five shots as fast as you can aim. The handsome 99-DL has a
Monte Carlo stock with checkered pistol grip and fore-end. Aluminum butt plate, gold
plated trigger, sling swivels.
America's foremost lever action big game rifle, the Savage 99 is fast-swinging and hard
hitting. And in the. new .284 Win. caliber, it packs even more punch. 99-DL (shown)
$139.50; 99-F, $132.50; both in .243, .284, .300, .308, and .358 calibers with 22/1 barrel.
99-E, only $104.50; is chambered for .243, .300, and .308 with 20/1 barrel. Sold only by
retail sporting arms dealers. -

FREE Full-color, 40-page catalog of Savage firearms and
accessories. Write: Savage Arms, Westfield 173, Mass.
Prices subject to change. Slightly higher in Canada.
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ANTELOPE BALLISTICS

(Continued from page 31)

GHORN CARTRIDGES
Bullet

wt. gr. SD BC
100 .254 .395
100 .254 .395
120 .258 .423
140 .289 .482
130 .241 .395
145 .257 .425
145 .257 .425

.145 .257 .425

IDEAL PRO

Cartridge
.243
6 mm Rem.
.257 Weatherby Mag.
.264 Win. Mag_
.270 Weatherby Mag.
7 mm Weatherby Mag.
7 mm Rem. Mag.
.284 Win.

The .243 factory load with the 100 gr.
bullet turns up 3070 fps MV and at 300
yards is still whipping along at 2300 fps.
Muzzle energy is 2100 ft./lbs. and at 300
yards energy is 1175 ft./lbs. The load is im·
proved by the switch to the Speer 105 gr.
bullet. With 40 grains of 4350, it will hit
3170 fps MV from a 24 inch barrel. At 200
yards this load has shed something less than
500 fps, is notable for flatness out to maxi·
mum pronghorn yardages.

The 6 mm Remington, formerly the .244
but now a refurbished round with a 100 gr.
bullet is an even better performer on ante
lope.

enough to hit the diminutive pron/lhorn,
what rifles seem to perform best? What guns,
calibers, and loads possess those attributes
which experience has taught us are best?

Cartridges from .24 caliber to .28 caliber
are best. There are a number of these. The
bullet should weigh not less than 100 grains
and not more than 145 grains. Muzzle velocity

should not be less than 2900 fps, and reo
tained speed at 300 yards should not be less
than 1800 fps. Energies at 300-400 yards
should not be below 1000 ft/lbs. The sec·
tional density should not be less than .240,
the be must stay above .290.

The pronghorn hunter must bear in mind
at-the-target velocities and energies, as well
as ballistic bullet requirements when he
selects his rifle and ammunition. If he does
he may be assured that his rifle and car
tridge team will be the best he can assemble.

at a stepped up velocity, we can depend on
it to give us killing penetration.

In pronghorn hunting, no more lamentable
mistake can be made than to choose an in
adequate load. Inadequate not so much in
response to caliber, but rather poor bullet
selection.

Sectional density and ballistic coefficient
are critical. If due consideration is given to
these attributes, retained velocities and
energies will take care of themselves. Often
a bullet performs satisfactorily at 100-200
yards, but lacks performance at twice these
distances. Besides sd and be, we must also
consider bullet design. Sometimes a slug's
jacket, intended to open up at 100-200 yards
while the bullet has a good head of steam,
cannot mushroom in the soft tissue and light
bones of a pronghorn at 400 yards since the
bullet lost too much of its velocity.

Last pronghorn season, I watched a hunter
fire 18 shots at a pronghorn buck. The range
varied from 200 to 350 yards. The buck was
not touched, wasn't even alarmed. The fusil
ade continued to the last cartridge. It was
one of the poorest exhibitions of rifle pointing
I have ever witnessed I talked to this man,
found that he had a borrowed .280 auto
loader-a good gun in a good caliber-but
he had never bothered to sight it in!

When rifle and load fail on pronghorn,
look at the man. No gun is any better than
the hombre behind it. Of the antelope
hunters I know, only a tiny minority are
really in shooting form when the season
starts. For these hunters who are skilful

Send .25 f01" full catalog to Dept. G-ll
****

@ Firearms/i),teraatioaal
\:f::!7 ~/ WASHINGTON 2002( 0 C

!Mf11£31E&fi'fifi[fJ
&t7# dd~ &~ Q?H/' WtU~

~ rf-'e;g, t'/e}-e~t'/Q/i Ii If C(J',(I ;g,ld/

~~h/~ /itwP /ella ~ i?P ;?Mdl' ,ft~~

C(?£/aJ /iNA- /,28. 80

SPORTER

~ I ~
PARTITION BULLET CO., INC.

BEND, OREGON

ASK THE HUNTER WHO USED ONE
• Soft Point for RELIABLE Expansion

• Thin forward jacket for FAST
Expansion

• LONG wound channel
• ASSURES MAXIMUM ACCURACY

243, 25,264,270,280 Rem.
7 MM, 30, 338 and 375 Cals.

Also Available in loaded ammunition. Ask
your dealer for Norma-Nosier.

Front and rear leads ;oined by .055 hole.
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"Your scopes and mounts are
my first recommendation to
my customers for two major
reasons. The scopes measure
up to the highest standards of
performance, even when they
take a real beating in the field.
The mount design keeps the
scope in zero and also allows
shooters to shift the scope
from rifle to rifle without
retargeting. I think these fea
tures makes practical sense to
experienced hunters."

BAUSCH & LOMB '"

Shoot better-get the "feel" of your
gun-by using a Pacific Trigger
Shoe. Wide shoe area distributes pull
over broader area of trigger finger.
Gives you the feel of a smoother,
more precise trigger pull. Attractive
blue or gold finish adds a touch ofdis
tinction to your gun. Easy GO·second
installation. Models to fit more than
100 shotguns, pistols and rifles.

Available from all Pacific dealers

ONLY $2.50 in BLUE
$3.50 in GOLD

PACIFIC
GUNSIGHT co..
'Box 4495, Dept. G-ll
-Lincoln, Nebraska 68504

Thomas B. Suter, Colorado Springs, Colorado,
one of America's leading custom gunsmiths

more lately a .270 Weatherby Magnum, have
all gone to Reinhart Fajen. An ardent prong·
horn huntsman, he knows what is needed to
shape up a proper stock for the plains rifle.

His stocks are notable for the high, full
Monte Carlo cheek pieces and stock length
that allows the bolt to be operated smoothly
and quickly. The Fajen fore-ends are hand
filling, bedding is excellent.

The antelope rifle needs no iron sights, and
the scope should be a vari-power one. The
Buehler bridge-type mounts provide a sturdy
support which contributes materially to that
extra accuracy edge we need out there at the
maximum yardages. Redfield and Browning
also offer bridge mounts.

Sight in for 250-275 yards. You shoot
prongies way out there, and more times than
not, you'll be forced to shoot a good 100
yards beyond your sight setting. With the
cartridges mentioned and with a 250-275
yard zero, you need hold over no higher than
the top line of the back to see your bullet
plop right into the boiler room.

Aim on him, out to 275 yards, for the
shoulder. The pronghorn drops to this shot as
if poleaxed. At ranges beyond, place the slug
into his lungs. He will sometimes run as far
as 200 yards with a lung shot, but he never
escapes. It is sure-fire, the mark is larger,
and while the dangers of the bullet not up
setting as completely are certainly to be con
sidered at these distances, the target is a
devilish small one and it is the better part
of good judgment to place the bullet into
him forward of the diaphragm. rather than
try to get fancy and hit in the shoulder with
its possibility of plopping the bullet just~
under the neck and thus lose the prize.~

TOM SUTER recommends
Bausch & Lomb
scopes and
mounts

Not only does the 6 mm Remington start
• its 100 gr. slug faster than the .243-at a

smoking hot 3200 fps-but it manages to
hang onto these hyper speeds 'way out there!
Remaining velocity at 300 yards is 2420 fps
and energy correspondingly high, a hefty
1300 ft./lbs.

The .257 Weatherby Magnum with the
100 gr. factory load indicates a 3555 fps MV
and an energy of 2800 £t/llis. At 300 yards,
velocity is around 2500 fps, and energies be
low 1400 ft./lbs. Reloaded with the excellent
ll5 gr. NosIer or the 120 gr. Speer bullet,
thIs cartridge is one of the flattest shooting
in the book. With 67 grains of 4831 and the
120 gr. Speer bullet, MV is 3340 fps from a
24" barrel. Because of the excellent sectional
density and the ballistic coefficient, this bul
let sheds velocity very grudgingly, wings out
to 300-400 yard ranges with probably twice
the oomph needed to lay the pronghorn low.

The .264 Winchester Magnum is another
good plains caliber. The ungainly 26 inch
barrel, needed to get full power from the
factory load, sends the 140 gr. slug out at
3200 fps MV. Shorten the tube to a
handier 24 inches, and you reduce the po·
tency of the rifle to that of the .270 Win
chester which still has plenty of remaining
energy to take care of the diminutive target.
My own Sako Forester .264 Magnum has
been whittled back to 23%"; I find it an im-
pressive performer. .

For the .270 Weatherby Magnum, the 130
gr. factory load is best. It zips along at 3375
fps MV, at 300 yards is still going 2480 fps.
Muzzle energy is 3280 ft./lbs., at 300 yards
has fallen off to 1775 ft./lbs. Loaded with
the 130 gr. NosIer bullet and using 74 gr.
of 4831, it will turn up 3450 fps MV. Re
tained velocity at 209 yards is still an im·
pressive 2925 fps. This, for my money, is the
best of all the antelope loadings. If I had to
make do with only one rifle the rest of my
days for my pronghorn gunning, this would
be my unhesitating choice!

The 7 mm Remington Magnum, when
loaded with the Speer 145 gr. bullet and 73
grains of 4831, will rev up 3340 fps MV. The
7 mm Weatherby Magnum will do just as
much, and out of a slightly shorter case.
Both are absolutely superb antelope killers.

Winchester's .284, is available in the
Model 88 lever action and the Ml00 auto
loader. Ballistics generally duplicate the
performance of the .270 and also those of the
somewhat newer .280. These are useable
performance figures, but in my book they
don't approach our topflight antelope calibers.

The antelope rifle must shoot into not
more than two minutes of angle out to the
300-400 yard ranges. Few sporting rifles will
shoot into a minute of angle at 200 yards,
much less at twice this distance. A minute of
angle at 400 yards is four inches, and twice
that is all we can afford our shots to stray
and expect to keep them on that 10" x 14"
lethal area.

The antelope rifle should be a bolt-action
gun .with an adjustable trigger. Barrel can
be 24 inches long if it is going to be used
as all-purpose gun. If the rifle is going to be
used exclusively on pronghorns it might be
lengthened to 26 inches. The 24" barrel
should be fairly stiff.

My favorite pronghorn rifles, a .280 con
verted to 7 mm Remington Magnum, a Win
chester Magnum Sako Forester, in .264 and
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WRITE

poly-foam lined 
weighs only
10 Ibs.

tremely flat, and buck the wind like a 70·75
gr. 6 mm bullet.

The arch·rival of the .22-250 has always
been the commercial version of the .220
Swift. Various wildcat versions of the Swift,
like the .220 Wilson Arrow and the K·Swift,
flourished briefly and are now almost un
known. Both the .22·250 and the Swift pro·
duce similarly high velocities when loaded
to maximum, and both are almost unbelieva
bly destructive varmint killers. But the .22·
250 does have several advantages over the
Swift. For one thing, it is definitely more
accurate. Before the .222 Remington came
along, the .22·250 was the darling of the
bench rest clan, winning as many, and pas.
sibly more, matches than any other cartridge.
The Swift, on the other hand, never fared
very well in the demanding bench rest game.

The .22·250, with its sharp shoulder and
fairly straight body, does an excellent job of
burning modern powders. The Swift case is
a long, tapered semi·rimmed one, with a
tendency to lengthen and thicken at the
neck. Although the Swift case looks much
larger, powder capacities of the two car
tridges are quite similar. Actually, Swift
velocities can be duplicated in the .22·250
with a couple of grains less powder.

It would appear that the popularity of the
.220 Swift has slipped badly in the last sev·
eral years. Competition with the .222 and the
.243 certainly did it no good. Thc latest
Winchester catalog shows that the Swift is
no longer being chambered in any version
of the Model 70, and to the best of my
knowledge, no factory gun is chambcred for
the Swift. On the other hand, Browning is
now chambering. their fine high·power rifle
for the .22·250 in both lightweight and heavy
barrel models. Fred Huntington, of RCBS,
tells me that loading dies for the .22·250 are
outselling those for the .220 Swift by a ratio
of nearly 3 to l.

I wouldn't be at all surprised if one of the
more progressive loading companies started
producing factory loaded ammunition or at
least offer unprimed brass for the .22·250.
If this comes to pass, the wicked little .22-
250 is going to get a big shot in the ~
arm-and this is as it should be. ~

(Continued from page 32)

THE .22-250 MAKES A COMEBACK

PROTECT THE ACCURACY OF FINE GUNS
NEW AMERICAN Aluminum GUN CASE

Col. Askins Refurns From 1963 African Safari 
He states: "The two rifles in your # 62-11-52 case
come throtlgh in perfect order. Not only did
neither hove a sing I,:, spot o(rust, buf both were
completely u{1damaged. Yes, indeed, your case is
a very superior article. I am pleased with it, be
lieve me." Col. Charles Askins, Guns Editor.
SIX MODELS
To fit Match Rifles, Sporting Rifles,
Auto·loader, Take·Down and Dou·
ble Shotguns. Your gun can be
fitted to a case.
BUY DIRECT-SAVE MONEY
Big values-Prices so low leaves no
Room for the middleman. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD.

Available in ·243
Win., '270 Win.,
'30/06, '308 and

'308 Norma
Magnum.

P.H "Safari"·Anti·Recoil Pad

OFFERS ALL THESE
FEATURES FOR
ONLY $ 149'95

NO OTHER t
RIFLE ••••

Savage, the .22-250 works well with a wide
variety of powders and loads, and 3031, 4895,
4D64, 4320, H380, 4350, and even 4831 have
all been used with good results. In my opin.
ion, 4350 and 4831 burn too slow for the
.22·250 case, however, my shooting pal, Roy
Huss, has used 39 to 40 gr. of 4831, and the
63 gr. Sisk bullet, wi th excellent accuracy
and seemingly high velocity.

DuPont's 4320 has always been considered
the elassic .22·250 powder, but my results
with it have been rather mediocre. For me,
4064 seems to be more stable burning and
accurate, and has a noticeably milder report
when loaded to exactly the same velocity
level as 4320.

My favorite load for the .22·250 is 35.5 to
36.0 gr. of 4064 behind the 55 gr. Sierra
spitzer bullet, giving a muzzle velocity a bit
over 3700 fps. Pressures appear to be mild.
Huss has a batch of Western cases, fired with
this combination over 30 times, and brass is
still useable! It is also an accurate load;
I have had many liz" to %," 5 shot groups
at 100 yards with my nine pound rifle. Tra
jectory is flat enough for most purposes; I
sight in to put the bullet 1liz" high at 100
yards. I once knocked a crow off a fence post
at 325 long paces by putting the crosswires
just over the top of his back.

the It is possible to get some really strato-

~
. spheric velocities out of the .22-250 with

I~ssar light bullets and stiff loads. The Belding &
.., " Mull loading manual lists a muzzle velocity

~
~ ~ ~ of 4400 fps with a: 40 gr. bullet and 40 gr.

T ~ '.. of 4320! According to the Speer Manual,
@ almost 4000 fps can be attained with a 50

grain bullet and 39 gr. of 4064.

In spite of the high velocities that can be
obtained with light bullets, the .22-250 is at
its best, I am convinced, with 55, 60, and
63 gr. bullets pushed along at 3500·3700 fps
muzzle velocity. Barrel and case life will be
longer for one thing, and the heavier bullets
will actually shoot flatter over long ranges
and have less wind drift. The ideal bullet for
the .22·250 (and also the Swift), is a long.
ogive 60 gr. spitzer. Such a bullet will stabi·
lize in a standard 1 in 14 twist, shoot ex·

An elegant,
custom line stock
of seasoned walnut
with contrasting wood
fore-end tip and grip
cap enhanced by white
spacers, fine checkering
and recoil pad all add up
to a stock hitherto found
only on the most expensive
rifles. Special features are the
classic Mauser action, single
stage adjustable trigger
mechanism, hinged floor
plate and dovetailed receiver for
P.H. "Roll-Off" mounts. Also
supplied with flip-up rear sight
and P.H. sling. Send for leaflet.

DON'T BE WITHOUT THE PARKER· HALE CATALOG
These items are only a few from the giant
232 page P.H. catalog jam-packed with the
finest British equipment. Price $ 1.50

INTERNATIONAL GUNS INC.
Dept. A. 45 WARBURTON AVENUE, YONKERS,
NEW YORK -10701 Telephone: YOnkers 8-2266

Parker·Hale "Suparod"
ofTuO:e.qU;llit~~~~ll~~e~::'r:s. P.H "Youngs" Oil
Supplied with implement. Cleanses bore surface,

~
_Piece in 12 bore. 3- 76 resists rust.~

2-piece in 12 bore '.3'00.olllllllllllll Spray gun pack _ 1·89
~ • oz.,;". ·69
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ORIGINAL
FABRICATION

·PRICE VALUE OF THE YEAR'
30-06 MAUSER RIFLES

.30-06 LATE ISSUE
American Non-Corr.
reloadable ammo 100
rds $6.95
Per case of 384
........... $19.95

SPECIFICATlONS
• CALIBER .30-06; MANUALLY OPERATED
• TURN DOWN BOLT HANDLE
• AIR COOLED; WALNUT HANDGUARD, STOCK
• ALL MILLED PARTS; FIVE SHOT MAGAZINE
• FULLY PROOF TESTED TO INTERNATIONAL STDS.
• BARREL LENGTH-23"; OVERALL LENGTH-43"
• WEIGHT-APPROXIMATELY 81/2 LBS.

Limited Production Model. Latest model, current issue,
10 shot detachable Magazine with cheek-piece. These 1995are the original and only British Sniper Rifles. Every $
rifle is measured for accuracy and tested more strin-
gently than our U.S. Star Gauge rifles. They are five
groove barrels, complete with mounting bracket on
side of receiver. Condition Excellent. Super Selection
$5.00 more. ONLY

-$3995
ONLY

BRITISH ENFIELD SNIPER RIFLE .303 CALIBER

$6.95
per 100

.303 AMMOAMMO
SPECIAL I

$142 Value
If New!

Out of the high INCA country of Peru come ~hese beautiful
F.N. Mauser Rifles of world renowned Mauser 1924 design, (Improved

98) ORIGINALLY fabricated in 30-06 caliber for the Peruvian Government and
marked with the Great Seal of that Republic and the designati!?1) "MODELO 1935".
Has all famous M1935 features including unique reverse PO~lt,on safety to con
fuse you collectors, and quality finish applied by fanatical Llegeols craf.tsmen at
Herstal, Belgium. Don't accept inferior Czech, Iranian or Spanish sUl:?st,tutes for
modern technology and traditional quality in this great money savll'"!g Caliber.
This 30-06 Mauser Rifle is in original Military condition ready for 'mmediate
service. NRA Good to Very Good Condition $39.95. $5 extra for Select Rifle.

CHOICE AUTOMATICS AT CLOSE OUT PRICES'
BERETTA MODEL 418 BERETTA MODEL 1934 BERETTA MODEL 948 BERETTA MODEL 1934

(D) KENTUCKY-TYPE
FLINTLOCK PISTOLS:

.380 Cal .

Powerful hand pistol
for police or personal use.
Double safety catch, outside
hammer. Heat tempered
ordnance steel. $29.95
Very good or better. $5
extra Jor select excellent.

pistols shipped REA Express.

(8) HARPERS FERRY FLINTLOCK
PISTOL MODEL 1805 - DATED 1807

Made for the Army at Harpers Ferry Armory, this was the
first U.S. Pistol to be manufactured at a National Armory.
I! is a tribute to its attractive lines that the U.S. Army
Military Police adopted crossed Harpers Ferry Flintlock
pistols as their insignia. This flintlock is 16 inches long
and has a round, steel barrel 10 inches long. This striking
pistol has a rifled bore in .54 caliber, with handsome
varnished wood and brass mountings. The lockplate is
casehardened and is marked with a spread eagle, U.S. and

HARPERS FERRY 1807.

3318 WEST DEVON AVE., CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS

.22 Cal. L.R.

MODERN
BLACK

POWDER
SHOOTERS

All Pistols and Revolvers

$7995
only each

•32 Cal.

Outside hammer,
double safety catch.
Fine personal gun. Heat
tempered ordnance
steel. $24.95
Very oood or better. $5
ext'ta lor select excellent.

(A) VIRGINIA
FLINTLOCK PISTOL:

(C) NEW MODEL ARMY

Thumb safety, sensitive
trigger pull, light-
weight. $24.95
Very good or better. $5
extra jor select excellent.
A few as new, original
wrapping $10 more.

AHention Dealers! Write for 8ig Quantity Discounts an Rifles and pistols! ! ! All

MARS EQUIPMENT CORP.

Light & small, high
quality con
struction. $19.95
Very good or better. $5
extra for select excellent.
A few as new, original
wrapping $7.50 more.

.25 Cal.

This beautiful Virginia Manufacture Pistol is 16 inches long
and has a round steel barrel 10 inches long. The Virginia
Flintlock was patterned after the Harpers Ferry with only
slight changes, such as, a swivel ramrod which proved
much stranger and the grips and brass buttcap are slightly
shorter. Pistol has a rifled bare in .54 caliber, with hand
some varnished wood and brass mountings. Lockplate is
casehardened and is marked with "VIRGINIA" and

"Richmond 1812".

The Kentucky Pistol is a unique Arm and is a very attractive
one for the collector to acquire or for the shooter. This

1860 Colt New Model Army .44 Cap and 8all Revolver. Flintlock is a typical "KENTUCKY" pistol, practically none
Now better than ever: completely proofed for better and Powder 44 Bullet of which are exactly alike. Many of the Kentuckies were
safer shootin!!..Beautiful pistol wi.th an 8 inch barr".I, w(;linut Flask Mould $10.00 made to order by local Riflemakers for customers to carry
gripS, blue f~",sh and round cylinder. NOW specIal finely $15.00 In Brass $12.00 on Military Expeditions of the late 18th and early 19th
engraved cylinder at no extra charge. Centuries. This handsome pistol has varnished wood, brass
Guns shipped Express Unless Postage Accompanies Order. mountings and a casehardened lockplate. Caliber .44, Rifled

Attention Dealers! Write for Big Quantity Discounts! Bore for shooting.

CENTENNIAL ARMS CORP. 3318 West Devon Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois



Robert W. Anthony
Whistler, Ala.

Antique Parts
Please help me find some information con

cerning the internal parts of the following
pistol. The side plate is missing from the
left side, and it appears that other parts are
missing, also. I would have the parts made if
I knew what they looked like. The gun is a
Merwin & Hulbert single action revolver;
spur trigger, .38 caliber, serial 5142, pat.
date Mar. 6, 1877.

about .25 or .32 caliber, has an octagon bar
rel that is 24 3/16" long, and all parts in
cluding the stock are marked # 31. On the
left side of the barrel is JG31; rear of the
barrel is marked with a crown over an R
and also a crown over a circle with the let
ters ELG inside; on the bottom of the barrel
is 302 BELGIUM. The stock is one piece
with a rounded pistol grip.

B. E. Simpson
Decatur, Georgia

Barrel Length and Velocity
I am considering cutting back the barrel of

my 1903 Springfield to 20 or 21 inches, to fit
a Fajen full-length stock. Will this have any
effect on velocity and accuracy, say out to
300 yards? The gun has a star gauge barrel.

I also have an Argentine Mauser, ModeJ
91, 7.65 mm that I want to cut to a 22 inch
barrel. How will this affect accuracy, etc?
Can you furnish ballistic data for this car·
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Whenever parts are wanted for an obsolete
item such as this you should attempt to do
the following things:

1. Search the ads in the gun publica
tions for those dealers who have ob
solete parts for sale.

2. Contact local gun collectors andI or
local gun collectors organizations for
people interested in the group of
arms covering the item in question.

With lu,ck and perseverance, most things
can be found. Often in cases such as the
above, one can borrow an arm for measure
ment and other details of the wanted
parts.-G.B.

You have described an example of the
Belgian "Warnant" rifle. It is probably
chambered for the .32 rimfire cartridge.

I cannot tell you who made it, since more
than one concern made and exported these
inexpensive rifles. In the period of 1900,
there were Warnant rifles available in this
country for about $2.50 to $3.00.

If a Warnant were found today in "as new"
condition it would be worth $20.00 to an
interested collector; specimens in average
condition sell for $10.00 or less-G.B.

By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

QUESTIONS
and

ANSWERS

Luger Oddity
After reading both of the books on the

subject of Lugers, I'm still trying to identify
an old one I picked up. This gun seems to be
standard except for some markings that in·
dicate it may be unusual. It is a 9mm that
has been rebarreled.

The serial number is m9. This is the first
I have heard of a serial number being pre
ceded by a letter other than "P" which is
usually a capital. The "M" in this case is a
lower case cursive apparently from a set of
European figures since they, give you the
impression that they are not of local origin.
This number appears on the receiver and the
frame and the "M" is almost as large as the
9 which seems a bit larger than normal
Luger serial digits. '

The toggle is' marked DWM and serial
numbers do not match the frame but interior
parts of the bolt mechanism contain ending
serial digits which are consecutively num
bered indicating that the assembler may have
had access to a factory supply of some kind.

The real kicker though is the story of the
initials GL appearing on Lugers and this
one has them. They are under the left grip
at the base of the frame, one on either side
of the cut-out thm which the magazine can
be seen.

Other Lugers I have inspected have other
initials in these positions so I wonder if this
is accidental or if it really is a signed piece.

The GL on the frame may just be pro
duction marks but the lower case cursive m
preceding the number 9 is the thing ~hat

leads me to wonder. It carries no markmgs
over the chamber as many Lugers do.

Bob Forman,
Box 68

Monmouth, Ill.

Questions submitted must carry a Shooters
Club of America number or must be ac
companied by one dollar. Questions lacking
either number or dollar will be returned.
If you want a personal answer, enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

I'll h·ave.. to leave the identification of your
Luger up to th,e ever increasing group of
Luger collectors. '

Maybe someone reading the Q. & A. col·
umn will be able to help you. In the mean
time, I'll advise you to keep the gun until
more is learned about it.-G.B.

Warnant Rifle
I would like to know the caliber, manu

facturer date type of action, and value of
the rifl~ I h~ve (drawing enclosed). It is

5 SHOTS
100 YARDS

Bullets for handloading-send for list

For high velocity shooting in the 264
Winchester Magnum. More accurate
than lighter weight bullets because wind
drift is less, velocity more uniform. Test
target fired with 63 grains 4350 at 3273
fps., 264 Winch~ster M70 rifle.....- ....
NEW

30 CAL. 165 GR.
5/0 Spire Point

Ideal weight and caliber for hunting. Can
be fired at nearly same velocity as a 150
grain; carries more impact energy to
long range. Test target fired with 55
grains 4350 at 2820 fps., 30-06 Remington.

New Hornady "MATCH'·
30 CALIBER COMPETITION
BOAT·TAIL HOLLOW·POINT

When the shooters want 'em, Hornady
makes 'em. Four new bullets bring the
Hornady line to 72-the most extensive
line for reloaders: sizes and types for
every popular rifle, every shooting pur
pose~targets, varmints, and game.

Two years in development-meant for
target shooting, made for winning. Su
perb accuracy proved in hundreds of
long range tests. Test target fired with 52
grains 4350 at 2659 fps., 30-06 Remington.

or:n.ad.y
BULLETS

HORNADY MFG. CO.• DEPT. G• GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.
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tridge? How is this rifle regarded as to re
liability, strength, and safety of the bolt, and
other factors? What are its bad or weak
points? How is the military sight graduated?
Can the rifle be rechambered for any more
common load, the .308, etc?

I have a M82 scope. Who made it-what
power is it-what is its approximate value?
I also have two Griffin & Howe side mounts
with quick release levers. Are they especially
desirable or valuable? I have a liking for a
scope plus good receiver sights; are the
swing-aside mounts really reliable?

R. Dickinson
Rancho Cordova, Calif.

If you shorten any military rifle barrel that
uses smokeless powder down to 20 inches
or even 18 inches, the difference in accuracy
and velocity is not worth mentioning. These
days, anything over the legal limit of barrel
length is for looks and balance (my opinion).

The 1891 Mauser rifle should not be re
chambered or rebarreled to any cartridges
which have the pressure and velocities in the
.308 class. However well made, the '91 Mau
ser is lacking in strength, both from a point
of design and materials used. The action was
designed for working pressures in the 45,000
psi range. It wasn't until the 1898 Mauser
appeared, that the design hit a proper peak
and the steels were really tough enough.

The ballistics of the 7.65 mm Mauser car
tridge, with the 185 grain bullet are: muzzle
velocity, 2500 fps; energy, 2568 fp.

I cannot give you details on the M-82
scope, as I have never had one to examine.
The G&H mounts are well made, but not
particularly valuable.

Yes, the swinging mounts are usually reli
able, but I have found that in actual hunting
experience, many such devices, however well
conceived, are unnecessary. You will use
what you have, and you will often ignore
features that seemed important before you
left home.-{;.B.

Soviet Arms
I would like to have some information re

garding two guns I have in my collection
a Soviet Degtyarov DTM Tank Machine
Gun and a Soviet M1938 mortar.

In the case of the DTM, I would like to
know the year of its adoption, how long was
it officially used, is it used officially by any
Iron Curtain country today, what is its maxi
mum accurate range, and what type of
vehicle was it mounted on.

In the case of the Ml938 mortar, I would
like to know what ranges it is calibrated
for, what is its maximum accurate range,
how long was it officially used, is it in use
officially anywhere today, its weight, and the
weight of its projectile.

Roman Rudnytsky
Toms River, N.J.

The 1962 version of the book "Small Arms
of the WorId" states that the DTM is still in
use in the USSR, and it gives data concern
ing the arm. It does not, however, state what
year it was adopted.

Since the DTM /ired the usual 7.62 mm
Russian cartridge, we can say that its range
is comparable to our .30, 1906 cartridge.

The DTM was not equipped with a front
sight and this would mean to me that pin-

A_mlo
bring down
more game!

MODEL 159

The Golden Squire shotgun features custom quality
throughout. Distinctive gold plated trigger and hammer.
Gold filled lettering on barrel and frame. English style
stock of finest American walnut, custom forearm, recoil
pad, high luster blue barrel, automatic shell ejection.
Available in 12 and 20 gauge. Golden Squire, Jr., (Model
459) with same quality features, available in 20 and .410
gauge with 26-inch barrel for the younger shooter.

H&R Topper Model 158 with American walnut stock,
12 gauge with 28, 30, 32 and 36-inch barrels. Also
16, 20 and .410 gauge with 28-inch barrels.

H&R Topper, Jr., Model 490 (proportioned for the
younger shooter) has American walnut stock. Available in,
20 and .410 gauge with 26-inch barrel.

See H&R shotguns, rifles and revolvers on
display at your sporting goods dealer now.

NEW CATALOG. Send 10 cents to cover handling and mailing costs. Write Dept. GM-S

'H:arrington & Richardson, Inc.
320 PARK AVENUE. WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS 01610, U. S. A.
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Re-cycles

MAYVILLE ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.

Handgun Trio
I would appreciate the following inform

ation about three guns; value, age, and type
of cartridge or caliber.

The first gun is a Smith and Wesson tip
up revolver. I know the caliber is .22 short.
The number 11133 is stamped on the butt.
On the cylinder is stamped Patented July 5,
1859 and another date which I couldn't make
out. It is in good condition.

The second gun is a percussion pistol of
fairly small size. On the barrel is printed
what appears to be Allen & Wheelock. On
the bottom inside of the trigger guard is
stamped the number 523 which appears
again just in front of guard on the under
side of the barrel. On the left side of the
hammer seems to be the words Long .45. The
barrel is half octagon and half round. The
bore is in a hexagonal shape. It is in fair
condition.

The third gun is what seems to be a
fairly recent make .38 revolver. It has printed
on the frame over the cylinder the words U.S.
Revolver Co., and Made in U.S.A. On the
frame under the left grip is stamped F 21405
which appears again under the trigger guard
excluding the F. It is in fair condition and
has a 2V2 inch barrel.

Italian 9 mm Ammo
I have a box of 9 mm ammumtIOn with

the following on the cover: 5O--Cartucce
Cal. 9 mm. 50; Per Moschetto Autom.
Beretta M.o 38.

Is this ammunition safe to use in a Luger,
and is the primer corrosive?

Lawrence H. Reschke
Little River, Kansas

Your S. & W. tip-up revolver is an ex
ample of the "1st Model." If it has a rounded
frame it is the 1st Issue and is worth better
than $100. If it has a flat sided frame it is
the 2nd Issue and is worth about $25. The
other date on the cylinder is "April 3, 1855."
The 1st Model 1st Issue was made from 1857
to 1860. The 2nd Issue was made from 1860
to 1868.

The Allen & Wheelock percussion pistol
was made between 1857 and 1865 and in fair
condition is worth $20. or less.

The "U.S. Revolver Co." was a brand
name product made by the Iver Johnson Co.
for the E. K. Tryon Co. and was probably
manufactured about 1910. In fair condition
it is almost valueless. It was probably made
for the .38 S&W cartridge.---{;.B.

David Boud
Spring City, Pa.

point shooting was all but impossible. From
what information I have, the DTM was only
mounted on tanks.

Mortars are more than a little out of my
line. Unfortunately I cannot help YOU.---{;.B•

The 9 mm Italian Beretta, Model 38 car
tridge is not loaded over the pressures that
are safe for a Luger pistol. In fact, you may
have some malfunction with your Luger due
to inconsistent loading and slightly low
pressures.

I do not know if the stuff is corrosive or
not-but my guess is that it is. See how
cleanly it shoots and be sure to
keep your Luger clean---{;.B.

See it at your dealer's or write Mayville Engineering,
Mayville, Wisconsin fOT MEC's complete catalog.

The Programmed Measure:
Depress Handle ••• and it

~

You are looking at the totally new MEC 310 ... the single stage tool
that performs with the speed of a progressive type. It boasts features
no other reloader can ... regardless of price. First, there's the new
Programmed Charging Mechanism that not only meters powder and
shot more accurately ... but does it automatically. Its. built-in
"memory" device causes powder and shot to be dropped only at the
proper points in the reloading cycle. And because it's mechanical ..•
this positively eliminates any chance of human error.
Another progressive feature is the new Direct Reading Pressure
Gauge with graduated face and pointer which always indicates
exactly the wad pressure being applied. The new wad height indicator
assures improved crimping by disclosing improper wadding or other
evidence of a defective reload. Then there's the new Reconditioning
Station which, with one stroke of the handle, deprimes, completely
resizes case head, restores head space and irons out the case mouth.
Add to this the fact that the entire shell is reloaded, from deprime to
final crimp, in only four strokes of the handle, all ending on positive
stop, and you have the most efficient, accurate, mistake-proof shotshell
reloader in the industry ... bar none! And it's completely safe. Oh
yes! It'll process up to 310 hulls per hour.
Price? $69.95 complete. All assembled, tested and ready to go.

•

... and this new MEC
Shotshell Reloader

"thinks" for itself

progressive speed
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THE CASE AGAINST THE SNUBS

When aB·Btravels 400 FPS
... man, that's really moving!
The perfect "extra" for every shooter.
Great for plinking and basement tar
get practice. Uses standard or giant
DAISY Jett@ CO2 cartridges ... giant
size gives constant full power for more
than 150 shots. No troublesome "0"
ring. Sights are adjustable. No won
der owners say the C02 200 is all fun,
all gun. $18.50 FPS (feet-per-second)

I~~iIol§~
For more information, see your local dealer
or write DAISY MANUFACTURING COllIPANY,
CO' Division, Box 1164W, Rogers, Ark. 72756

hugs the body and conceals better than any
snub nose gun. Loaded with 200 grain Win
chester Western Super Police cartridges, it
can either stop a man at 50 yards, or come
close to it-which is all you can expect of
a .38 revolver.

Smith & Wesson's Chief Special-the all
steel model with a 3" barrel, nickle finish,
Fitz Gun-Fighter grips, trigger shoe, and
custom honed action-is another easily con
cealed revolver that is quite effective when
loaded with the 200 grain manstoppers.
Both the Police Positive Special and the
Chief's Special have enough barrel to let
you know which direction they are pointing
in fast, double-action, point-shooting.

The most ridiculous snub guns of all are
the medium frame service revolvers chopped
down to 2". These monstrosities are so top
heavy that it is nearly impossible to holster
them so that they may be carried comfort
ably in concealment. With 4" or 5" barrels,
these guns are easily hidden and are far
more effective than their mutilated brethren.

The snub nosed revolver is useless as a
target pistol, it is not dependable enough for
a service weapon, and it would be utterly
worthless for hunting in the field. The only
legitimate function of these runts is as a
holdout gun for a law enforcement officer
for use in emergencies at very close ranges,
or by a sleuth working undercover where
complete concealment of the g\ln is neces
sary. The undercover investigator will use
his gun as a last resort to shoot his way
out of a tight spot at very close quarters.

In years to come, a really effective snub
nosed revolver and ammunition for it may
be developed. I sincerely hope that it can
be done. But until that day comes along,
I'll rely on a .45 Colt New Service with a
5lh" barrel as a manstopper, and
continue to snub the snubs.

QtaLit!l Shot
THAT IS:

• Graded-Better
• Polished-Better
Meets or surpasses all association
specifications.

The Murdock shot will produce a better
pattern. It is made hard enough by
the addition of tin to the alloy which tends
to eliminate lead muzzle deposit.

For the name of your nearest distributor write:

(Continued from page 22)

bandits fired volley after volley of shots
at 50 yards until their snub-nosed .38's
were empty_ The outlaws made good their
escape. However, two innocent bystanders
were killed by stray slugs from the snub
guns. They were unlucky enough to have
been standing a dozen feet to one side of
what should have been the line of fire! Chalk
up two more victims of the notorious lack
of .accuracy of the snub guns.

In most revolvers that receive normal
usage, the bullet slams out of the cylinder
chamber and skids over the rifling for a short
distance before the lands and grooves take
hold and start spinning the bullet. There is
not enough barrel in a snub gun to stabilize
the bullet properly for long accurate flight.

A squad of detectives in New York City
were pinned down by the deadly accurate fire
from a notorious gunman over a hundred
yards away. The sleuths would expose them
selves for a split second as they fired their
snub nosed .38's at their quarry. Their slugs
were bouncing off the sidewalk before they
ever got to their target. Slugs from the
hoodlum's Luger were smashing masonry
scant inches from their heads as he returned
their fire. He made good his escape and it
was months before he was captured. Several
of the detectives who were in that debacle
came to me after the fight and wanted to
know what was the matter with their guns.
The dealer from whom they had bought the
revolvers had told them that they were just
as effective as their service revolvers-"they
shoot the same cartridge don't they?"

In my opinion, the best personal defense
gun for concealment use, is Colt's Police
Positive Special .38, in nickIe plate finish,
with smooth ivory grips, trigger shoes, and
grip adaptor, if needed. When properly
holstered in a belt scabbard, this revolver
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GUNS OF THE 101 RANCH

(Continued from page 27)

Buy Famous Bass Quality
Boots by MAIL
and SAVE!!!

of the shooters. Although these crack shots
were good, they still remained performers
who spent a good deal of time in other acts
of the show, and never attained the greatness
of Captain A. H. Bogardus, "Doc" Carver, or
Annie Oakley. Featured with the 101 were
Capt. Ted Lewis, Selma Zimmerman, Stack
Lee, Jack Wehb, Edith Tantlinger, Princess
Wenona, Tex Cooper, and others.

Capt. Ted Lewis was billed as a crack rifle
and revolver shooter, a famous Western dead
shot. Colt factory records listed him as the
purchaser of a Colt New Service, caliber
.44-40, 7%" smooth bore, serial no. 327295,
on May 5, 1928.

The 101 Ranch used a variety of guns,
and consumed thousands upon thousands of
rounds of blank ammunition in their shows.
They used Springfield 1873 Model rifles,
Winchesters, Colts, and Smith & Wesson
revolvers. Such arms and ammunition com
panies as Winchester, Peters, and Remington
were featured advertisers in their programs
and, of course, the 101 used their products.
The amounts of blank ammo they used would
stagger the imagination. Invoices on ship
ments of blanks received from Remington
and Peters show that 30,000 rounds were
received in 1926, 21,000 in 1927, 26,000
rounds in 1929.

Durable! Lightweight! Soft, tan elk·
tanned 10" leather tops, treated with
Dow-Corning silicone for water-proof
qualities. Felt trim on top leather
edges. Brown rubber bottoms, cloth
lined, have genuine English crepe
vulcanized to rubber soles. Thick
cushion insoles. 10 eyelets, and raw·
hide laces. Whole Sizes: 6-13.

Order by mail and SAVEl .

•.. only$17.95 Post Paid

(Air Mail to Alaska 75¢ extra)

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
OR YOUR MONEY BACKl

"send for FREE' CATALOG of specially
" selected, expedition-proved,

professional outdoorsmen paraphernalia.

-~!m\~&~un
~...~/, Ooutfitters

SHAWNEE MISSION. BOX, 6074
KANSAS 66206

PISTOL SHOOTERS'

The 101 Ranch certainly was not partial
to any particular caliber; they bought center
fire blanks in the following calibers; .32
S&W, .38 S&W, .44-40 WCF, .45 Long Colt,
.45-70 Govt., .38 S&W Spec., .44 S&W Russian,
.44 S&W Spec., .44 Colt and .41 Short and
Long Colt.

The exhibition shooters used smoothbore
rifles and revolvers. The .44-40 and .45 Long
Colt ammunition was loaded with # 8 shot
encased in a hollow wooden nose. This was
the standard ammo used by sharpshooters
in the wild west shows of these times.
Usually the targets were glass balls, plates,
and various other items.

Winchester rifles or carbines were the
popular guns for these shooters. A letter
from the Winchester Company, dated July
14, 1927, verifies an order from the 101
Ranch for three Model 92, .44 caliber
smoothbore carbines. That the 101 Ranch
was rough on their firearms is shown in
another letter from Winchester, dated Octo
ber 22, 1927, in which they state the Model
92 carbines, sent in for repair from the 101,
were only good for the scrap heap.

Colt's also sold guns to the 101 Ranch.
Whenever Joe and Zack Miller brought the

$1.00
$1.90
$5,00

KNOXVILLE 3, ILLINOIS

Stack Le'e was called the "Champion Rifle
Shot" and, with Selma Zimmerman, displayed
unsurpassed marksmanship while mounted on
galloping steeds. Jack Webb was also
featured in the same program as 'a sharp
shooter. Edith Tantlinger, woman sharp
shooter of the 101 Ranch Show, had such
confidence in her shooting ability that ac
cording to the "New York Telegram," May 3,
1914, she wanted to organize and lead a
regiment of women sharpshooters against the
Mexicans in case of a formal declaration of
war.

•

Handbook - Catalog #16 Ready Now!
Don't miss this new Handbook-catalogI Bigger anq "better than ever .•. ~14
jam-pacli:ed pages devoted exclusively to the ··pistolman ... oyer 775 illustrations
... articles by top shooting and reloading authorities, BlankenshIP, McMillan, Joyner,
ClarIe, Reeves, Weinstein, 'Foney. Cartes. White, Weston, Shocl\ey, Gibbs, Hebard,
and U. S. Army'S Coaching Manual unabridged These alone worth many dol!ars
if published in book form ... National Record~ all latest products and prIces
... hundreds of score improving items and tips Clark, Shocl\t'Y, Pachmayr
Custom Guns ... Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W, Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver
Johnson, Crossman Target and field guns.

The pistols Shooters "Bible" and standard references book. No catalog like it!
A MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone interested in handgunnlng.

Postpaid (ard Ciass Mall)
Postpaid (Air Mall)
Postpaid (Hard-bound Library Edltlon)

Mailed immediately in
protective envelope ...

GIL HEBARD GUNS
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advanced·
trigger
design

custom
bluing
and chroming .

..

~

.
.• : ··."'.".'~'n' t

Famous FRANZITE Grips, made by Sports, Inc.,
are handsome, unbreakable, inexpensive. 400
sizes in 7 colors. New catalog shows latest
designs for almost any gun made-Colt, Smith
& Wesson, Luger, Hi-Standard, Ortgies. Mau
ser, etc. Ivory. pearl, walnut, onyx:, Agate.

~~~s'm~\;efic~~g~~:l~~t~jd~i:ia~~er
SPORTS, INC.~~~~~ecillt~ ·c~~'1~t.~~~o

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC GUNSTOCK INLAYS
Hand Cut on Precision Machinery from Finest
Quality Sheet Plastic. Send for New Catalog
of Latest Designs. Complete Instructions.>- C. O. CAHOON, Boxford, Mass. """'iIIII('

exclusive
monobloc

that's why Beretta is better

What makes Beretta agreat gun?

superior
balance

·! .,

·I·

't' ~~

.i
+.:....

United States Representative: J. L. GaIef & Son, Inc., 85 Chambers St, N. Y., N. Y. 10007

Reputable Guns for Reputable Sportsmen

Pick up a Beretta .•. examine it. Handle it. Where else have you seen a gun with balance so
perfect? Specially selected Italian walnut hand finished stock. Even the rugged alloy steel barrels
are polished to such a degree that shot pellets have higher velocity and greater penetration. The
bluing and chroming have a satiny sheen that only skilled artisans can create. Nllturally, the
action is hand fitted, and hand finished ••. not stamped. Note how it joins to the barrels with
Beretta's patented monobloc system, .the ultimate in barrel and breech assembly. This means
the breech is machined to more precise tolerances, and the entire action is lighter and stronger.
Now fire the Beretta. What a trigger response ••. light yet smooth and sure. Add to all this the
fabulous Beretta reputation ••. nearly 300 years of gun crafting skills by one of the oldest,
most famous European makers. For those who want the best, Beretta is first by any test.
Doesn't if m~ke sense to make your next shotgun a Beretta?

Silver Snipe Over and Under 12 and 20 gauge including 3" magnums
and Skeet and· Trap from $185.95, Golden Snipe Over and Under 12
lind 20 gauge $273.75, Silver Hawk Double Barrel 12 gauge $186.95,
and the Companion Folding Single Barrel 12, 16, 20, 28 and 410 gauge
$49.95 are available at all leading Sporting Goods Stores. (22 Short.
Caliber Minx M2 illustrated $33.95. Other caliber pistols are available.)

Write Dept. GIl for free brochures featuring the complete Beretta
line of either featherweight Shotguns or Pistols.

and peddled for pennies; an old buffalo gun
went for fifty cents, and on other guns, the
highest bid the auctioneer could squeeze
out of the crowd was two dollars.

And so tbe Miller Brother's 101 Ranch
Real Wild West Show came to an end, and
the famous names that were blazoned across
its banners-Buffalo Bill Cody, Tom Mix,
Buck Jones, Will Rogers, Jack Hoxie, and
others-became mere memories. Zack Miller,
a broken, whipped man, died in 1952.

But the 101 Ranch is not just one story; it
is the thousands of stories of men and
women, cowboys and Indians, and performers
and roustabouts, who all had a part in the
making of an entertainment spectacle that is
lost, except in the memories stirred by ~
the guns marked with the famous "101."~

show to Hartford, Connecticut, they always
stopped in to see their good friend Robert
Courtney, the Arms Service Manager. Thcy
purchased Single Action Army revolvers di
rectly from Courtney, and arranged to bring
guns needing repair into the Colt plant by
7 :00 A.M. Courtney had the guns serviced in
time for the evening performance.

A prime question that usually concerns
gun collectors is the whereabouts and
authentication of weapons with a "famous"
past. Fortunately, there are quite a few
firearms around that have been connected
with the 101 Ranch.

One such gun, in the Philip H. Fisher
collection, is a nickel finished Colt Single
Action Army revolver, caliber .45, with a
smooth 5%" barrel. Engraved on the back
strap is "Texas Cooper," and on the butt is
marked "101 Ranch." According to the Colt
records, Tex Cooper, on May 5, 1913, pur
chased a pair of these Colts, identical in
markings, fitted with carved ivory steer head
stocks, with serial numbers 326965 and 326962.
Tex Cooper, the colorful official announcer of
the show, was also featured as one of the crack
shots. He raced around the arena on a white
horse, dusting targets with his Colt six
shooter. The Indians and Cossacks with the
show called him "Old Center Shooter."

In the Oklahoma Historical Society col
lection is a Colt SAA, caliber .45, serial
number 309543, fully engraved, with· pearl
grips initialed with "JCM" for Joe Miller,
one of the owners of the 101 Ranch.

Zack Miller also had a fancy Colt SAA,
caliber .45, serial number 328849, silver
plated, and very fancy engraving. This
historic piece is preserved in another private
collection.

An interesting piece, definitely authen
ticated, is a Winchester Model 92, caliber
.44-40, with a short barrel. This was the
personal saddle gun of Colonel Joe C. Miller
and was given to a friend of the Miller
family.

Roy Rogers, Western movie star, has a
pair of .45 Colt Single Actions, serial num
bers 349117 and 348754, attributed as once
belonging to the 101 Ranch.

A pair of single action .44 Smith & Wes
sons, with serial numbers 34282 and 1846
are in a private collection. These revolvers
are also attributed to belonging to an old
time cowhand of the 101 Ranch.

Last, but not least, is a 7%" barrel .45
Colt Single Action Army revolver, serial
number 353046, that I was fortunate to ob
tain. This gun is authenticated by the Colt
factory records as being one of 15 guns
shipped from the company to the 101 Ranch
on February 27, 1929. One more Colt Single
Action from the same shipment of 15 guns,
this one with serial number 352744, recently
turned up in a private collection.

As the saying goes, "all good things must
come to an end," and so it did for the 101
Ranch. Many factors lead to the end of the
show; tbe death of Joe and George, the
depression, foreclosure of the heavy mort
gages. Came the day when Zack, the surviv
ing brotber, alone in the family home called
the "White House," stood off creditors with a
shotgun. But it was no use. Walter M. Har
rison, writing in the "Oklahoma City Times,"
July 27, 1936, mentions that the rifles over
the mantle had been hauled from their pegs
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City & State , .

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 603-11
1600 Rhode Island Ave., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.

..All :Jlzeje NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENE FITS /or Onl,! :Jive ::bollar6

A Year's Subscription to
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

Over 600,000 hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invite you to join the National Rifle
Association and enjoy the many benefits reserved for ,members. Yo'u'll get' prompt Clnswers from
our firearms Information Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where to hunt
and low-cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms, spare parts
and military targets as are made available for sale to NRA members at cost-to-government prices.
You can participate in year around shooting programs and be eligible for marksmanship instruc
tion. In addition, NRA will introduce you to a rifle and pistol club in your community, or help
organize an NRA club. And your support will help preserve the right of free Americans to own
and use firearms for lawful purposes. Remember, the NRA has stood os a bastion against
counties. ill advised attempts to disarm U. S. citizens-since 1871.'

Join NOW! and receive this gold-filled NRA membership lapel bulton. Sells regularly for $1.50
yours at no extra cost. (Lapel button shown actual size)

NOVEMBER. 1964GUNS

MORE FUN
with YOUR

••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••" • ••••• •• •••••••••• • •••• ,· ••••• 0 •• • ••••••••,

........................................................... ; Age _ .

"Confirming application and details

The world' of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in The American Rifleman, sent to you
each month as one of your NRA membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunt
ing activities; relive firearms history; learn the practi~al use of guns for more fun the year
around. You'll read about rifles, pistols, shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and
gun collecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially valuable are impartial
product eva'luations, based on practical field tests of new products reviewed. Other subjects fully
covered include articles on how to buy, shoot and care for guns; wher'e and how to hunt; amateur
gunsmithing and reloading methods; firearms legislation proposals, etc. As the Official Journal of
fhe National Rifle Association, The American Rifleman has long been recognized the world over CIS

the top Cluthority on guns and shooting.

, Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

NaMe

Address
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(Continued from page 23)

SPOTTING SCOPE GADGETRY
NEW MARK III BSA. MARTINI INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rille, the Supreme In Accuracy,
comtort and workmanship, for RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter, without sights .•••..•.. $2 f0.00
f2# Lightweight or 1414# Heavyweight Model.

fREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$13.50

A4
SMAllBORE
KIT 31"
$18.25

48" RIFLE
TRUNK $26.25

KNEELING PAD $5.25
Med. Sunshade for

1" Scope $4.50
BIPOD $17.50

ZOOM TRIPOD for
Zaom Scope $16.25

GALLERY BIPOD $18.90

Standard Benchrest Stand $20.00
"SUPREME" BENCHREST

ALL ANGlE STAND $30.00
TRIPOD $15.25 Riffe Rest Fork 8Sc «\ $1.20
FORE-END STOPS, except M37 & 52-D.$ 3.00
Fore-End Stop, 52-D $4.00; M37...... 3.50
FREelAND Tube Rear Site 42.50
FREelAND "AR" Shooting Mat 27.00
FREelAND 'A opening Acces. Kit ..•.••• 20.00

" Foam Padded Shooting Glove..... 5.25
FREelAND Sling Keeper.............. 1.25

" Mid-Century cuff Comb... . • • • • • 8.50
OLYMPIC PALM REST from 15.50

"Mr. Cairo" Palm Rest. 21.50
lOX SHOOTING COAT 22.00
FREELAND "61" Butt Plate 33.00
S & W K22, K32 or K38.............. 81.00
Win. 52-D Target rifle Std. or Hvy..••. 145.00
Rem. 513TR target rifle. • • • • • • . • . . • . .• 88.95

Price. Subjed 10 Change Wilhoul NOlice
ALL GUNS _ SIGHTS - GUN CASES - SCOPES

RELOADING SUPPLIES
WRITE FOR PAMPHLET - GENERAL CATALOGUE $1.00

FREELAND'S Scope Stands, Inc.
3737 14th Ave., Rock Island, III. 61201

leather case sold by Al Freeland. It is 17
inches deep, 4% inches wide, and 10%
inches high, with a sturdy divider to separate
scope and tripod. I fasten the case behind the
saddle with two % inch belts, but any straps
will do. I riveted several loops on the case
to hold these straps in place.

If the saddle does not have a leather
gadget to run the straps through, your outfitter
should have spare leather, and can make one
up. It can take the place of the rosette over
the leather strings on the rear of the saddle.
The first year I had this case out, I used
the leather strings to hold it to the saddle.
However, the leverage obtained by pulling
the belts really tight, holds it more rigidly.
This eliminates bumping the horse and jar
ring the scope. The strap that holds the cover
in place makes a convenient carrying handle.

This outfit has produced trophies that I
may not have found otherwise. When my
outfitter and guide, Frank Stcwart of Cassiar,
British Columbia, first saw my rig, he said:
"That is the best case and scope stand I
have ever had a hunter bring ona hunt."
This alone made it all worth while, for the
respect and friendship of outfitters and guides
is not easy to come by.

My B&L spotting scope with a 20X eye
piece and an extra 45X eyepiece has served
me well, and my special equipment has
greatly enhanced my over-all pleasure and sat
isfaction while wilderness hunting. Whether
I'm woods hunting for deer or hunting the
timberline wilderness, if I stay on high
ground, and do a lot of glassing and spotting,
I have a better chance of getting game than
by putting a lot of mileage on my feet~
or my horse. ~

case, the
to reach.

the
easy

Lyman Alaskan rifle scope with Lee dot to
the flat spot on the cradle. Weaver top
mounts are installed on the flat side, and the
rifle scope is then adjusted to align with the
spotting scope.

Binoculars may pick up a moving animal

Compactly stored in
scope is safe, and

that is just about to disappear, and though
you may be able to see it, positive identi
fication is impossible. A quick look with the
spotting scope will provide the answer, but
have you ever tried to get your scope pointed
at and focused on that faraway critter in a
hurry? I simply put the dot of the rifle scope
on the animal, focus the spotting scope, and
in seconds can tell if it is a trophy or not.

Now comes the problem of transporting
the camera tripod and spotting scope. If you
are traveling on foot, a back pack is the
answer. However, most wilderness hunts
today are with horses, and in my case, I try
to avoid hunts that don't use horses.

For my scope and tripod I use the hard

P. O. BOX K-ll MARBLE FALLS, TEX.
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Close Range
fOI Call

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus
$2 Instruction Record {78 or 45 rpmJONlY $5
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM calls featured in Aug. '50
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CALLED.... Burnham
calls lured up 121 Folt. 33 Raccoons, 156 Coyotes, 11 Bobcat,
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. Letters tell us of
amazing results-"Very first time I used your calli called up
5 Coyotes"-P.T.C., New Mcltico. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above mentioned game or your money back!

FREE Catalog. For new booklet TH RI LLS
OF GAME CALLING. 16 page. 01 rare
and exciting photos-Send 25c.

Dealer Inquiries Inviled

~
PARKER & L. C. SMITH BARRELS
Made of English Vickers steel Semi.
finish 90 0/ 0 fitted. Gaug-es: 12-10-20
Barrels: 20"-28"-30", Chambers:
2 3/4" regular shells, Standard ex
tractors .570.00, Auto ejectors
$80.00, F'itting & Biuing charges
$35.00.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

COMPLETE LINE OF FOREIGN
AUTO PISTOL MAGAZINES

FOREIGN AUTO PISTOL
FIRING PINS

Also available for: Winchester Mod.
12 gao HZ-I6; Marlin Mod. 336;
Winchester Mod. 04; Remington
.22 Mod. 12; Springfield 45-70
Mod. 1870.

;OU"G;;-~ro-;;;;:-OLB';;'"Rru'

,---------GUNSMITHING TOOLS & PARTS
Shotgun Heamers, Shot-gun chokes,
Gauges, Shotgun" Dent Removers,
Shotgup Metric system Tap & Dies,
ShotKUn V. type main springs,
Shotgun V. type lever springs.
Complete line of parts for:
Automatic pistols Bernardclli-Ber
etta-Armi Galesi-Lug-er and repro
duction Models NAVY and ARMY.

NOVEMBER 1964

ATLAS MODEL
145 in 12, 16 & 20 Ga.

Over & Under shotgun With Holland & Holland side plates
-Merkel type action and locks-Full Vent. !Ub-Auto

~tg~~~r.~:M~~ncg~~g:~t~~;eo'lr;glceral1S~r~rte~o~~ds~~i$675
-Super chrome lined bores-Fine skip· line checkered and UP
walnut pistol or straight stock, With fitted recoil pad.

OTHER AVAILABLE MODELS
ATLAS MODEL 65 - 0 & U - Ga. 28 and 410-0. Triggers $180

~:t:t~~ ~gg~t g~/S:: :: :: =:: i~, ~6~lgO~S~~~i~~~l:Ti;1g. ~~y~
A'l'r.AS MODEL 95 .. - .. 12, 16, 20-S.Nol1.Sel.Trig. $220
ATLAS MODEL 200 S by S - Ga. 16, 12, 20, 410-D. Trig. $160
ATLAS MODEL 208 - .. 12, 16, 20-MaK.-D. Trig, $165
ATLAS MODEL 500 - .. 10, 12, 20-Mng.-D. Trig. $195
ATLAS MODEL 800 to - .. 12, 20-Mag. S.Non-S.Trig. $240

ATLAS ARMS, .INC.
2704 N. Central Ave., Chicago, III. 60639

ATLAS MODEL
750 in 12, 16 & 20 Ga.
Over & Under Shotgun with Merkel Type
Action-Fully hand engraved-Detachable side
plates-Ventilated rib-Single NON Selective trigger
-Standard extractors-Barrels made of nickel chrome
steel-Super chrome I ined bores-Fine checkering
\Valnut, Pistol or straight stock - chambers for

. 20/4" shells.

ATLAS ARMS•••• Guns of Quality
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periments," but these experiments did not
give a fair and accurate picture of how. much
gunpowder might be saved. In the light of
this, Moira was unable to fix a definite re
muneration, and Forsyth raised no objection,
being under the impression that when his
percussion lock was introduced into Military
Service, he would be well rcwarded.

In March of 1807, approximately 12
months after starting the project, Forsyth
succeeded in completing a lock that was
approved by both Moira and the Commander
in Chief of the Services-and as far as
Forsyth was concerned, that was that. He
had completed his lask, and was anxious to
put as many miles as possible between him
self and the Tower.

Moira, on the other hand, was not as
eager to dispense with Forsyth's services,
ordering him to make one or two minor
alterations to the musket lock, and to apply
a percussion lock to a 3-pounder which was
to be sent to him from Woolwich. Once
again Forsyth found himself with a head·
ache, as a 3-pounder required a much dif
ferent lock than that of a musket.

On March 21, 1807, £300 was paid to
Forsyth, constituting the balance of the
agreed advance; at the same time, he was
called upon to submit a statement detailing
how the first £100 had been spent.

New Guns, Described in the Bible for the First
Time' Remington 600 Carbine' Ruger .22 L.R.
Carbine' Winchester 1200 and 1400 • Marlin 444
Darne double barrel' Savage Premier 110 Rifle
• Smith and Wesson Model 41 • Mannlicher·
Schoenauer Alpine Carbine

The 1965 Feature Articles, by the nation's fore·
most firearms authorities
• "The Secrets of Handgun Marksmanship" by
Col. Charles Askins' "A Darne Good Bird Gun"
by Roger Barlow' "More Shots Per Pound" by
John Lachuk • "Analysis Of The Magnums" by
Pete Kuhlhoff • "Wingshooters' Tricks" by John
Olson' and many others

rsro~~A~s~~~~wN----l
I 55 Ruta Court, Dept. GM-ll I
I South Hackensack, N. J. I
I Please rush my copy of 0 Shooter's Bible I
I

($2.95) 0 Shooter's Bible Treasury ($2.95) Io The Luger Manual ($1.00) aThe Mauser
I Manual ($1.00). My 0 check, money order I

for $ is enclosed. If I am not com-I pletely satisfied, I may return the book(s) I
I within 10 days for a fuJI refund. I
I Name I
I Street I
l::~ .:t~e__~~~====J

shattered by some charges that were too
powerful.

The first fault was eliminated by a closer
fitting of all parts of the primer. In addition,
two small bushings of oil-impregnated cork
were fitted inside the primer, one on each
side of the roller, and held tightly against its
surface by two adjustable set-screws. This
arrangement not only prevented any flash
travelling around the roller, it also served to
keep the roller oiled.

To rectify the fault of the powder, a dif·
ferent type of detonating powder had to be
compounded; a dangerous matter of trial
and error, with the ever-present possibilily of
an explosion as reward for miscalculation.

In addition to these two mcasures, a small
hole was drilled through the base-plate of
the primer and stoppered with a small plug
of horn that would be blown out by an ex
cessive charge.

From his experiments, Forsyth discovered
that quite a large amount of gunpowder
could be saved by using a properly con
structed percussion lock, and he reported this
fact to Moira. This gave Moira the idea that
Forsylh's remuneration could be based on
the actual saving of gunpowder over a certain
period of time. To ascertain just how much
powder might be saved, Forsyth was ordered
to go to Woolwich and "carry out some ex-

FATHER OF PERCUSSION
(Continued from page 35)

the 1965
Shooter's Bible is
LOADED

It wasn't easy-but the Shooter's Bible packs
more fact and fascination than ever before!
The 1965 edition features additions and im
provements from cover to cover, making it
even more valuable to hunters, target shoot
ers, collectors, gunsmiths and dealers.
The greatly enlarged firearms section illus
trates and describes all domestic rifles, shot
guns and handguns and the finest European
firearms as well. Now, rate of twist has been
added to the specifications of center-fire
rifles. The enlarged ammunition section now
illustrates in actual size every cartridge it
describes.
You'll also find additions and improvements
in the mimy other sections, which cover
every type of essential and accessory shoot
ing equipment. As always, the feature articles
on up-to-the-minute developments in guns
and gunnery are the kind that help you im
prove your shooting and enjoy it more.
Don't miss the 1965 edition of the Shooter's
Bible! Ask for it at your sporting goods store,
gun shop, book or department store or news
stand, or send the coupon below.

Easily slips on to any shotgun
or rifle. °progressive Action"
absorbs shock. ·Will give years
of service. Only $2.00.

"White Line" Recoil Pads
Unique design offers gradual resistance to
recoil instead of "mushy" cushioning or
abrupt "bottoming." There is a model for
every purpose, whether rifle or shotgun.
For quality long life and unexcelled shoot
ing comfort. in~Hst on "White Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (shown) $3.75.

Deluxe Slip-On
RECOIL PAD

NEW IMPROVED

Mershon Sure Grip Shell Packs
Unique pat. pend. "0" ring segment design
holds variety of calibers securely. releases
theni easily. Protects shells froul loss, 9-an1
age. Specially formulated of durable, lIght
weight flexible molded rubber to work l?er
fectly ~ll weather from _65 0 to + 240 F.
Fits any belt up to 1 %" wide. Red, brown,
black. Only $3.00.

SURE GRIP
HANDGUN CASES

3, 4 & 5 gun models
Compact, light,
these beautiful
sturdy cases have
rack for 3, 4 or 5
guns, space for ac
cessories and spot
tin g scope. A vat I.
with or without
back door. Exterior
is finished in choice
of 8 attractlve col
ors and materials. Fully linen
to match. 3 gun model without back door
$27.50. Adjustable handgun tray extra.

NEW "SURE·GRIP"
WALNUT TARGET

GRIPS
Designed especially for the
target shooter, these fine
ilnported walnut grips
feature finger & thumb
grooves. Gl ves you better

End view Side view control, higher scores. Ex
pertly checkered with hand rubbed oil fin
ish. Avail. in reg. or large sizes for popular
Colts, S & Wand S & W Magnum models.
Only $15.50 pro ,

"10 Point" Grips
Fits all modern Colts and S & W
Revolvers and pistols. Easily

~~~~~llp~eJ~f~O;~~f~~~i~fip~~~~~. __
Can be cut or shaped to fit your
hand. Only $5.75.- _
See llour Mershon Dealer ar !DrUe tar FREB literatare

~
. ml;ll~nVn"U.

dit:isioll of

~ 12 3OF~~~~HA<~;;~e~, ~~E NUE

Dept. l1li. Los Angeles 15, California
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4-Power K4

2'1z·Power K2.5,
3·Power K3

DEPT. 43 / EL PASO, TEXAS 79915

MADE BETTER BY AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN
@1964 w. R. Weave, Company

Name' _

Address _

City -"'State--Zip _

A wide field of view (43 ft. in the K2.5,
37 ft. in the K3) makes these scopes ideal

for fast shots at running game. or shooting in heavy
cover. Weaver K Models feature one·piece scope tubes,

compression O·ring sealing at all threaded joints. and nitrogen
processing for dependable. weather-proof performance.

Many hunters choose the K6
for antelope and other big game where

long shots are the rule. The K6 doubles off·
season as a fine varmint scope. Lenses are precision·

ground and hard·coated by Weaver craftsmen. Other
Model K features include: lightweight steel tube construction.

fine finish. and traditional gun blueing.

The K4, choice of expert
hunters for big game in open country,

has plenty of magnification for long shots,
but not too much for easy off-hand shooting (field

of view is 31 ft. at 100 yds). The constantly·centered
reticle with internal adjustments, for fast aiming. is standard in

all K Models shown.

FREE!
full-color
1964
catalog

Compre.sion D-Ring Selllillg e' ,II
,IIrelldBtl joill'. L ~

leTt? P :=
S.ff-s.nling turret

~
nnd ups pmtet:t

. gunrnntHd nccurnl.
• • ,v n.ver tJlf-unter windngll nnd

:-- ~_I ~_~. Iikll this .llIvnlitJn ndjustmllnls

See all seven Weaver K Models. priced from $34.50, at your dealer.

W. R. WEAVER CO.

Wearer- PII'en,Bd FixBd-Retic/e

~=--

make the most of your shooting skill and your rifle's accuracy",

use a model K COPE

About this time an impending change of
Ministry became apparent, and on April
4, 1807, the Earl of Chatham succeeded
Moira as Master General of Ordnance. During
that month, with the completion of the lock
for the 3-pounder almost in sight, Forsyth
received brief notification from the Board of
Ordnance that his services were no longer
required, and that he was to submit an ac
count of his personal expenses to date. All
Ordnance property was to be handed in
and, as so many writers have since taken
delight in recounting, "his own rubbish was
to be removed from the Tower."

There seems to have been no reason for
Chatham's obvious dislike for Forsyth, other
than perhaps that Forsyth was a Whig, and
being a protege of an outgoing Whig Minis
ter, his dismissal from the Tower was in
evitable.

Forsyth submitted his claim for expenses,
together with a memorandum in which he
stated that although he believed that he was
-entitled to remuneration from the Govern
ment for his invention, he would not press
for this since they had not made use of it
for the Service.

On June 1, 1807, he was informed that the
Board had ordered the balance to be paid to
him, and with the usual swiftness of official
dom, actual payment was made on August 27,
1807. As well as being kept waiting for his
cash, he also waited for some time before the
Board allowed him to taken out a patent
,covering his invention. The patent was granted
on July 4, 1807, and once in possession of
this, and the cash, and despite his apparent
"anxiousness" to get back to Scotland, he
remained in London to open a gunshop,
securing the services of James Purdey, who
later became a famous gunmaker in his
~wn right.

During the years following, Forsyth's prin
-ciple was approved of by most sportsmen,
and a considerable number of flintlock sport
ing guns and pistols were converted to his
system. It is estimated that more guns were
-converted to Forsyth's system than were ever
turned out as complete guns from the Forsyth
manufactory. However, the military thought
the conversion too expensive, and retained
the flintlock.

As with all new inventions, there were the
skeptics and antagonists, and an amusing
,example of these was the "English Gentle
man", perhaps a flintlock gunmaker, who
indulged in a little "mud-throwing" by
penning a letter to the editor of the "Gentle
man's Magazine" in 1817, which said in part:
·'If, moreover, this new system were applied
"to the Military, war would shortly become
so frightful as to exceed all bounds of
imagination, and future wars would threaten,
'within a few years, to destroy not only
armies, but civilization itself. It is to be
11Oped, therefore, that many men of con-

cience, and with a reflective turn, will
militate most vehemently for the suppression
{)f this new invention."

In 1840, 33 years after his dismissal from
the Tower, Forsyth petitioned the House of
Commons for some recognition of his serv
ices. He detailed all {)f his trials and troubles,
both technical and financial, and raised
again the question of remuneration. Forsyth
closed the petition by stating that he had
not benefited financially from his invention
owing to its being rejected by the Govern-
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All details on Plans, Kits and
Hardware for 33 Models are
listed in NEW, 56 PAGE..•

"Hondbook"-Cotolog,
• • .fully illustrated! Also
contains tips on best design.
Send NOWr Only $1.00 ppd.,
refundable first $10.00 order.

COLADOHATO BROS.
Dept. G114 Hazleton, Po.

All the facts, figures and quotations used in this
article, unless otherwise stated, are based on cor·
respondence and other documents under File Refer
ence WOA4/625, at the Public Record Office, lon
don. Permission to reproduce this unpublished Crown
Copyright material has been granted by the Con-
troller of H. M. Stationery Office to whom ~
grateful thanks is extended. ~

ment, and that he was subjected to expensive
law suits defending his patent against "mere
men of straw."

Two years later, on February 2, 1842, not
having heard anything favorable from the
Board, Forsyth sent them another letter,
stating: "Having heard that the percussion
lock was introduced into Her Majesty's ·serv·
ice, I take the liberty of mentioning to you
that I am the inventor of the lock. I hope
that you will see that now I have a just claim
upon Government for some remuneration ..."

Once -again papers were shuffied and the
matter appears to have been put before the
Treasury Department, who in turn reported
to the Secretary of Ordnance on March 26,
that they had no objection to the granting of
a moderate donation to him, leaving it to
the Board to fix the amount. The Board re
plied that, owing to lack of proof that the
percussion lock now in use was the invention
of Forsyth, a gratuity not exceeding £200
could be paid to him as the person who first
suggested the idea.

On March 21, 1843, the Board received a
paper, headed, "Brief Statement from For
syth regarding the £200 granted to Him." In
this somewhat lengthy "brief statement," he
requested the Board to reconsider his case,
as he did not think that the £200 granted
to him in 1842 was adequate remuneration.

After deliberation, the Board decided to
clear the Forsyth headache once and for all;
they acknowledged the obvious fact that For
syth was the inventor of the percussion
principle, and that "the contemplated ad
vantages are now accomplished and there
cannot be a doubt that the merits of the
invention is attributed to the services and
exertions of Dr. Forsyth." Finally, on Sep
tember 18, it was agreed that a gratuity of
£1,000 should be awarded to Forsyth, on the
condition that he relinquish all further
claims and demands upon the Department.

On June 11, 1843, during the course of
this paper warfare, Forsyth died, unaware
that his hard work had at last been recog
nized. The £1,000 was split between three of
Forsyth's surviving relatives.

It's EASY! With
Gunberth® Plans 6' Kits
Complete varied line
includes Colonial, Mod.
ern and Wall to Wall

styles.

$49.95

ARMALITE

AR-7
EXPLORER

AT YOUR DEALERS OR WRITE:

ARMALlTE, INC.
118 East 16th Street

Costa Mesa, Calif.

The truly all·pur-pose 8 shot semi-automatic Caliber
.22 L.R. that packs. inside its own butt stock to a
16112" length. Suitable for any trip, under all weather
conditions, whether by boat, ·driving, flying or walk·
ing. Always readily available, exceptionally accurate
and dependable. Requires a minimum of care. So
light it' floats ... just 2¥4 Ibs.

1
l
I
I

!
;

FA ~N TARGET I
WITiJicYHE WORLD'S 'I

-~ .

~1(iHTES
n=" '" ~ "" _ """" ~.~ ~,i}_~::'m,"";;iiimmiii

12 gauge automatic shotgun

If you enjoy hunting the ridges for upland game, or thrill
to the whistling wings of water fowl at daybreak, you will
want to see the Golden Gun advantages for yourself. The
light weight ... 5.6 Ibs.... and extremely fast handling qual
ities can put you on target faster than ever before and
assure you of a full bag and clean kills. Exceptionally light
recoil provides positive control and immediate and accurate
second shots.

. Due to Armalite's experience in military arms develop
ment, the Golden Gun has the advantages of the most ad
vancetl technology in gun manufacture. Greater strength
and durability, increased safety and reliability, beauty of
design ... your dealer can demonstrate the many other fea
tures when you stop by to See this precedent shattering gun.
And you should stop by before you plan that next hunt. At
least, if you don:t mind lugging back more birds or shaking
the egos of your friends and companions. $159.50

ARMALITE

AR-17
GOLDEN
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"I knew the Speer 165 grain was a great per.
former at long yardage but I was amazed of
the performance at 60 feet. Core and jacket
stayed together as if they were glued 10 each
other. One shot and I had my big boar."

RUSSIAN BOAR OR IDAHO ELK
SPEER 165 GR. SPITZER IS

THIS HUNTING SEASON LOAD THE
BULLET WITH YEARS OF PROVEN
PERFORMANCE. A POWERFUL, DE.
PENDABLE ONE SHOT KILLER. SPEER
.30 CALIBER, 165 GRAIN SPITZER.

ACTUAL SIZE 100 YARD
ACCURACY CONTROL GROUP

INCORPORATED
P. O. Box 244, Lewiston, Idaho

CANA~A: 1310 W. 6th Ave., Vancouver 9, B.C.

ACCURACY,
PROVEN SHAPE.
SUPERIOR
(double swaged, hot-core)

CONSTRUCTION

S'till 'the hun'ter's
firs't choice

That's why hunters choose the 165 groin
Speer. They know it means that core and
jacket STAY TOGETHER and keep on going
with greater weight retention; controlled
expansion and more killing power at long
yardage!

P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

WHITCO

make any difference. Stay in the shadows
rather than in bright sunlight or even in
open shade.

In some states, the law requires a deer
hunter to wear red or scarlet clothing. But
the value of brightly-colored clothing is
debatable. If a man remains completely
motionless, and is at least partially screened
by natural cover, neither deer nor other
hunters will spot him very easily. And be
sides, there's plenty of evidence that all deer
(as well as some hunters) are color-blind.

Waiting-game·hunters also have their prob
lems. After two days of watching, a hunter
left his stand just long enough to walk to a
spring nearby for a drink of cool water. As
luck would have it, at precisely that time
a black bear came along, smelled the hun
ter's lunch, and carried it away with him.
Footprints in the soft earth provided the
evidence.

Still, the season's tough luck trophy might
go to a Colorado sportsman who, after wait
ing and watching diligently for more than a
week in the Rocky Mountains, finally drop
ped a tremendous mule deer buck. It's head
was bigger than anything the man had ever
dreamed about.

With trembling hands, the man placed his
rifle across the deer's antlers, and stepped
back to take a picture of his "kill." But all
his picture revealed was the deer's rear end
vanishing in the general direction of Wyo
ming. By some curious circumstance, the
deer had been momentarily stunned. When it
suddenly revived, it trotted away with the
hunter's rifle on its head, never to be seen
again.

Some days a man can't win-even if he
plays the waiting game
and plays it well.

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
llnlng. Belt and holster In black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, callber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

~~
1127-SWO.RD.CANE, RIDI NG·CROP

Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leather
ridin~ crop, with 18 in'ci). 'dagger hidden inside.
PractIcal collector's item: attractive for den or
patiq. $5.00 PP.

Send IO¢ for descriptive literature
"RAP ROUND"

HOLSTER

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
Lnslde trousers
band; conceal

,ed but avalla
ble; protects
against grease.
rust. Wt. 2~~ oz.
top grain soft
cowhide, rivet
ed nickel cUp.
••••.$2.95 PP.

For 45, 38, 32 Colt Automatics or custom
made for any other automatic weapon: In
black or natural, genuine leather, lined
for extra wear. Free, easy draw. State size
and type of gun when ordering. $2.98 PP.

into his background while waiting o~ stand.
One way is to remain motionless-and that
means absolutely motionless. Of course it's
difficult to do for long periods, but it's most
important. A movement as slight as slapping
at a mosquito or winding a watch will cer
tainly spook an approaching deer or one
~tanding unnoticed nearby. If you have to
move on stand, do so very slowly and
deliberately.

Try to take as much advantage as possible
(If vegetation. It might be cattails, holly
bushes, balsam, or prickly pear, it doesn't

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters
THE HIDE-A.WAY HOLSTER

WAIT FOR YOUR BUCK
(Continued from page 27)

discovery belongs to being motionless, no
matter whether hunter or hunted.

However, few humans have vision or hear
ing nearly as good as deer. Therefore, a
hunter must use other means to balance the
~ituation back in his favor. Perhaps camou
flage is the best of these means. Every ex
perienced hunter has seen deer practically
,evaporate into their surroundings and the
truth is that a hunter can do the same thing.

There are many ways a hunter can blend
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CONNECTICUT CARTRIDGE

~~OSE'~LD GUNS

m
with NEW factory-loaded AMMO
NEW safe, sane. precision
FACTORY-LOADED ammo. Over
34 calibers for vintage guns.

WRITE FOR DETAILS, P.O. BOX 354G,
Plai,,:,ville, Connecticut

to meet an outfitter who does not frown
upon a hunter taking two rifles into camp, or
who will not do everything in his power (and
that's considerable) to prevent it.

Why? Because from road's end, the hunt
ing camp and country is largcly reached with
horses. No outfitter or guide wants any of his
horses to lug two rifles. He simply tells his
paying dude that it can't be done, and offers
a wide variety of reasons. Time after time
I've witnessed the result. The second or
third rifle, carefully tended for several thou
sand miles en route, is stacked up at the
outfitter's lodge or ranch, and the hunter
lugs in only one rifle under his stirrup. In
cases where the dude hunter insists on two
rifles being taken to camp, the spare rifle is
usually lashed down as a top-pack on a horse,
or mule, often without suitable protection
for the rigors of the trail. In many cases, the
"spare" rifle is out of commission by the
time camp is reached. I tried taking two
rifles to Alaska once, for the purpose of
field-testing. Suffice it to say that in the many
trips since, I've habitually taken but one.

One factor which the novice hunter, con·
templating his first expedition to Alaska,
never considers, is that in this big country,
game ranges overlap, and the different spe
cies further overlap through seasonal mi
gration. The hunter, for example, simply

RIFLES FOR ALASKA .••

(Continued from page 25)

the grizzly and the brown bear, the hunter
literally bets his life on the rifle and its car·
tridge. In the last two instances, he bets a
lifetime's desire for a record, or exceptional
trophy, against the suitability of his rifle.

The unusual thing, and the most vital
factor as applied to the hunter in Alaska, is
that, with few exceptions, one rifle-cartridge
combination must covcr the entire wide
range of hunting circumstances-that's the
one he currently has in his mitts.

The whole problem, with few exceptions,
revolves around this fact that the non-resi
dent hunter will have but one rifle. There are
two main reasons for this; both entail
transportation. The majority of non-resident
hunters go to Alaska by air, and hauling
rifles by airplanes is now a nuisance.

Few commercial airlines allow the hunter
to keep his rifle, or rifles, with him as carry
ons. Most lines keep them separate from
luggage, but insist they be placed by the
pilot or stewardess in the plane's cockpit
during flight. Arrangements have to be re
made at each change of airlines. This itself
is a nuisance, especially for the hunter lug·
ging around several scoped rifles. I know
many hunters who take only one rifle along,
for this single reason.

The real problem, however, begins when
the outfitter or packer is reached. I've yet

'A.U'JlIlIII

Load up with ...

World's finest! Due to it's consistent performance and greater
accuracy, expert shooters all over the world rely on RWS Sinoxid
Primers to establish new world records. Developed years ago, the
RWS Sinoxid Priming composition is still the principle upon
which all modern primers are based today. Though copied. RWS
Sinoxid Primers have never been equalled ... yet cost no more than
ordinary brands. Non-mercuric, non-toxic, non-corrosive. Avail~
able for large and small pistol and rifle cartridges;
Magnums and shotshells. Please send us the name
and address of your favorite dealer if he is not already
stocking RWS. FREEl New arms and ammo brochure
sent FREE on request. Dealers inquire.

LAPRAAC, INC.
P. O. Box 1591, Cepl. G-ll, Los Angles 53, Calif. or
RWS INTERNATIONAL
1777 Vine st., Cept. G-ll, Hollywood 28, Calif.

THE JOHNSON MMJ® 5.7/mm
DELUXE SPORTER SPITFIRE

CONVERT TO A USEABLE,
ALL PURPOSE SPORTERI
THE DIFFERENCE IS LIKE NIGHT AND DAY!

The onlY sensible answer to NRA and coun
·terfeit Ml carbines! A lightweight, high
velocity, low recoil rifle, the 5.7mm (.223 in.
dia.) is a deadly accurate year-round gun! Se

lect from the several possible conversions.

WRITE FOR

DETAILS NOW!

MMJ® 5.7mm 40·grain, Soft Point
MMJ® 5.7mm 40-grain, Metal Case

ohnson guns, inc. 60 CONNOLLY PARKWAY, HAMDEN. CONNECTICUT 06514 ·DEPT. GM·ll
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Dept. G-l1
P.O. Box 155, 115 W. 1st
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101

----~

SHOULDER HOLSTER

P~S Sales

.45 AUTO PARTS KITS
NOW AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL

G.I. BRASS CONTAINERSr

~It~i~~ &O~i~,tsh~~Sai~{"ilet?in~o~~~izi~a~nasl~~ins~r~Vj~ag
Jock.. lock saf~lY, 4 grip screws, ejector, hammer strut
& pm, rear SIght and brass container.
Kit 112 c0r:ttains long tang safety grip, barrel bushing-,
recOIl spl'lng-, plug, guide, barr!?l link, firing" pin
w /spring &. stop, extractor, sear, dlsconnector, plunger
~~~:s"~~~~.iig~r.& plunger, hammer, pin, sear pin and

M479 .45 Auto Kit #1.. m $3.95
M480 .45 Auto Kit #2 53.95
M481 Both .45 Auto Kits __ m __ •• 56.95

GENUINE ARMY SURPLUS

PISTOL BELTS
$1.25 ea. ppd.

Used excellent. Olive drab cotton web e
belt. 2]/4" wide. .

Mail Check or Money Order. No COD's. .
Mo~e~-back guara~tee! Ten day return .'.

pnvllege on all Items. Order Today!

Brand New Army Surplus Springfield Bolts altered
~o:a~~t~fl;'~ru~~ging. Handles are precision curved.

Brand new Army Surplus. Made ot
high Quality brown saddle leather.
Adjustable shoulder strap. For either
.45 automatic or .38 auto.

.45 AUTO #45A-$2.50 ppd.

.38 AUTO #38B-$2.50 ppd.
•45 AUTO HIP HOLSTER

~~g~~ ~:~d~r~~tg~~~IUs. Made of $2.50 ppd.

r ~INGFI:eLn~f~~~O:~
~ ~ $3.50 ppd.

... -;~ ~ 'MAusER R;LE- 1_;1' ;
"';:' $20.95 plus $1.00 pstg.

Nuw-own this famous, hard-hitting fire
arm at amazing low cost. Condition is good.

481jt"ovcrall, 29" barrel, 5·shot magazine. All
milled parts. Trim, light and fast handling. For

select specimen, add $3.00 mOre.

RIFLE BARRELS-IN THE WHITE
C

with sheath
$2.95

ppd.
This combination fightin", and hunting knife won un
dying fame in WW II. Made to strict GSA specifica
tions furnished by the Navy. 5" razor sharp carbon
steel blade, 93/4" overall. Leather handle. Comes with
leather belt sheath.

LENSATIC COMPASS
$2.00 ppd.

A good compass is a must for the out
doorsman. This Lensatic engineer's

compass is a really fine one-the same type as issued
to the G.!. 'so Hairline sighting device enables you to
take precision bearings. 2" diameter. luminous dial,
jeweled needle.

6.5 GREEK
MANNLlCHER-SCHOENAUER

$12.95 plus $1.00 pstg.
One of the world's most famous rifles in Fair Condition
at an unheard of price! The 6.5 M/S ammo Is commercially
available. 48" overall length, 28" barrel length.

Brand new commercial manufactured. Threaded for
Mauser '98 actione and chambered. Precision-made by
one of the foremost "button rifle" barrel manufactur
ers. Barrels should be head~space'd and test-fired When
fitted to your action.
M486 .243 Winchester ...........••. $14.95 ppd.
M487 .264 Winchester Magnum 14.95 ppd.
M488 7 mm Remington Magnum. . • . • .. 14.95 ppd.
M489 .30-06 Springfield .......••.... 14.95 ppd.
M490 .270 Winchester ........•.•... 14.95 ppd.
1\1491 .308 Norma Magnum .......••.. 14.95 ppd.
M492 .308 Winchester 14.95 ppd.

I ROUND BARREL BLANKS
M493 22 cal., 22" Tapered $ 8.00 ppd.
1\149422 Cal., 251/4" x 15/16" ....•..• 7.00 ppd.
M495 22 Cal., 1$" x 11/16" .....•.... 4.50 ppd.

tU§~ ~~?n Cl~ge~7r~~/2~' ~5i~~'~6;":::: ::gg ~~~:
M498.38 Special, 27]/2" x 15/16" .... 8.00 ppd.

~~8803?42aiia~~~:'19:y,8/~ iiis;":::::: l~:gg ~~~:
TAPERED SHOTGUN BARREL BLANKS

BaITels are unthreaded and unchambered. Choke is
cylinder bore. Length, approximately 28", in the
White with finished bores. 12 gauge, 16 g-auge, 20
gauge $6.00 ea. ppd.

OCTAGONAL MUZZLE LOADING BARREL BLANKS
45 Cal. super accurate, precision made. 32]/2" IQng.
1 turn in 26" $12.95 ea. ppd.

My experience has long been that for the
biggest North American game, a minimum of
.30 caliber, 180 grain bullets, and around
2900 fps velocity, in combination, is neces
sary under all hunting conditions. These mini
mums may be modified somewhat, of course,
within the total combination. That is, slightly
less velocity might be counter-balanced by
greater bullet weight, etc.

On this basis, the old .300 H&H Magnum
would seem to be a fine cartridge for Alaska
hunting; and I have always found it to be.
With 180 grain bullets in the .300 H&H, I
have killed numerous grizzlies, rams, caribou,
moose, and trophy-sized bull elk. It was my
good luck once to take six different big-game
animals in as many field shots with this
caliber.

More recent cartridges, entirely suited to
Alaska hunting, include the .308 Norma,
.300 Weatherby Magnum, .338 Winchester
Magnum, and the Winchester .300 Magnum.
The .375 H&H has long been one of the very
best for the heaviest game, but is rapidly
losing ground to the .338 Magnum, which
will not only virtually duplicate the perform
ance of the .375 on the biggest species,
but is better for long-range shooting at the
smaller Alaska species such as caribou and
rams. Wildcat cartridges which duplicate
the ballistics of the above are also suitable.

The best bullet for these .30 calibers is the
180 grain. Seasoned hunters use it on all
Alaska game, and it saves the necessity of
re-sighting, learning a new trajectory curve,
etc. In my own experience, the 200 grain
bullet in the .338 Magnum is nearly ideal.
For brown or Kodiak bear exclusively, the
250 grain bullet would be better at reasona·

You Can Rely On
CCI

For Varmints n'Targets
or Just Plain Shootin'
You Can Rely On

CCI

For Your Reloads-

CASCADE CARTRIDGE, INC.
LEWISTON, IDAHO

Largest Primer Selection for Reloaders
Magnum Primers for High Performance Loads
Superlative Accurate .22 Rimfire Ammunition
Red·Jet Bullets for Indoor Shooting Fun

BOTH ARE USED WH ERE
PERFORMANCE COUNTS!

can't say, "I'll take my .280 today, because
we're after sheep.'" He's just as apt to run
into a trophy grizzly, or 1500 pounds of bull
moose on the way up to ram country, as he
is to locate the ram.

In short, the adequate rifle-cartridge for
Alaska hunting must be capable of taking
cleanly the biggest, toughest or most danger
ous species, as well as all lesser or easier
killed species. The "best rifle-cartridge will
therefore be entirely adequate for the tough
est species and, of necessity, too much for
the smaller species. In an Alaska mixed bag,
this normally means the four species of griz
zly, caribou, moose, and sheep. Special hunts
for brown or polar bear will change the rifle
picture little. Special hunts for sheep or
goats or black bear only, mean that pro
portionately smaller calibers may be used
if the hunter wants to run the possible risk
of an accidental grizzly encounter.

Moreover, the ideal cartridge-rifle for
Alaska must be capable of stopping game
virtually under the hunter's nose (grizzlies
in bush country), to ranges out to 400 yards
(for caribou in open muskeg regions and
sheep across big ravines and peaks) -it must
be short-range, long-range.

These are the actual factors surrounding
the choice of a suitable cartridge-rifle for
Alaska hunting. They have nothing whatever
to do with how many foot pounds of energy
or foot seconds of velocity it will. take to
kill what species of animal, with what kind
of hit-often expressed in "paper" ballistics,
and around some hot stove. With some under
standing of these conditions, the hunter is in
a position to choose suitable cartridges and
rifles.
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Charles Daly, Inc., Elmsford, N.Y.
Correspondence to: 88 Chambers St., N.Y.C.

For catalog write Dept. G-l1

Charles Daly ... a name
traditional in fine sporting
arms redesigns a traditional
field gun. Traditional in
elegant good looks only
... the working parts are as
new as the latest magnum
loads. Its phenomenal
ba lance has to be experienced
to be believed. Double
triggered (for the purist) it
comes in 12, 12-3", and 20.
gauges in all standard barrel
lengths and chokes. The
raised rib model costs
$129.95 and the ventilated
rib is $149.95. When you
check out the "double" at
your favorite gun counter ask
to see the famous Charles
Daly over-and-unders
priced from $255 to $800.
Made in Japan at famous
B. C. Miroku Gunworks.

Charles Daly, Inc., Elmsford, N.Y.
Correspondence to: 88 Chambers St., N.Y.C.

For catalog write Dept. G-l1

Is the new

CharlesDaly
Side-by-Side too much

gun for you?

ble ranges for shooting through heavy alders.
The above cartridges necessitate bolt-action

rifles, but one lever action rifle gave fair
results on Alaska game at short ranges-the
Model 71 Winchester, in .348 caliber. It
is still a good close-range outfit on grizzly,
brown bear, and moose. Its lack of range
eliminates it as an all-purpose Alaska rifle.
Similarly, the newer .358 Winchester has real
knock-down power at close range, and fine
brush-bucking ability, but it, too, lacks long
range shooting power.

The fine new 7 mm Magnum cartridges
approach closely to the minimums stated
previously. The superb Remington 7 mm Mag
num lacks only .024" bullet diameter and 5
grains of bullet-weight (175 grain), and this
is largely overcome by exceptional velocity.
For all Alaska hunting, the cartridge is fine
for everything except brown bear in heavy
alders, or grizzlies in heavy bush-the pre
ferred habitat of both. For this, where the
beast must be not only killed but stopped,
more bullet weight and diameter are best.
This applies to comparable cartridges such
as the fine 7 mm Weatherby Magnum, the
7 x 61 Sharpe & Hart, and similar calibers.

As an indication of what is being used by
the better hunters, here are some lists of
rifles carried by parties on recent hunts:

On a 1957 hunt, there was one .375, two
.300 Weatherby Magnums, one 7 mm
Weatherby Magnum, one Sharpe & Hart
7 x 61, and two .300 H&H Magnums. On a
1961 brown bear hunt, two .300 Weatherby
Magnums and a .375 were carried by the
hunters, with the outfitter having a .375 and
the guide a .348. In a 1958 mixed-bag hunt,
two .300 H&H Magnums, one .338 Magnum,
and one .270 Winchester were carried by the
four hunters. This last rifle was taken for a
ram-only hunt, and did the job right well.

The rifle, even though of heavy power and
ample recoil, should be as light as reasona
bly possible. This means that the rifle should
wear a recoil-pad. It should have a sling,
also, to take the misery out of carrying. If at
all possible, the barrel should not exceed 24"
for convenience, and sheer safety when
climbing and twisting around in sheep ledges
and cliffs. The sling performs a most vital
function here, allowing the hunter to carry
the rifle on his back while using "all fours"
for traction.

The best sight for hunting most Alaska
game is a good-quality, "4X scope, set low and
rigidly in adequate mounts. Further, the
scope should have long eye-relief, for shoot
ing from awkward positions.

It should go without saying that the rifle
should have a strong and suitable case or
scabbard for transportation, or horse-packing,
and that it should be perfectly sighted in at
home, with the same kind of ammunition ex
pected to be used on the hunt. Zeroing in at
200 yards is best for most hunters, for the
greatest variety of circumstal)ces. Up to that
range, no hold-o'9"er· is necessary, and it is
easy to memOrize the hold-over for 300 and

'400 yards.
Many hunters will swear that their fine

.30-06, .270, .280, .284, .264 Magnum, and

.300 Savage rifles will kill any Alaska game.
That is true. I can, similarly, kill most any
game with a .38 Special. But not cleanly,
consistently, and at normal game ranges,
under the widely differing conditions ~
common to Alaska hunting. ~

The legendary Charles Daly
touch in fine shotguns is

eloquently stated in the hand
some new line of over-and

-unders. Crafted for today's
discriminating shooter, they

3re soundly designed, elegant
in appearance and beautifu Ily

ba lanced for fast, exact
handling. Whether you're a

field, skeet or trap buff,
the new Charles Daly over
and-unders boast automatic

ejectors, single selective
trigger, perfectly tapered

ventilated rib and a unique
hammer mechanism. From

$255 to $800. When you check
out the "over-under" at your

favorite gun counter ask to
see the sensational new

Charles Daly side-by-sides.
Made in Japan at famous

B. C. Miroku Gunworks.

Is the new

Charles Daly
Over-and-Under too much

'gun for you?
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7AR(Jcr

A series of targets specifically designed for
exclusive use with scoped rifles. 14 x 17
inch, red and black Geometric Design (G·D)
targets on orange background provide in..
teresting, attention· focusing sight pictures
with crosshair reference markers or guides
on each target to eliminate canting and
improve aim. Package of 20 assorted Scope
Targets $2.50 pp. Send orders to: Murray
G.D. Scope.Target, P. O. Box 5553, Kansas
City, Mo. 64109

SOMETHING NEW

STOP FliNCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR·VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

g:;n~;.~A;~~~~~;~%S~?9SI
New Mag-num model-r(!g.
59.00-our price .........$6.95
replacemcnt cartridg-es stand
ard pk. of 3-$2.65 magnum
2 in pk.-S3.15

SHOTGUNS & PISTOLS
New BERETTA Silver Snipe 12 gao &
20 gao Retail $185.95, Yours $149.50
Used FHENCH Lt. wt. Double Barrcl

~88t~nG~~r~6L5GEi~~flli:~~~73i
commercial rcbluc & new g"l"ips 49.95
P·38 in NRA good condition 39.95
P-38 mag-azines 4.95
S&W Hig-hway Patrolman, 357 Map'.,
Nat. Adv., $85. Our Price, $73.50.

SPRINGFIELD 30·06 RIFLES NRA $2995Very GoOd ... only
$5.00 Extra tor Hand Selected Grade
HIGH NUMBER Springfield 30-06 Rifles Select:-at
only $39.95.

I•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
HUNTING SCOPES

BELOW WHOLESALE
TASCO SCOPES

Scopes all have 1" tubes, coated
optics, fi.xed crosshair reticle.
2 112 x Hunting Scope--only $17.99
4 x Hunting Scope- only $17.99
6 x Hunt. or Varmlnt--only $19.99
8 x Varmint Scope- only $19.99
2112 x - 8x Variable-only $22.99
3 x - 9x Variable_ only $24.99
Detachable Top Mounts - $ 3.99
Top Mount - Hi·Rings - $ 4.99

Ship. Wt. Scopes 2 Lbs.;
Ship. Wt. Mounts 1 Lb.

to start a small game preserve or do some
in·season stocking of pheasants on their own
land. You can get copies at 25¢ apiece
directly from the Foundation. This is a well
put together booklet, and if you are one of
the many who are interested in stocking
some of your own birds on your own or
leased land, you can't do better than follow·
ing the advice that is offered in this book.

Redfield's Accu-Range Scope
The Redfield Gun Sight Company offers a

new and radically different range finder
reti cleo Our test scope, a 2·7X variable, passed
all of its tests for optical performance as well
as construction with Hying colors. We found
that the range finder reticle is about as ac·
curate as any other range finder reticle we
have eyer encountered. Basically, it presumes
that the hunter knows the height of the
animal he hunts. For a white·tail deer, for
instance, shoulder to brisket distance is 18
inches. When you spot a deer at an unknown
range with the scope set at low power you
simply try and fit the deer between the upper
reticles; by increasing the magnification, you
will suddenly find that the deer is well with·
in the two reticles on the upper one·half of
the field of vision. Now you simply read the
range as indicated at the lower half, and
once you have this determined, you know
what your holdover is. Now us~ the regular

$350
SET

Sets for $6.00

from 'round
the world!

When in Chicago visit our edged
wCDpons collection at our 'l'win
Knife Stores 26 N. Clark-135
S. Wabash.

SAMOLILAND
SPEAR SET

COLLECTOR'S

KNIVES

Hand made tn Lhe heart of Africa, this 14" spear
head and 7" butt will fit onto your dowl rod to make
a real hunting spear.

Hand made in Syria,
double·cdg'ed 6"!h"

blade, engraved metal
sheath and handle. same

style as worn by Law-
rence ot Arabia.

All orders sent pre-paid, guaranteed.

GERMAN SCOUTING KNIFE

CORRADO CUTLERY
Fine Knives Since 1905

Dept. G1l4
26 N. Clark St.
Chicago 2, III.

Regulation Youth Scouting Knife (Fahrlcnmesser) car·
ried by potential trainees COl' the dreaded 5.S. Corps.
filack checkered handle has rt"d/white Youth insignia
with black swastika. Heavy grip and guard $500on 51/2" blade of tine Solingen steel. Ideal
camp or hunter's knife.

Same As Above
Without Nazi Emblem $4.00 With Blael\:

Sheath

SYRIA
DIRK

GUN RACK

Primer Mike
One of the handiest items on our loading

bench for preClSlon handloading is the
Primer Mike made by Zenith Enterprises,
Route I, Box 275G, Del Mar, Cal. The
Primer Mike tells you immediately how deep
your primer is seated in the primer pocket,
and uniform primer seating is, of course,
essential for accurate handloads. This is one
of those small gadgets that have not re
ceiyed enough publicity and you have to be
real lucky to find one handloader in ten who
uses one. We have used ours for a number
of months now and in working with a wild·
cat, found the Primer Mike indispensable
when making up super·accurate handloads
for this riHe which promises to be one of
the most accurate guns we have eyer fired.

ponents, that is primers and wads prepared
and at hand, it took us slightly oyer 30
seconds to make a round of ammunition;
with increased experience it should be possi·
ble to reduce this time, although it seems
that the time factor in loading shotshells is
too often considered beyond its real value.

More Pheasant Hunting
The National Shooting Sports Foundation,

Inc., 1075 Post Road, Riyerside, Conn.,
06878, is now offering a booklet that is an
ideal guide for groups of hunters who want

(Continued from page 14)
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The ultimate in sight, feel and accuracy

M-l CARBINE and SPORlER

non-magnifying center reticle, change the
power to whichever power you prefer to use
at that moment, and see if you can hit the
deer. As we see it, the only trouble is that
most of us do not know accurately the actual
height of the animals and it would be handy
to have a list available that would tell you
that a body of a whitetail is 18 inches, the
antelope might be only 14 inches, while a
bull elk might be 23 inches high.

Savage Handloading Tools
We recently completed our tests on two

new Savage products. One is a straight 8
loading press which is designed for loading
metallic ammunition as well as swaging bul·
lets. Savage calls this tool the Model 730; it
is distinguished by its unique design where
the base of the tool is mounted to the bench,
while the frame part of the tool, which con
tains the cartridge case, can be rotated so
that the tool can be used alternately with
either the left or the right hand. The tool is
of drop forged steel and appears to be of
good design, which is based on the O-tool
type. Our tests included standard loading
procedures and bullet swaging. Savage also
makes loading dies and also swaging con
version kits for this tool. Our tests indicate
that the tool is strong enough for any type
of work, although the narrow frame does
limit accessibility to shell holder and case.
Primer seating is positive, and we consider
this a very good tool for the beginning hand
loader.

With the tool, we received a set of dies
for caliber .243 and the venerable .30-06. We
loaded 150 rounds for the .30-06 and 100
rounds with the .243 dies. Our tests proved
that the dies were within permissible toler
ances, and that both neck and full-length
sizing was within normal limits. The dies are
well finished and will in all probability give
excellent service for years to come. With the
dies came a swaging conversion set which
gave us no trouble at all in setting up, and
swaging operations were performed as easily
on this tool as on our special swaging setups.

A completely new wrinkle in shotshell re
loading is Savage's Model 630 shotshell press.
Up to now the major concern of the reloader
was how often he had to move the case from
station to station before he could get a com·
pleted hull from his tool. With the new
Savage press there is no such worry! You
place the to-be·loaded hull into the shell
holder and then rotate and index the tool
head so that the appropriate die is directly
above the hull that is being loaded. With the
hull in the shell holder and in the sizing
die, rotate the head of the tool so that the
decapping unit is directly above the hull.
By lowering the handle, the case is not only
fully sized, the spent primer is ejected (and
caught in a special primer catcher). A new

New Nosler Bullet.
John NosIer of the famed NosIer Partition

Bullet Co. Inc., Dept. G, Bend, Oregon, re
cently announced the addition of a 165 grain
Spitzer soft point bullet in caliber .308. The
test bullets we received showed the excep
tionally high expansion that we have come
to expect from NosIer bullets, and with our
pet loads and our Griffin & Howe .30-06
sporter the gun grouped its usual 0.75 inches
at 100 yards.

Grade_ .Imperial,
Pl,ainsmaster stock shown

fiVE GRADES ., THREE STOCKS • EVERY CALIBER
or custom made to your specifications

From $265
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

Winslow ARMS COMPANY
P. O. BOX 1507 - VENICE ?' FL9R_1pA

• Brand new commercially manufacturea receiver.
35,000 P.S.J. capability.

• 21" tapered barrel with gold beaded ramp sight.
• Fine nickel plated, engine turned bolt.
• lifetime warrantee in writing.

BISHOP has it!
For popular rifles and shotguns.

Want to "do-it-yourself"?
90% Finished Stocks are for you.

Want a Custombilt Stock?
BISHOP is the recognized leader in custom stockmaking.

has the Custom ©Fitting Chart. E C BISHOP & SON
free catalogs now available! lhru the belter. • . , INC.

gunsmiths, hardware and sparting goods dealers or write dire" to: WARSAW, MO., U.S.A. Dept• .J26P

Send 10c for complete parts list; 25c for weapons and accessories list. Mail Order Only, Please.

DISTRICT MERCHANDISE CO., 1207 King St., AI;xandria, Virginia

1M * ONLYCR PP.~b~~~O
CERTso-- ask your Dealer.t..., BREAK MORE

• ---< TARGETS!. f) *PAl. PEND.

FOR SHOTSHELL DODRELOADING
Increase range,
patterns,scores*reduce recollc~t:-~~~~~, ~~~:~ ~l:~~

COMPLETE and POSTPAID $90.95'
• legal 5-shot hunting clip.
• lightweight-only 6 Ibs. complete.
• Hard rubber butt plate.
• Fires an extremely stable bullet due to one turn

in 10" barrel twist. (gov't. mfg. barrel has one
turn in 20".)

Monte carlo sporter stock; lacqured and highly polished American black walnut with full checkering.

• • • •
BRAND NEW M·l CARBINE completely new manufacture and warranted in writing for life. Your free choice of the
following: standard stock without sling cut or G.!. style with sling cut (both brand new black walnut), air cooled
;;':::~ ~i~W!;:;~~~~~~~:I~r~5wtrig~e.five or ten shot clip. Comes complete with sling and oiler $75.95 ppd. Same as
\Ve carry a full line of ~1 carbine parts and accessories, standard and sporting including our new receivers,
standard and sporter barrels, Monte carlo sporter stocks, ram sights, etc.

with hand-tooled cowhide sheath. Hand forged and individually engraved
he'avy steel blade. Hand·made EAGLE grip With genuine horn inserts.

-These knives are imported by us and are made one at a time far in the
Mexican interior. 121/2" overall. Perfect for hunting and camping. Y!=lU c~n·t find this knife in any collection out
side of a museum. Check, cash or money order. No C.O.D. please. Califorma resldents add 40/0 state tax.

MERCHANTEER5 INC., DEPT. G-ll, 1200 N. 50to, Los Angeles 33, Colif.
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20SPOWDER
Makes
Magnums Move!
••• ultra-slow-burning
for ultra-high velocities

NEW Norma 205 is the first
powder to be formulated expressly
for the handloader aiming for top
velocities with magnum loads.

Exceptionally slow-burning, high
energy properties generate the highest
MV's and lowest breech pressures and
temperatures ever achieved with larger
cases by a single powder.

The same prop
erties reduce gun
strain and barrel
erosion to a mini
mum: a direct re
sult of Norma's
ultra-modern tubu
lar grain nitro
cellulose construc
tion.

The 205 powder
is especially adapt
able to the many
large - volume,
necked·down wild
cat cartridges ...
as well as to such
standards as .243
and .270 Win., and
many others.
Other clean·burning Norma powders
cover the entire range of fast- to slow
burning for light bullets or large bores
to large cases and/or heavy bullets.
LOOK FOR NORMA Powders in the red
canisters.
LOOK TO NORMA for leadership in the
world's most advanced line of:
Precision Bullets • Unprimed Virgin
Brass Cases • Smokeless Powders •
Loaded Ammunition
Want more hand loading info? Send 25c
for your copy of the new "GUN BUG's
GUIDE," Dept. GM-ll.

no,.",II
p,.e~;s;on
Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
In Canada: Globe Firearms ltd., Ottawa

George L. McNicol ltd., Vancouver

The

norma
mansays ....

Ithaca Model 66.
The Model 66 by Ithaca is a single shot,

lever action shotgun available in 12 gauge
only. The lever breaks the gun, makes it
possible to remove the fired shell from the
extractor. Cocking is manual by a prolonged
hammer spur, but the half-cock safety fea
ture is missing. Most of the action housing
and the lever are aluminum castings, while
barrel and some essential parts of the action
are steel. Pistol grip on tbe stock is missing,
and finish is non-glossy, wood is well-grained.
In comparison with several other shotguns,
the Model 66 is somewhat reduced in stock
size making it uncomfortable to shoot for
anyone who has longer than average arms.
The full choke on the gun is a true full
choke, but the sight, a brass bead, seems to
be slightly off center. Consequently we had
trouble hitting clay pigeons consistently;
shooting with three other guns, we did break,
on the average, 21 to 22 x 25, but with the
Ithaca Model 66 our average slipped down
to 12 x 25. Basically this is a beginner's gun
or a trapper's gun, and as such should do
very well, especially since it is priced below
$30.

Mack's Bullets
Howie Mack, of Mack's Shooters Supply,

Box 225G, Pine Plains, New York, recently
obtained special permit from Lakeville Arms
to produce Harvey Jugular Jacketed bullets,
and he promptly sent us some in .41 caliber.
These were pre-production bullets and not
all of them were 100 per cent perfect be
cause jacket dies were not available when
these bullets were made. The bullets shot
surprisingly well in our S&W .41 Mag., and
Howie plans to introduce .38, .44, and pos
sibly also .45 bullets in the not too distant
future. H;e will be glad to quote prices and
shipping information to anybody who wants
the information. . .

The new bullets corning from Mack's
Shooters Supply-we just received a package
and have not had a chance to load them at
press time--look considerably better than
the earlier lot and preliminary checking with
a micrometer and our powder scale indicate
that they are of the fine quality. We shall
report the results of our loads ~

in a forthcoming column. ~

primer is then put on the primer post and
as the shell is lowered on it the primer is
seated in the conventional manner. Then
index the head of the tool with the powder
and shot delivery tube above the hull you
are loading.

Neither powder nor shot can be spilled
easily from this tool, and the wad guide is
placed over the hull that contains the powder.
Wad pressure is positive, and is very easily
adjusted for reloading any particular brand
or type of shotshell. Throw the shot charge,
index the tool head again. The next station
is the star crimp station and the crimp which
is completed by the Savage tool is a good
one. The trick on station No. 3 is to exert
enough pressure on the thumb guide of the
spring die that it will be retained on the
tool.

The Savage shotshell press Model 630 is
a good, reliable tool for the handloader who
does not require a great amount of ammuni
tion loaded in the course of one evening.

Lake Charles, La.

GOOSE CALLS
Deluxe $4.95
Popular 2.95
Honker 7.50
Crow Call 2.50
Squirrel Call. .. 1.50
Deer Call ..... 2.95

Specify Hunting, Fishing 01' Both

616 18th Street,
FAULK'S Div. G

HAND TUNED FOR PERFECT TONE
EASY BLOWING-GUARANTEED

1 PENN PLACE, PELHAM MANOR, N.Y. 10803

DUCK CALLS
Champion ..•.$6.00
Deluxe 3.95
Special 2.95
Regular 1.95
Predator Call .. 2.95
Dove Call ..... 2.00

GET THE BEST

WORLD'S FINEST HUNtiNG, FISHING
& PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT AT LOW
WHOLESALE PRICES • 1964 MODELS
BRAND NAMES • GUARANTEED

ALL EXPENSES PAID
(ROUND TRIP FOR TWO)
TO EXCITING

Baja California, Mexico
COMPLETE DETAILS IN OUR

WON 10 INTERNATIONAL and
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

FAULK~S
Championship Calls

THE
CALLS

~"1 .,

rr \HOPPE'S GUN BLUE1# ... for good gun care
Deep·penetrating Hoppe's Gun Blue
allows color matching of any gun
barrel and will restore original
finish without rubbing. Not a paint,
not affected by solvents, excellent
for touch-up. 2-0l. boltle, $1.00,
includes steel wool, directions. At
belter sporting goods dealers. If
dealer cannot supply, send $1.00
plus 25¢ for postage to factory.
FRANK A. HOPPE. Inc.
2352 North 8th St., Phila. 33, Pa.

........liWW DISTRIBUTORS G-114
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HAPPIER VACATIONS is the title of a
free booklet available from The Coleman Co.,
Dept. G-lI, Wichita, Kansas 67201. Written by
camping experts, the booklet gives tips on
planning, packing, and outdoor cooking.

BAUSCH & LOMB'S new 20 power tele·
scope, the Balscope Twenty, is excellent for
general observation, target spotting (fits
standard pistol cases), and glassing big
game. It features eyepiece focusing and a
built in tripod lug. Objective is 40mm, field
of view is 75 ft. at 1000 yards, weight is 22
oz. Available by mail at only $16.95 postpaid,
from Gander Mountain, Inc., Dept. G-lI,
Wilmot, Wisconsin.

YOUR OWN PRIVATE HUNTING OR FISHING
LODGE on wheels ... ready to take you to a favorite
retreat no matter how remote. Lightweight, raw·
hide tough, the DREAMER pickup coach ignores "No
Vacancy" signs. It's at home anywhere, everywhere!

•

"" (Actually, the Dreamer thinks it's a motel.)
cunlAl"":'" Write for free colorful information.

TRAVEL INDUSTRIES, INC.
_tIlOUTAArm Dept. 221 • OSWEGO. KANSAS 61356

THE PROBLEM of transporting guns with·
out damage is solved by using an American
Safety Gun Case. Made of lightweight yet
sturdy aluminum and padded with thick poly·
foam, these cases are the best assurance that
your guns will arrive safely. For complete
information on the series of one and two gun
cases, write American Safety Gun Case, Dept.
G-lI, 82 East 8th St., Holland, Mich.

CANADIAN CA 1P MOCS are hand·made
by skilled craftsmen, and offer the barefoot
comfort of a moccasin and the laced up sup
port of a boot. Men's sizes 6 to 12. $12.85
with 6 inch top; $14.95 with 9 inch top.
Western Brands, Dept. G-lI, Estes Park, Colo.U.s. and Canadian Pat.

Complete job a••hown
for Most guns. $30

WHY BE GUN
HEAVY

DON'T CARRY
YOUR GUN

N. Flayderman & CO.
Squash Hollow, Dept. G-ll

New Milford, Conn.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

Some hunters still corry their
guns. Smart hunters let the
"FIELD SLING" carry it for
them-in front, ready for in·
stant firing. Stops tired arms.
You get on target more quickly.

j No drilling or screwing. Clips
'ot~"' rendint ·on and off ANY shotgun or

rifle in seconds. Stays on gun while firing...;,...leaves
sights free. All part. colored safety black. Buy only one
"FIELD SLING" for all of your guns.

FI ELD PRODUCTS CO.' 395ppd.

Dept. GM-ll, Box 217, Girard, Ohio Moneyback
Send Direct or See Your Dealer Guarantee

THE

pendleton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de.klcker de luxe that is precision
machined into your rIfle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically nOJ·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
caunts.
PENDLETON GUNSHOP 12:~~.~~e~·d~to~~~:l

__________________________ J

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 84 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, - Kentucky rifles,
-pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se·
lection availableenywherel

~ti\.-~... Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

ing signed stone lithographs of this design
for collectors. The prints are $20.00 plus
$1.00 for packing and postage.

THE FEDERAL DUCK STAMP design for
1964·65 shows the Nene goose, one of the
rarest species of waterfowl, native only to
the Hawaiian Islands. The artist, Stanley
Sterns, Dept. G-lI, Stevensville, Md., is offer-

BADGER
SLING KEEPER - BOLT HANDLES

BADGER SLING KEEPER Made of special 11/4"
hard anodized alloy extrusion---black with plated
clamp & screw. Postpaid $1.25.

BOLT HANDLES URpolished $1.25, Polished $2.50,
Knurled $3.00. We weld to your bolt body and
polish $8.00, w/knurled handle $10.00, or alter
your bolt for low scope $6.50. Jewel bolt $6.50
extra. Buehler Safety $7.25. Mark II $4.25. One
day service.
FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-2101.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

MILITARY AMMUNITION

22 Long Rifle, Stan. Vel........ 6.50 per 500
9MM Luger, Non-Corrosive..... 4.00 per 100
38 Spl. Wadcutler, Commercial.. 5.00 per 100
45 ACP Ball, Winch., Non·Corr... 4.50 per 100
45 ACP Match Ball, Non-Carr... 7.00 per 100
7.7 Jap Military, Non·Corr 12.50 per 100
7MM Mauser, Rem. UMC...... 5.00 per 100
308 Ball, Non-Carr............ 7.50 per 100
30·06 Ball, Non-Carr........... 5.00 per 100
6.5 Swedish, Military.......... 7.50 per 100
30Ml Carbine, Military, Non·Corr. 6.00 per 100
8MM Mauser, Military, Non·Corr. 4.00 per 100
303 British, Military........... 5.00 per 100
8X50R Steyr, Military 12.50 per 100
455 Webley, Military........... 7.50 per 100

PREPAID AMMUNITION!
Prepaid on Orders of $50.00 or more.

HUNTING AMMUNITION

6.5 Italian Soft Point ..•.••.... $12.50 per 100
6.5 Jap Soft Point. .........•. 12.50 per 100
6.5 Swedish Soft Point. ....••.• 12.50 per 100
6.5 Mannlicher Soft Point. 12.50 per 100
6.5 Dutch Soft Point. 12.50 per 100
7MM Mauser Soft Point. 10.00 per 100
7.35 Italian Soft Point. 10.00 per 100
7.62 Russian Soft Point. 12.50 per 100
30 Ml Carbine Soft Point...... 9.95 per 100
30-06 Springfield Soft Point 10.00 per 100
308 Winchester, Soft Point. 12.50 per 100
303 British Soft Point. 10.00 per 100
7.65 Argentine Soft Point. 12.50 per 100
30-40 Krag, Soft Point. . . . . . . .. 10.00 per 100
8MM Mauser, Soft Point. 10.00 per 100
8MM Lebel Soft Point ......•... 12.50 per 100

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, Bullets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI·STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
• saw • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

BADGER SHOOTERS SUPPLY
Lew Bulgrin, Owner. OWEN, WIS.

Serving Sportsmen 30 Vears
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Your club insignia or club
colors can now be hand
somely designed into a
smartly styled embroidered
emblem at substantial sav
ings by ordering direct from
the manufacturer!
Hundreds of other Clubs
order these emblems for re
sale to members, to be worn
on jackets, caps, sweaters,
etc., and add the earnings to
their club treasuries.

The Leonard Corporation and
its SWISS-TEX custom design
division have been supplying
quality emblems for more
than 50 years to leading
organizations including the
Boy and Girl Scouts, Military
branches, Federal, State and
Municipal governments ...
and just recently was se
lected to provide the em
blems for the 1964 White
House Shooting Match.

For full de/ails on how your club
can now have its own emblem,
plus a free sports emblem, write

today on your club stationery.

SWiSS-TEX@

. .. direct from America's
most respected manufacturer

YOUR
CLUB

can now have its own
custom-designed

EMBROIDERED
EMBLEM

5wissM~TE'X@
division

The Leonard Corp.
323 E. Allegheny Ave., Phila. 34, Pa.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
UThe Bakor'. Dozen Plan"

Send SOc for year around bargain mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS (0.
Dept. G, 6844 Gerstea SI. Philadelphia 19, Pa.

Actual Size Replica
M1928Al SUBMACHINE GUN

New DEM-BART Checkering Tool.
Engineered to satisfy exacting demands of precision
craftsmen. Cuts shallow, deep, straight, around corners,
parallel lines or cross-hatching, With or against grain.
No back-trackingI Steel cutter biades in 6 styles, 8
sizes are machine-cut steel, hardened, heat treated.
.001 of an inch tolerance.

DEM-BART, 3333 N. Gove St., Tacoma, Washington

THE PERFECT DECORATOR
FOR DEN, BAR, OR GUN ROOM

• Receiver & Barrel of Cast Aluminum
Beautifully Anodized Black

• Authentic Wood Stocks
• Real Detachable Clip
• Genuine Rear Sight
EDWARDS·BARNES CAST PRODUCTS eo.

5244 Elm, Houston 36, Texas
(Add $1.50 tor Shipping and Handling)

DELUXE .22 Cal. REVOLVER

Precision
mad.
6 - shol
S;" revolver by Europe's
finest gunsmiths. Pol·
ished blue steel. REAL •••
NOT A BLANK. Fires .22·col.
short ammo. Side gate loading,
screw-in ejector rod. For plink·
ing, practice or protection. 10"
day money-back guarantee. State
age when ordering. No C.O.D.s,
please. Shipped F.O.B. Chicago. ex·
press charges collect. Send cash, check
or money order to:

GLOBAL IMPORT DEPT. :e;-1
7017 N. RAVENSWOOD. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SPEER'S NEW # 6 Manual For Reloading
Ammunition contains thousands of loads for
rifle, pistol and shotgun ammunition. In addi
tion, it features authoritative articles by
leading gun writers on every phase of reload-

ing. It is priced at only $2.95, and is a must
for beginner and veteran reloader. At your
dealer, or direct from Speer, Inc., Box 244,
Dept. G-ll, Lewiston, Idaho.

\7~~o
60. 90·

AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES
NO.1. For 20, 22 and 24 ·Iines P. I.
NO.2. For 14, 16, 18 lines P. J.

Price $1.85 each
MAil SOc FOR NEW 1964 GIANT 56 PAGE

GUNSMITH SUPPLY CATALOG
FRANK MlnERMEIERINC.(Est. 1936)

"Gun.mith Supply Headquarter."
3577 E. Tremont Ave.• New York 65, N.Y.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t,. .

KEEPING AN INVENTORY of your guns is
easy with a copy of Personal Firearms Rec
ord Book. The book has space for data on 32
guns, for repairs and accessories added after
purchase, and a sample bill of sale form. A
must for every collector, and a thoughtful
gift for any gun owner. Priced at $2.00 from
Personal Firearms Record Book, Dept. G-ll,
Box 201, Park Ridge, IlL 60068.

REDFIELD'S answer to the problem of scop
ing a Model 94 Winchester is their new
M-294 scope which mounts low, with the eye
piece forward of the receiver. The extended
eye relief provides the shooter with a perfect
sight picture, and the 2X magnification is
ideal for brush hunting. The scope and its

own special mount sell for $49.50. Your dealer
has them now. Write to Redfield Gun Sight
Co., Dept. G-ll, 1315 Clarkson, Denver, Colo.,
for 1964 Pocket Catalog.

......................................................Iitc.H.i.c..it..i ..i.i.."i"G....Y.o.o.I.s
~ lM Q :z:::g

AVAILABLE IN 2 LINE SPACERS
for 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 22 ond 24 lines per inch,

At $1.50 each
IN 3 LINE SPACERS

for 16, 18, 20 lines per inch. Each $1.50.
Single line tool for recutting or cleaning $1.50.

80RDER TOOL ... Each $1.50
IN SKIPLINE

16, 18, 20 lines per inch $1.50 each.
CHECKERING RIFFLER

1=or recutting old checkering and for use as single
line cutter ·for cleaning or deepening on soft wood.

O~ ~O
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WACO, TEXAS

SEND NO MONEY
I'll Show You How It's Done, FREE!
I'll mail you a folder filled with game
calling photographs - thrilling stories
about game calling! Send me your name
NOW! A letter or card will dQ.

JOHNNY STEWART
P. O. BOX 1165 GM -11 LAKEWOOD DRIVE

r':'~

CALL FOX WITHIN 10 FEET

Use my NEW CALLS and deer will
almost run over you!
Crows will circle within a few feet of
your head!
Coyotes, Bobcats, Wolves, Coons all
kinds of game will come running to you
day or night-year round.

We can fur·
nish ROUND
BALL bulle'

.molds in .calibers up to .91. Spec.
ify caliber desired when ordering.

ROUN~BALL BULLET
MOLD

CATALOG NO. 113 *'
ONLY 50~ POSTPAID -*

This gun, to the best of our knowledge, can
not be duplicated by any reputable gunsmith
for any figure approaching our price ......$99.50
Our PERCUSSION RIFLE KIT contains all
parts needed to assemble a brand-new DIXIE
"Kentucky"·type munle·loading rifle, you'll be
proud to own-and ,hoot! The' NEW DIXIE
RIFLE' can be assembled and finished from
these parts at a considerable saving. Special
discount ·price on a complete kit. $59.95

~Your Money', Worth-or Your Money Bock

'l1 ~DIXIE GUN WORKS
~ Union City 2, Tennessee

~~~S~~Ti-i~T~;'~E~~-~~ HUNTERS WON'T
l SA",,~BO?~~~ BELIEVE ME ••
t ~IK/~, ~ 'til they try my new calling sounds!
f' ~EE FOR YOURSELF,
~end_50¢ for big iIIu,trotel cOlalog-ol! about
t\NTIQUE GUN SUPPLIES-
Fi";.~~_.-='

Dakin
Gun

Company

The
finest

game-getting,

auto-loading

shotgun made

in the world.

Designed with

jet-age precision

and built in the

old world tradition.

If you want to

own and shoot the

finest, most

dependable auto-loader

made today, BUY BREDA

it costs no more

to shoot the best! See

your dealer today, or write to:

1739 Locust Street
Kansas City 8. Missouri

Keep .your guns FACTORY NEWI

E:':~i.~~~!~~Cc~a.~.II§~\
allaccaaori.. i. at..;t!.:'v~~l~e?;·\~

and pans. Shotgun ~ k
Kit $3.50. Rifle Kit $3.25, ~

•
............ Pietol Kit $3.00., ~

H.rdwar~~~·S:oe:t~::G=D::~~.bjDEt.u.GIFTJ
~ LABORATORIES, In~., DIPL "G" ONALASKA, WIS.

GUN RACKS
?2 MODELS FOR PICKUPS CARS JEEPS SCOUTS

~~::;:JP:-:\
No. 60 lot Tnlckt - $3.95. \ ,

TM QtteIity Gu. loeb with the ••clni•• "'"'" ..... clip tHt ....
jvsh ......eticolfy to fit the IU_. It is cooted wittll PLENTY of soft
PIettftoI to protect the Iinett' of IUftS oM will ftOt .... them NttIlK... _.
00 ftOt occept • subttituto: ....k .. the Sa. A,..elo "DELUXl" Gull
I.k wilk the Spri", Clip.

WrlN for ...cripti.. Utereture.

SAN ANGELO DIE CASTING & MFG. CO., INC.
P. O. Box 984 - San Angelo, Texas

FINE-GUN LOVERS, PONDER THIS:
• No other mount offers streamlined split rings

swept clean of connection lugs or bumps.
• No other mount offers a sleek-lined base swept

clean of bulging screwheads or other projections.
• The CONETROL offers both!
Bases, $8.95; Split Rings, $6.95 ea.; 1.pc. rings,
$4.95 ea. (Dealers: our price list is good news) .

CoN EIR0 L <l~cgJ~Ts
Free Color Brochure ....•••..••.. Seguin 3, Texas

LIGHTWEIGHT "FUll STOCK" MONTE CARLO
HVA Lightweight with full-length, carbine-style stock_ Thrill
to the balance, accuracy and power of this Lightweight
Monte Carlo. Truly old-world craftsmanship at its best. Write
for literature on this and other Husqvarna hi-power rifles.
Calibers: .243, .270, .30-06, .308, 6.5x55mm, .358mag., 7nim mag.

TRADfWINDS, life. • P.O. Box 1191, Tacoma 1, Wash.

SIGHT FOCUS READ
TARGET TURN DIAL 50 DtsTANCE

IS DOUIU IMAGES MaGE ON DIAL
INSTANT MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus tbls pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
sbows distance In yards. Lets you adjust slgbts for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
ilUnters. Just 12 Incbes lang. Deluxe set Including
Rangeftnder, Leather Holster Case. and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focussing-S29.95 com-

~~~~~5. °h1~~ ~~lla~~e~5t~;d~~~~~\~d~~0~a~~.9~~5
Ideal gift. 30 Day Money-back guar. Send cbeck to:

loe••erl: I FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP•• DEPT. He·ll
~ 114-06 Rockaway 81Yd., JAMAICA 20. N. Y.
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27,000
RPM

•

•
BIGGEST
STOCKS

FAMOUS
BRANDS

Address _

Gander Mountain, Inc., Dept. GM-l1
Wilmot, Wisconsin
Please rush my exciting, new 100 page G.M. 1964·65
Catalog-absolutely FREE!
Name _

• •• FOR GANDE'R'S BIG,
NEW 1964-65 SHOOTER'S
& SPORTSMAN'S CATALOG

100 PAGES
VALUE-PACKED

with NEW
LOW, LOW

PRICES

City zone__State _

*U.S.A. ONlV-Foreign requests (reference only) send $2.00.-----------------.

FREEI*~
--------~

GANDER MOUNTAIN. INC.
WILMOT. WISCONSIN'

Thousands of unique specialty shooter's acces
sories and outdoor sport supplies ••• top values
• •• top quality brands.
Ammunition Components. Reloading Tools and
Supplies. Guns. Scopes and Sights. Personal
Protection Devices. Target Shooting Accessories
• Gunsmith Tools. Gifts. Tents and Camping
Equipment. Bow Hunters Tackle & Access.• Binoc
ulars and Optical Goods. Sports and Outdoor Books
• Hunting and Trapping Gear. Leather Goods.
Clothing_

DREMEL MOTO·TOOL
A Must for Gun Shops
Hi-torque Moto-Tool is ideal
for precision grinding, pol
ishing, sanding, carving, in
letting, etc. Weighs only 13
ounces. Produces 27,
000 RPM. Handles as
easily as a pencil.
Three models available
from $16.95 to $29.95.
Choice of gunsmiths
since 1936.
Write for FREE Moto-Tool Catalog.

DREMEL MFG. CO.
Dept. 614L

Racine, Wisconsin

NONCORROSIVE SURFIRE

.303 BRITISH TARGET AMMO
$6.00 pe, 100 $16.00 pe' 288

Case of 576 only $28.00
In slock for immediate shipment

BLACKHAWK G616 Kingsl"Y !>rive
Rockfo'd, illinOIS

.22 CAL.
PELLET GUNS

HY-SCORE means SUPER ACCURACY!
Consistent accuracy through constant • 10 RIFLES &
muzzle velocity. Ideal for year 'round PISTOLS PRICEO

inexpensive indoor and outdoor shooting. FROM $12.95 to $139.95
Asafe means of acquainting the

beginning shooter with firearms handling, • MOST ACCURATE & POWERFUL
but, with accuracy that will satisfy AIR GUNS MANUFACTURED

the serious target shooter.
SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER • WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG BREAK

E ARMS CORP. LOADINGHV-SCOR 2SGLAFAYETTE ST., BROOKLYN J, N. Y.

CUTS
CLEANING

TIME
90%
Stops

Rusting

WRITE
FOR
FREE

CATALOG

PROBLEMSALL
GUN

DISTINCTIVE - FANCY

J.l.anJmaJe Bool:.J
STYLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

EL PASO
Fancy _ distinctive boot for men
and women in top call leather.
10" to 16" "V" tops, steel shanks
and fully leather lined. Undershot
walking< heel.

4156-Black, Red, Yellow
4165-Black, White, Red
4276-Brown, Yellow, White

16"
$31.95

$650
with
1 shell

. Additional super shells $.95 each
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent
looking TEAR GAS Device. Nickle plated, spring
steel clip. Not a firearm. No permit needed.

SENO CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. NO COO'S
Not MAILABLE, Sent by Express, charges collect.

This product is not intended for sale in states or
localities which have laws forbidding their sale.

The New Sensational

"PEN GUARD"

SHOOTING GLASSES
Used by marksmen and

~ hunters to get clear
~ sharp vision on target.

FREE literature on
Shooting, Vision and
information on Pre
scription shooting glas-
ses. Write direct to

Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806, Waynesville, Mo.

Your shoe size is your boot size. \Vhen ordering please
give calf of leg measurement, foot tracing taken with
out weight on foot. and if instep is regular, high or
very high.. $5.00 deposit on C.O.D. or~ers. You pay

~~~~~~lrf;:'e~c~f~:ep~:~~ o~t~ep~~~a~~:~~'~;:J
unworn within ten days.

-Au:.Jlin 15001 CO.
P.O. Box 548-G Winters, Texas

PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS Est. 1918

DEPT. G 11 5. 16th ST., PHI LA. 2, PA.

SOLVES

$1.50 $1.00

IMPROVES SCORES-Prolongs Barrel life
Kit $7 postpaid or osk your dealer for them.

RICE P d Box 2531 Gro uets Palm Beach, Fla. 33482

YEAR GAS DEVICE
Larger, 40% More
Powerful
Shell
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/llUtzLE
HOPKINS & ALLEN 1.0AOIMG-/
• RIFlE'./

• For U.S. Enfields
Our unit reduces lock time (the great accuracy im
prover) up to 720/0, cocks rifle on the up turn of
the bolt just as in Winchester. Remington. Spring
field, Mauser and others. Simply insert in your bolt.

~1§ll~nv~~~tf~.w~~~s J~ 1-¥~u:~A~~r~gllrN:Tll~It~
YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES AT THE UNBLIEVABLY
LOW PRICE OF $5.95 PPD.

~~~~te~9~~e~~o~~i2sti1:;:~~i~n~~Td~w:1tis~rS:~~)

SHOCKMASTER
Newest practical anti-recoil device
for shotguns and rifles. Guaranteed

l!) t~uI:rnu:~ i~~~¥gf~rr:~i\a~?:~~\v~~gg~e~~r~

~
12 oz .• is easily installed by removing butt

~l' plate, needs no maintenance. Laboratory and

~
field tested. For brochure write D..J Enter-

\o?"to prises, Box 264, Glendora, Calif. Patent
pending. $15.95 money order.
Add 40/0 sales tax in California.

Here are my recommendations to non
residents who want to enjoy the best pheasant
hunting success and receive the heartiest
welcomes:

1. Get the opening dates of the season
from the Game Departments-for Nebraska
at Lincoln, North Dakota at Bismarck, and
South Dakota at Pierre--as soon as they are
set, generally in June.

2. Get last year's map of the hunting areas
daily bag limits and season durations, since
this year's seasons are likely to be very
similar. From these, tentatively select areas
where last year's season ran at least three
weeks, preferably longer. That indicates lots
of adult brood stock.

3. Get in touch with the game managers
of your two or three pre·selected hunting
areas. Wardens can also be of belp but, since
each of them covers only a county or so,
game managers have a better over-all picture
of upcoming prospects, based on census re
turns from many sources.

4. Once you contact such a game manager
ask him to let you know of any significant
changes in the forthcoming supply of birds;
drought, torrential rains, local hail storms,
or other game-reducing mishaps. But don't
expect him to waste a lot of time on you.
He has his own chores to tend, including
advising a lot of other potential hunters.
Send him a self-addressed and stamped
envelope with each inquiry. Finally, don't
expect him to pinpoint the location of each
tumble-weed behind which you might find a
pheasant.

5. Have your prospective party organized
so that only one of you acts as secretary to
acquire all needed information. Almost any
Westerner will answer a few letters, particu
larly if short answers will tell the story.
The pre·hunting season weeks are very busy
ones for game managers; don't take up too
much of their time asking for duplicate
answers when one will suffice.

6. Unless you plan to hunt leisurely, with
daily bag and take-home limits as a minor
consideration to the fellowship of the hunt,
plan to hit the hunting territory from two to
three weeks after seasons are opened.

LUGERS·LUGERS·LUGERS!!

DISTRICT MERCHANDISE CO.l~~;a:J~~, sJa.

Selected 'OS's NRA excellent, finely reblued, new grips, new
4-inch barrel, all matched numbers including clip $64.95 while
they last. As above with NRA good barrel and unmatched numbers
$51.95. NRA excellent with new 6-inch barrel, not matched,
$69.95, with new S-inch barrel, not matched, $79.95. Both 6"
and S" barreled lugers available with grip safety for $10 addi·
tional. Mail order only please.

$6195

NRA EXCELLENT
Finely reblued new
grips. New 4" barrel.

GET YOUR PHEASANT

(Continued from page 29)

Most gun for the money!

as hair on a dog's back. Since pheasants
prefer to run until forced to fly, lazy hunters
often don't get that job done. Failing to get
their limits they scream loudly about the
dearth of birds. Experience has shown that
the big bulge in pheasant hunting comes dur
ing the first few weeks of the season when
everyone, residents and visitors alike, goes
afield. Since non-resident licenses are only
good for ten consecutive days, many visitors
have to work hard during the noon-to-dark
legal shooting hours.

Later in the season, the legal bars are sub
stantially lowered. Instead of starting at
noon, hunters may begin at 9 A.M. They are
also allowed an extra day's limit of four
cocks in possession; raising their take
home limit from 20 to 24 birds. Finally, with
the thick cover somewhat beaten down, by
harvesting and other traffic, the birds tend
to concentrate in the best of the remaining
cover. That is the part of the hunting season
when hunters can operate in parties of con
siderable size, with plenty of game available
to anyone able to bring it down. The com
bination drawbacks to hunting then, ac
cording to some hunters, is that the birds
are considerably wilder and close-in flushes
are comparatively rare. They're also fully
feathered, and thus stronger and faster on
the wing, and require nimbler gun handling
and hOUer loads to bring them down.

Many of the more experienced hunters
prefer that portion of the season. The birds
are more concentrated, hence more easily
located in the choicer coverts; a skilled shot
can still drop doubles and even triples of
hard-flying ringnecks which require solid
hits to anchor them. It's more challenging
sport, plus providing fully-matured birds
which have gained an extra half pound of
weight since the opening of the season.
Multiplied over each hunter's bonus take
home limit that merely adds a dozen more
pounds of delicious game eating.

All visitors, whenever they decide to come,
should keep in mind that autumn is a very
busy time of year for their landowner hosts.
Though they may be the closest of friends,
no hunter should expect such hosts to
leave essential chores 1:0 help him hunt for
his full limit.

Complele
Toolwilh

I Shell
Holder

IDEAL FOR HUNTING, PLINKING,
TARGET & MATCH SHOOTING ••

all at lower cost tho" .22 L.R.

CHOICE OF 5 MODELS
i • NEW BUGGY RIFLE-light and fast,

only 5'h lbs. Octagonal cut rifled 21"
barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber.

• MOST POPULAR "Offhand" model,
32" full octagon cut rifled barrel. Either
.36 or .45 caliber. About 7 1h lbs.

I • MODEL .45 TARGET, 32" cut rifled
round barrel, favorite of match shoot
ers. 10 lbs. .45 caliber only.

* CARBINE SCOPE MOUNTS *

~.
RUGGED ALL STEEL MOUNTS THAT
PUT SCOPE DIRECTlY OVER BORE

BEST OF ALL-So simple to install. Just one hole to
drill & taP. plus a second's work with a pocket knife
for single screw head clearance. No need to butcher
and weaken your stock. Each mount made for any
standard 1" scope-each packed with easy installation
Instructions. It you do not have proper drill and tap.
we will supply :tt20 drill, 10/32 tap at only $1.00
for both.

EACH •READY·TO-SHOOT
You get - Flask, POWder, • • : ,. •

Caps, Patching, Lead But- •
let Mold, Powder solvent.... "
Measure, Instruction J
Book. Saves much time

and money since you
start with correct

; bullet mold size, patching
material powder loads.

OUR NEW LOADER
GUARANTEED

20 YEARS* Tokes all standard
14 dies.* Never handle a primer
again. Primers come from
box through machine.* Exclusive linkage design makes
this press superpowerful.* Exclusive overthrow Features
withdraws case from die on
powerful stroke-automatical
ly resizes each case twice.* All tool steel-no costs to
·spring, crack and break.

Each Press Comes Complete willi
two primer seaters, two slides. au
tomatic feed and other exclusive
features mentioned above. Dies not
included. State caliber shell holder
wanted. Additional caliber shell hold
ers $2.50 ea.

U.S. CARBINE MAGAZINES
Magazines are NOT supplied with DCM

CARBINES-ORDER YOURS NOW* All our magazines are guaranteed to have per·
fect feed lips-none are port of the rejected lot
with faulty lips. All are government inspecled
and passedI Each with Free waterproof, dust
proof as issued rubber cap.

CHOICE OF TYPES .II 1. 5 shOt capacity-requlred by
law for hunting, fits flush
with guard-streamlines ap
pearance. Solid machined
bottom-not "raw" appear
ing oversized fold over $3.45

2. 15 ShOt, in original wrap•.

~'jI.~0~159?ore;7.500! 2 for 1
3. 3D-shot Banana clips, $4.95

ea.• 2 for $7.50.
Issue Double Carrying Case For
15 Shot Mags-QNLY 85¢.
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MAKE MONEY
with our barr(!ls by converting
usually inexpensive percussion shot
guns into beaUtifully accurate muz•
zle loading rifles.

Buy one of our famous hook rifled
muzzle loading barrels-all 8 groove.
Top quality for 11 low price J.x!cause
we are the wOl'ld's largest muzzle load
ing barrel makers.

Make your Old
MUZZLE LOADER

LIKE NEW-SHOOT TRUE

FINISHED BARRELS

FACTORY ORIGINALS

RIFLES
MARLIN 92, .32 r.f. & c.f. 26" Round $12.50 +50t
MARLIN 9332/40 28" Octagon or Round 12.50 +65e
MARLIN 93 :l8/55 28" Octagon or Round 12.50 +85e
MARLIN 94 Carbine 20" 38/40 12.50 +SOe
SPRINGFIELD 1903 A3 30/06 4 gr.. . .. 7.50 +50¢
WINCHESTER 89A .22 Caliber. 9.50 +45¢
WINCHESTER 94 3D/3D Rifles 26" 14.50 +65¢

SHOTGUNS
COLT • LA SALLE • MARLI N • HAWTHORNE pump
shotgun barrels 12 Ga. Full 28" cheap enough to cut

~~~~J~r :IS\~~'iiN~ ~:Od=~r';4:'2i9:22·~7i~5o-t6~Z
Gauge complete w /ejector & adjustable choke

"'ili.ic·HESTER ·mdi. '19'0'720;' 'take do,"~' i2$~a~5 +50t
................................. $6.95 +50¢

OTHER TYPES
THOMPSON .45 Automatic 101/4" barrel $10.95 ppd.
1911 & 1911Al 45 Automatic 6.95 ppd.
SM ITH & WESSON .38 Cal. M&P 5" barrel 5.95 ppd.

.357 MAGNUM (.38 spec. & 9mm Luger) 1 turn 16",
26" long, .940 O.D. $9.50 plus 85¢..44 MAGNUM
(also.44 Special. 44/40). 27" X 15/16 dia. 6
groove rifling. fIne steel $9.50 plus S5¢. 45/70

~2~~d$~b~~~s·PI~S~5;.el5~~1; .fl"DE3E~·,· f~o~urrV~~
to .710 $13.50 plus 70¢..22 Cal. EXTRA HEAVY
full 1 Vs" dia. 6 groove barrel suitable for rim &
center fire ct~. Now oC ordnance 4140 steel for long.
life, 1 turn 14" 58.95 plus 90¢..45 A.C.P. Barrels.
4 grove. 8" long, chambered, $2.95 ea. or 2 for
$4.95 ppeJ.

~OUN)oro~~

HIGH POWER BLANKS

EXTRAS FOR ABOVE
1. Drlll & Tal) for below breech

plugs $2.00
2. Any barrel blued $2.00
3. Machine std. front & rear

sight dovetails $3.00
4. GAL'J TWIST in any of above

barrels $7.50
5. Round ball bullet molds-A5

or .36 $2.25
6. MaChine:<! breech plugs, com

plete WIth holster, nipple &
tang-¥sxIB thread, round or
octagonal $5.95

SILl

:B.A.Il.B.ELS
In the case of South Dakota, time your

arrival to hit thc opening of the "bonus"
part of the season, when legal hunting hours
are extended and take-home limits are in
creased. For the same license monies, you
can hunt longer hours, amidst birds that are
concentrated into larger flocks, and from
them take home more total birds; which
translates into more fine game for later en
joyment at home.

You will arrive when the big demand
for food, housing, and other services has
eased. You won't have to scrabble for a
place to stay, or hunt, or stand in line for
licenses or other essentials. With some ease
ment of farm and ranch chores you will
encounter far more cooperation to sweeten
your hunt.

7. Don't buy your licenses until you're in
your pre-chosen hunting territory. Licenses
are sold on an unlimited basis so there's
no danger of running short. But they may be
legal for a limited time, not for the full
duration of the hunting season. South
Dakota's non-resident license, good for only
10 consecutive days, is a good example.

8. Be sure to check and comply with all
regulations currently in force. Occasional
changes are introduced from year to year
and even from one area to another. Wardens
won't check your heart to learn how pure
it is or how honest you intentions.

Every year, each pheasant hunting area
gains some enemies among its visitors,
largely because they haven't taken the time
to read and observe the legal regulations. It
is a sorry mess, with the visitors paying for
their inattention to current regulations. What
was law last year doesn't necessarily apply
this year; the wise hunter carefully checks
all changes before he' begins to hunt.

9. Dress, package, and freeze your birds
at the end of each hunting day. Not only will
prompt attention improve their flavor but, in
some cases, the regulations require they be
cared for, and tagged, the same day they
were shot. If proof of sex is required
usually the inclusion of unskinned heads
or body plumage, a disgusting regulation if
I ever met one-comply with that law by
sacking individual birds in plastic bags to
permit easy visual examination. Failure to
comply can result in arrest, fine and con-
fiscation, to ruin your ~

trip completely. ~

HERTER'S .22 CAL. WESTERN
SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER

5 inch micro-precision barrel. Ad.
iustable rear sight. Heavy, custom,
full sized frame. Tenite checkered
grips. All working parts made of
the finest weapon steel. Send
Firearms Permit No. for dealers
prices. Send 25¢ for huge
500 page catalog.

Micro.precision infetted stocks
$7.50 and up. Glass Bedding

• Loads rifle.
or shotshells

• Full length resizes and
swages bullets with ease

• Lathe bed cast iron
frame not aluminum or
aluminum alloys.

• Complete with primer
Shp•. wgt. 23 Ibs. arm. insert and shell

$ I., 9S holder of your choice.,.:::1 •New Primer catcher 1.37

Jordan Holster-Constructed from heavy
Saddle Leather. Metal in holster extends

into belt loop. Welt and plug are hand.
stitched with waxed linen thread. For

double-action only .••••••••••••••• $9.85
River Belt-Heavy skirting. Soltd brass buckle.
Width 2" only, Give waist size ••.••. 57.20

~~~~te:i~~ ~U· c~~g~a~lo~;..2:'. ~~$ii':\~
CATALOG 3Sc. Refunded. on First Order. Postage Paid.
Bona Fide Dealer Inquiries Invited. Okla, Resid. Add
20/0.

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS
Route 1, Dept. 0, Park Hill. Oklahoma

323 ERNST -MAGNUM.
Convert your 8MM Mauser to the Powerful Ernst Magnum.

Complete guns, also barreled actions and rechambering of all calibers,

Write today for information.

GAIN-TWIST RIFLING *
Now Available on our Barrels

We can now reproduce on a custom basis the
GAIN-TWIST rifling as used in the super accurate
percussion match rifles of yesteryear. Gain-Twist
rifling in any of our m.l. blanks or H&A rifles cost
but $7.50 additional.

We have over 70,000 pistol, rifle &
shotgun barrels in stock - write for
models not listed.

SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED

ERNST'S CUSTOM GUNS
37914 VALLY RD. OCONOMOWOC, WIS.
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BROWNING
<8l

Browning Arms Company, Dept. 663
1706 Washington Ave., St. Louis 3, Mo.

In Canada: Oept. 663. P. 0, 8ox,991, Montrea', Que.

From the moment you ~rst put the BROWN
ING Medalist, 22 Automatic Pistol in your hand
you'll feel this pistol was almost made especial
ly for you, It is the feel of the form fitting
select walnut grips with thumb rest; plus the
crisp trigger pull, fully ad;ustable for weight
of pull and backlash; the precision, stationary,
rear sight; and heavy target barrel with vari
able weights and ~ull 9Y2' sighting radius.

Match shooters especially appreciate the ex
clusive DRY-FIRE mechanism which permits un
limited practice without burdening mechanical
ports, yet gives identical let-off to actual ~ring,

Examine the Medalist, "the shooters' pistol"
for yourself at your nearest Browning Dealer.

Medalist .22 Automatic Pistol
$120 With deluxe fitted case

Dept. N, 1038 Alton Road
Miami Beach, Florida 33139

Match Shooter-Fun Shooter?

Sixshooter Cal. .38 S&W
with top grain cowhide
fast draw holster with
leg tie and ,adjustable
buscadero belt. (Specify
right or left hand draw.)

OR INDOOR QUICK DRAW PRACTICE:

Special kit of Speer reusable pla'stic
bullets, cartridge cases and primers, 50

,rounds, $3.75. Live ammo available for
home protection use, 50 rounds, $3.00.
Plastic stag or pearl grips, $2.50 extra.

f SEND $10.00 DE-
$3500 POSIT. Shipped

W
o GUN RIG. . . F.O.B. Culver City,

1 alance C.O.D. 10-
day money back

MARTIN B. RElTING, INC,guarantee.
11029 Washington Boulevard, Dept. Of Culver City, Cal.

NORTHWEST TRAIL BLAZERS
By Helen Addison Howard

(The Caxton Printers, Ltd.,
Caldwell, Idaho, 1963. $6.00)

There is a sparkle in this book that is not
often encountered in reading the histories of
the west. This is exciting reading, and the
opening of the Pacific Northwest unfolds
easily and smoothly. One of the reasons that
this book is so very enjoyable lies in tbe fact
that author Howard based the book largely
on original research and on interviews with
old-timers who were there when this area of
the U.S. was being explored. The 17 men
who were instrumental in opening the Pa
cific Northwest are not all famous, but author
Howard, with attention to detail, makes them
come alive. You'll enjoy this book.-R.A.s.

FIREARMS & AMMUNITION FACT BOOK
(National Rifle A'ssociation, Washington,
D.C., 1964. $2.00 for non-members, $1.75

postpaid for members)
This is a revised and somewhat enlarged

(Continued on page 73)

THE BANDITTI OF THE PRAIRIES
By Edward Bonney

(University of Oklahoma Press,
Norman, Okla., 1963. $2.00)

Edward Bonney was a man-hunter, and he
told his story in 1850-a story that, in to
day's light, seems well nigh incredible. In
1844 he moved his family from Indiana to the
Mormon stronghold of Nauvoo on the Mis
sissippi River in Illinois. The Nauvoo was a
haven for refugees from justice, and the
Mormons had their own way there. As a
bounty-hunter, Bonney quickly made a name
for himself, and he often lived in acute dan
ger. Bonney's book, edited by Philip D. Jor
dan, is number 23 in The Western Frontier
Library of the Oklahoma University Press,
and like the earlier volumes, The Banditti of
the Prairies sheds much light on a little
known aspect of America's growth.-R.A.s.

THE OUTDOOR COOK'S BIBLE
By Joseph D. Bates, Jr.

(Doubleday & Co., Inc.,
New York, N.Y., 1963. $1.95)

Joe Bates needs no introduction, and his
latest book should delight all of those who
tend to the eamp cooking chores. Once you
read Joe's book and even if you remember
only one half of it, the next time you get
stuck with the job of cooking in camp, it
should be a cinch. You can get the book
from your local bookstore, or by sending a
check or M.O. for $2.00, you can get it
directly from Joe Bates, Jr., 45 Prynnwood
Road, Longmeadow, Mass.

Want to cook a meal whiie portaging, or
do YQU want fresh eggs in the backwoods
camp? Joe has the answers for these and a
great many other ,how-to-cook questIons, and
you can't get better advice on camp cooking
than from this book and the author who
knows all of the tricks of cooking delicious
food, simply and speedily.-R.A.s.

takes care of the
last 300 yards

oNeE you've squeezed
the trigger you've done

everything in your power

to make the hunt a suc

cess. Your bullet has to

finish the job you've

started. No bullet does the

job better than the new

Norma cartridge with the

NosIer Partition bullet. For

years Norma and Nosier

have been the be~t you
could buy. The trouble was

you had to buy them sep

arately. Now for the first

time you can buy them to

gether in a factory loaded

round. Available in most

popular calibers, featuring

Norma Virgin Brass reload

able cases, Norma tubular

grain smokeless powders

and the distinguished

Nosier Partition Bullet.

When performance counts,
count on Norma-NosIer.

, Write for your copy of the new "Gun
bug's Guide"; Send 25¢ to Dept. G~-l1
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THE SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA / 8150 N. CENTRAL PK. AVE. / SKOKIE, ILLINOIS

Please enroll me as a member of the S.C.A. in the category checked below:

o Full membership including subscription to GUNS Magazine and all other
benefits described above. Payment of $7.50 for one year enclosed.

Associate membership including all benefits described above except sub·
scription to GUNS Magazine. Payment of $3.00 for one year enclosed.

o Junior membership available to those 17 years and under. Includes all
benefits except subscription to GUNS Magazine. $2.00 payment for one year
enclosed.

ADDRESS _

NAMt..E _

CITY ZONE- STATt..E _

o I wish to receive only GUNS magazine at the yearly rate of $6.00. G-l1

p ••••••••••••••••••_---------- ••••_- •••_---

••••••• o

YOUR MEMBERSHIP!

FAMERICA MEANS TO YOU!

PRESERVE YOUR RIGHT
TO USE AND ENJOY GUNS

JOIN.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per ward insertian including name and address. Payable
in advance. Minimum ad 10 wards. Clasing date January 1965 issue

(on sale Nov. 25) is Oct. 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GPNS
MAGAZINE, 8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

BINOCULARS, SCOPES & SIGHTS

SCOPE MOUNTS Brochure 190 will help you select the
proper mount tor your seODe and rifle. Write Maynard
Buehler Inc.• Orinda. Cali!.
BINOCULAR SPECIALISTS. All makes repaired. Author
ized Bausch & Lomb. Zeiss. Hensoldt. Bushnell dealer.
Tele-Optics. 5514 Lawrence. Chicago. Illinois 60630.

BOOKS

BOOKS: You name it-we find it! Gun books a 8pec1a}ty.
International Bookflnders. Box 3003-0, Beverly Hllls,
Calif.
GUEllRILLA \Varfare by "Yank" Levy. Classic "how
to" text on irregular, partisan fighting. Written for citi·
zens with little military training. Data on sabotage. demo
lition ambushes. scouting, stalking, streeting. etc. Inlls~
trated. $4.50, paperback $2.00. "150 Questions }I'or a
Guerrilla." "Blueprint for mayhem. "-GUNS. Illustrated.
$3 95 "We Shall Fight In The Streets." Guide to
street' fighting, defense, attack, explosives, arms eQuip
ment. eLC. Paperback $2.00. All book orders plus 50t
handling. Guerrilla warfare book list 25t. Panther Pub
lications. Box 369 -G 114, Boulder, Colorado.
ADDRESS COLONEL NEY for his NOTES ON GUER
ILLA WAR. $3.50 postpaid. Box 6303. N.W. Station.
\Vashington. D. C. 20015.
GERMAN MANUFACTURERS Directory. 500 pages
$4.95. Burke Associates, Manchester, Mass.

COLLECTORS

NEW COLLECTOR SERVICE-Rare military hooks. man
uals. war relics. weapons, uniforms. helmets. accoutrem~nts.
medals, isnsignia. documents, photos, paintings,. pIlnts.
64 Page Illustrated Catalogue 50t refundable wIth pur
chase. Peter Hlinka. Historical Americana, Dept. G, 226
East 80th Street. N. Y.• N.Y. 10028.

CIVIL WAR and Custer Periad Rellcs. List 15¢. Thomp
son's. Box 164. Havelock. North Carolina.
COLLECTORS: DATA plaques for mounted trophies, an
tique guns, models and relics with 3 lines Qf deep cut
engraving and black enamel filled on lx3 solid bra.ss, bronze.
silver or gold finished plaque. $1.50 each. DIscount on
Quantity lots. Custom engraving, submit sketch for Quote.
Aladdin Engravers, Box 186, Short Beach, Conn. 06407.
20 DIli'FERENT Old Gun Posters on Antique Paper,
$1. 00. Messinas American Prints, Box 189B, Commack,
N.Y.

ENGRAVING

ENGIlAVING BY PRUDHOMME. Folder $1.00. 302
'Ward Building. Shret'eport, Louisiana.

FISHING & HUNTING

COLLAPSIBLE FAUM-Pond-Fish-Traps; Animal traps.
Postpaid. Shawnee. 39342 Buena Vista. Dallas 4, Texas
SURVIVAL KNIFE, opens with flashing steel and locks
into position. Rugged, reliable, supersharp blade. 8"
German sportsknife, $1.98. Free Catalog. Len Company.
Box KB101, Brooklyn 14, New York. •
NEW KNIFE: Cleans game animals. Free information.
Preston Capps. Box 115'jH3, Great Falls, Mont.

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns under
water; 10 rt.• $1; 25 rt.• $2. ppd. William Zeller. KeU
Hwy., Hudson, Mich.

s'rATE PISTOL LAWS, Booklet describing current pistol
regulations of all states $1.00. Federal Gun Laws Booklet
$1.00. Henry Schlesinger. 415 East 52nd St.. New York
22E. N.Y.
STOCKS. WALNUT. Ready for Win. 66. 73. 76, 86. 92.
94 & Colt Burgess Carbine. Write for list grips for old
revolvers. Laredo Gun Shop, 3710 San Bernardo Ave..
Laredo. Texas.
ATTENTION SHOOTERS & COLLECTORS :-Greek
Mod. FN 30 (98) Mauser short rifles, Cal. 8mm-Good
to V.G.-$44.95. Chinese Generalisimo Mod. 98 Mauser
short rifles, Cal. 8mm-Good to V.G.-$49.95. Polish
Mod. 98 Mauser short rifles, Cal. 8mm-Good-$34.95.
V.G.-$30.05. Czech VZ 24 (08) Mauser short rifles.
Cal. 8mm-Good-$34.05. V.G.-$39.95 German KAR
98K Mauser rifles, Cal. 8mm-V.G.-$29.95. Select
$34.95. German W'V I GEW 98 Mauser rifles. Cal. 8mm
-Fair-$24.05. Good-$29.95, V.G.-$34.05. German
08/40 rifles. Cal. 8mm-V.G.-$34.95. German KAR
98B Mauser rifles, Ca. 8mm-Good to V.G.-$49.95.
German. Mod. 71/84 Mauser rifles. Cal. 11mm-Good
~18.95. German G 24 ('1') Mauser short rifles. Cal. 8mm
-V.G.-$44.95. German K 43 semi-automatic rifles, Cal.
8mm-V.G. or Better-$79.95. Brazilian Mod. 1908 (98)
Mauser short rifles. Cal. 7mm-Good to V.G.-$34.95.
Select-$ 39.95. Dominican Republic Mod. 98 Mauser
rifle. Cal. 7mm-As New-$59.95. Dominican Republic
Mod. 98 Mauser short rifle. Cal. 7mm-Excel.-$64.95.
U.S. MI Garand rifle. Cal. .30-06. as New-$79.95. U.S.
M1 Carbine, Cal. 30. Original. Excel.-$69.95; New.
Comm'l Mfg.-$69.05. U.S. Mod. 1903 Springfleld rifles.
Cal. 30-06, High Numbers. V.G.-$39.95, Excel.
$44.95; Low Number V.G.-$29.95. U.S. Mod. 1903 A3
Springfleld rifles. Cal. 30-06, V.G.-$42.95. Select
$47.05. U.S. Mod. 1017 Enfleld rifles. Cal. 30-06-V.G.
-$29.95, \Vinchester or Remington Select-$34.95. Brit
ish Lee-Enfleld #1 MK1 rifles. Cal. 303-V.G.-$l6.95. ,
British Lee-Enfield #1 MK3 rifles. Cal. 303-V.G.
$18.95. British Lee-Enfleld #5 Jungle Carbine. Cal. 303
-V.G.-$24.95. British Lce-Enfleld #7 MK1 rifles, Cal.
22 repeater. Excel.-$59.95. Czech KAR 98K Mauser
rifle w/winter trigger guard-Good to V.G.-$26.95.
Excel.-$29.95. British PAT 14 Lee-Entleld rifle. Cal.
303-V.G. -$19.95, Winchester or Remington Select
$23.95 Hungarian Mod. 43l\f Mannlicher ritles. Cal. 8mm
l\lauser-V.G.-$34.95 Argentine od. 1891 Mauser rifles,
Cal. 7.65mm-Excel.-$l9.95. Peruvian Mod. 1909 (98)
Mauser Title. Cal. 165mm--Oood-$24.9!l. v.n.
$20.95. Excel.-$34.95. Russian Mod. 91 Moisin rifles.
Cal. 7.62mm-Good-$9.95. Select Winchester or Rem
ing"ton-~14.95. Russian Mod. 1938 Moisin Carbines.
Cal. 7.62mm-V.G.-$lO.95. Russian Mod. 1938 Toka-

rev Semi-Automatic rifles, Cal. 7.62mm-V.G.-$39.95
Select-$44.95. Russian Mod. 1940 Tokarev Semi- Auto
matic rifies. Cal. 7.62mm-V.G.-$34.95. Select
$39.95. Spanish Mod. 1953 (98) Mauser rifies. Cal.
8mm, As New- $34.95. Spanish Mod. 1893 :Mauser rifles,
Cal. 7mm-V.G.-$19.95, Select-$24.95. French Mod.
1916 Mannlicher-Berthier rifles, Cal. 8mm-Good
$9.95. Italian Mod. 1891 Carcano Carbines w/folding
bayonet, Cal. 6.a-V.G. to Excel.-$14.95. Italian :Mod.
1938 Carcano Carbines, Cal. 6.5 or Cal. 1.35-V.G.
$14.95. Persian Mod. 98/29 Mauser Carbine. Cal. 8mm.
As New-$49.95. Swiss l\.'Iod. 1911 Schmidt-Rubin rifle.
Cal. 7.5-V.G.-$13.95, Select-$16.95. Swiss Mod.
1889 Schmidt-Rubin, Cal. 7.5-$19.95. Egyptian Rem
ington Rolling Block ritle, Cal. I1mm. Fair to Good
$14.95. German K 98K Mauser ritle, 1945 last issue
without bayonet lug, Cal 8mm-V.G.-$29.95. Select
$39.95. Dealers inQuire. send 25¢ for retail list. All
prices FOB N.Y.• no COD's, $1.50 prepays any gun.
$2.50 'Vest of Mississippi. 5 day money back guarantee
if returned in same condition as shipped. Globe }I~irearms.

30 Front St.• New York 4. N.Y.

GUNS & AMMUNITION

WiNCIlESTEHS. COLTS. LUGERS plus many others.
Send lOt for 18-page list. Chet Fulmer, Rte. 3, Detroit
Lal{es, Minnesota.

KLEIN'S BIG All-Sports Bargain Cash or Credit Catalog
now Free. Klein's, Dept. G. 227 '"V. Washington, Chicago 6.

10.000 GUN BARGAINS I I I Modern-Antique Guns. Ac
cessories-Giant Bargain Catalog 50t. Agramonte's. Yon·
kers. N.Y.

CASES - ONCE FIRED - Postpaid - 30.40 - 30.06
- 308 - 30.30 - 32W - 300S - 35R - 358 - 8mm 
38SDeciai - 30Carbine - 45ACP - 223R - (Formed 
7.7Jap - 7.65 - 7mm - 257R - 244 - 243 - 22.250
250S - 222R - 6.5.55) Others. Rifle 6¢ - Pistol 
Carbine - Shotshell 2¢ - A:ficaroni. 65 Taylor, East
Meadow, N.Y.

KEKTUCKY RIFLES, Custom Made. Send self addressed
stamped envelope for folder. Mark Matteson, Randall. N.Y.

YELLOW 1964 CATALOG-thousands of rifies, handguns.
ammo, surplus, 25¢. Retting, 11029 Washington, Culver
City, California.
4,000 CARTRIDGES FOR COLLECTORS: 88 page illus
trated Catalog #4, 50¢. James Tillinghast, Box 547, Mar
low. N.H. 03456.
PLANS AND INSTRUCTIONS for mal<!ng Parrott. Rod
man, and Napoleon chil war cannon models in one sixth
scale. absolutely authentic, will shoot powder and ball
accurately. per set ppd. plans for cannon, $9.95; Limber,
$8.25; Caisson. $9.95-Tubes for any model, $26.50 pre
paid. cast in brass and machined. Any two plansets $17.00.
Verheul and Brake, P.O. Box 385, Littlerock, California.
HUNTEltS ATTENTION: :Mauser Rifles M-93. 7mm.
Condition: Good to V.G. Supply Limited. Only $14.95.
Southwestern Arms Company, 107 Logan Street. Brooklyn,
N.Y.
SILENCER INFORMA'1'ION. Same thing others ask
$1.50 for. Postpaid $1.00. Gunsco. Box 373. Soquel,
Calif.
410/20 bore combined. O/U, UIJPer barrel 410 3".
Combination shotgun rifie s-x-s 44-40 & 16. 20 or 24
gao hammer doubles. li'ancy 28 bore hammer double.
carved headstock, silverpoint, skip checkering. black finish
wood. lightweight. 12 bore single shot rifted all the way.
Elephant gun, 470 nitro double hammerless. with plenty
ammo. Belgian 7mm magnum bolt action deluxe. Sander
son's 724 Edgewater. Portage. Wis.
U.S. 1\011 30 Cal. carbines. Brand New $69.95. Brazil
ian Mod. 98 7mm Mauser short rifles. Good-$34.95.
Dominican Republic Mod. 1960 (Mod. 98) 7mm Mauser
rifles. Like new-$50.95. Spanish Mod. 1953 (Mod. 98)
8mm Mauser rifles. Brand new-$34.95. Free gun list.
Dealers inquiries invited. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park
Row. New York 38. N.Y.

~~~~~,~Y~~r~?Jf g:i~Ger;~t~~. W:~}~y ~Y~~}::. t~~; ~::
41 Ox2 8". .22 shot smoothbore. 12 bore 410 adaptors.
Greener magnum doubles, 12x30" 12x32". and singles
30" 32" 34", ribbed or plain. Snap caps 10-12-16-20
-28:410.'Leather barrel guards 12-16-20-28-410. Trunk
cases. pewter oil bottles. game bags, English solid recoil
pads. Quality Belgians, Lebeau 12x26" under 6 lbs..
20x26", under 5'%. Neumann 10-12·20. Centaure
12x26". 20x30". 20x26". 28x25". Light 28 bore hammer
guns; also 24 & 32 ga., ammo for same. Single shot
9mm smoothbore, ammo. Long listing QDL 50¢', illus
trated. Sanderson's. 724 Edgewater. Portage. Wis.
SURPLUS REVOLVERS $3.34. Rifles $3.25. Buy
Wholesale. Become A Dealer. Complete instruction $1.00.
Mailtrade. Box 171, Capitola. Calif.
U.S. l\I-l 30 Cal. Carbines Brand Newl $72.00 p.p.
U.S. Springflield 30-06 H. Nos. V.G. $39.95. L. Nos.
$10.00 less. German M08 8mm Mauser V.G. $29.95.
Spanish M98 Date 53 8mm Mauser, New $34.95. Czech
1\198 8mm Mauser, New $29.95. British.l\1-60 303 De-Luxe
Sporter, Like New $29.95. Argentine 1\1:91 7.65mm Sporter,
Perfect $25.95. Italian :M38 7.35mm Carcano Carbine, V.G.
$14.95. :Money Back Guarantee! Add $2.00 post paid.
Continental Arms Ltd., Box 72-Markham Ct. Staten
Island. N. Y. -10310.
FIREWORKS. FIR~CRACKERS. Powder. Fuses. Pyro
technic Formulas and Sopplies. Catalog .25t. Mailmart,
Box 171. Capitola. Calif.
10 MAGNUMS: singles. doubles. Belgian. Spanish. field.
ribbed. ejector. Reloading data, empties. wads. powder.
loading machines. Illustrated treatise and listing MD-X,
lOt Sanderson's 724 Edgewater. Portage. Wis.
ROYAL DUTCH MANNLICHER Rifles & Carbines 6.5
mm. Condition overall Good. Rifles Only $7.95. Carbines
Only $8.05. Ammo 6.5mm Dutch $6.50 per 100 rds.
Southwestern Arms Company. 107 Logan Street. Brook
lyn. N.Y.

28 BORES: also 410. Classic or beavertail. straight or
pistol grin. Barrels 23 lh" to 28". Short listing SBL, 5t.
Sanderson's 724 Edgewater. Portage. Wis.

GUN EQUIPMENT

SILENCERS! PISTOL. RIFLE I Compact. emcient attach
~ent. Actual copyrighted plans. plus background informa
tIon-no gypo mimeo sheets; satiisfaction or refund. $1.50
e~~;~~~~to~e~vJfrl. Sales, Dept. GU, Box 889, Seattle.

qUN COVE~S. govt. surplus, new, waterproof vinyl for
nfle or. carbme. O.D. color, allprox. 56"long, 9" wide.
ProtectIon against dust. dirt. moisture. Also usable for
fishing rods. golf clubs, etc. 10 for $2.00, 25 for $3.75,
100 for $9.00. Include check with order. (Dealers' in·
~ltries invited.) H. Harmelin, 7605 Essex, Chicago 49,

GUNSMITHING

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing. rehluin.. con
version work. parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek, Calif.

GUNSMITHING-Learn profltable hobby. Build .22 Target
Pistol. Campers Pistol, Gun Cabinets, Blue Guns. 5c stamp
brings illustrated information. Guns. Postoffice Box 362-0
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808. •
FINE CUSTOM Rifies made to your specifications. Mili
tary rifles rebuilt. Blu-Blak bluing. new barrels fitted.
Chambering for standard, improved and Wildcat cartridges
including Weatherby line, 308 Norma. new 300 and 284
Winchester. Model 92 Winchester conversions to 256. 357.
~~~zo~~. Magnums Write: Don ltlott. Box 347, Douglas,

GUNSTOCKS

WILD CHEll.RY, Walnut and Maple stock blanks. Sporter
$6.00. Full Stock Kentucky $8.00. Barrel and ramrod
groove machined hole drilled $4.00 more. also Curly
Maple. Hank Cochran. Duenweg. Missouri.

INVESTIGATORS

INVESTIGATORS, FREE Brochure, latest subminiature
~~tr~rhicA~:.t.e~~~~m~e~1c.e~10~rJ~~eAce, Dept-8X. 11500

DETECTIVES Earn_ Big Money. Excellent opportunity.
~:t~rience unnecessary. "Vrite. \Vaggner, 125 West 86th.

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. TandY
Leather Company, Box 791-P52, Fort Worth, Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS

CROSSBO.WS for Tar~et, HtJntin~ and Carp-Shooting.
FactorY-Duect-Prices. Jay Co. Box 1355. Wichita, Kansas.
NAZI ITEMS bought & sold. orig. only. 1 piece or col
lection: "lists 25c": Lenkel. 812 Anderson. Palisades. N. J.
AT LAST. for the first time, step bY step information on
becoming an arms dealer $1. Rommel, Dept. G3, P.O. Box
294. Knick. Sta.• N.Y.• N.Y. 10002.
nOMEBREWING GUIDE. Make Beer. Wines. $1.00.
Rayson. Box 6350G, PhoeniX 5, Arizona.
WANTED: COLT 45 Super 38. 380 & 32. Browuing 13
shot 9mm modern 38 spec. for resale. Laredo Gun Shop.
3710 San Bernardo Ave.. Laredo. Texas.
~AZI RELICS-daggers. medals. insignia. etc.. large
11st 25t. 'Valsh. 1822 Newcastle, Detroit, Michigan.
TEAR GAS Pen..22 cal. chrome plated. easily con
cealed. will render an attacker helpless. $6.95. (with
ammo). Kobylack. 104 Highland. Eastchester. N.Y.
INDIAN RELICS Beadwork. pipe tomahawks. books.
genuine Indian silver. large illustrated list 50¢. Walsh.
1822 Newcastle, Detroit, Michigan.
WANTED FOR Military Collection, J.A.N. 1 Uniform
Book, 'V.W. II German Afrika Korps trooical hats
helmets. Naval hats. Paratropper helmets. Write: L. ·D.
O'Kelley. First Baptist Church, Brinkley. Arkansas.

REAL ESTATE

PUBLIC LAND NOTICE: The United States Govern
ment has land available in small tracts for homesites.
campsites and business-sites. Information brochures with
land listings are available from Public Lands Informa
tion Office. Dept. 11. 1300 Massachusetts Avenue. Wash
ington. D.C. Service and mailing fee is one dollar.
Land has been opened in twenty states. Approximately
230.000 acres since .Jan. 1, 1964.
l'REE! BIG Fall-'Vinter Catalog! Top values coast to
coast. 25 states! Farms, Ranches, Homes. Businesses,
Waterfront. Recreation. Retirement properties. United
Farm Agency. 612-MG West 47th St.. Kansas City,
Mo. 64112. PLaza ~-4212.

GOVERNMENT LAND Now Available in 25 States.
Millions of acres low as $1.00 acre. Exclusive copy
righted Reoort! Send $1.00 to U.S. Land Disposal
2230-GX Wisconsin. Washington. D.C. 20007. .

RELOADING EQUIPMENT

FREE CATALOG. 208 Pages. Save on Reloading EqUip·
ment, Calls, Decoys. Archery, Fishing Tackle, Molds.
Tools, Rod Blanks. Flnnysports (8S), Toledo 14. Ohio.

SCHOOLS

MISSOURI AUCTTON SCHOOL. Free catalog I 1330-102
Linwood, Kansas City. Mo. 64109.

TANNING

TANNING. 8 FORMULAS and Instructions $1.00. Rayson.
Box 63500. Phoenix 5, Arizona.

TAXIDERMIST

RUG SALE: Open Mouth Black Bear. 5 feet $135.00.
Bob-Cat $55.00. Tiger. Polar Bear, Leopard, Zebra. Puma,
Timber Wolf. We tan hides, furs. Hofmann-Taxidermist
1925 Gates. Brooklyn. N.Y. Tl221. •
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PACHMAVR GUN WORKS, INC., Dept. G-ll
1220 South Grand Avenue. Los Angeles 15. California

G-11THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

Cily & Siale _

As a special introductory offer. we'll send
you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more. if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and moil it todayI

Name......... . _

5000

Address _._.. .__.

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,
you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, noW pub·

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS hal aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers. scopes. mounts ••• all at money'

saving prices. The money you save on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000
listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't offord to be

without this unique publication.

FIREARMS
BARGAINS

Just one easy·fast application of MINUTE
MAN GUN BLUE will restore steel or iron
surfaces! Not a paint or lacquer-no heat·
ing! Patented chemical! Complete kit with
each purchase!

GUN METALJ!r-:t....
NOW MADE NEW!

--blueing gives new beauty,
natural protection!

improved • more effective
money back guarantee • send $1.

.. NEW METHOD MFG. CO., Bradford, pa.1I N.m· 1
I Addre$$ 1
t.E2d.!Jl.':...~ !:,4_CIt~'=======St.t.,--'--=_=_:::".J

By Jack O'Connor

(Alfred A. Knopf, New York, N.Y.,
1964. $7.50)

Jack O'Connor has done more shooting
than most of us can ever hope to cram into
one lifetime, and in this book-which, by
the way, is not written from the lofty plateau
of an expert to the lowly layman-Jack tells
the story of the rifle; the how, the where, and
the many things he has learned and which he
passes on to us here in one big, wonderful
volume. Get it!-R.A.S.

THE MODERN HUNTING RIFLE
By Tom Hayes

(A.S. Barnes & Co., New York, N.Y.,
1964. $7.50)

Writing a book on currently available
firearms is, 'at best, a tough and possibly
thankless task. By the time the author gets
done with the actual writing, and the pub
lisher is ready to release the finished book,
new guns and new calibers have made their
appearance, and the author gets the blame
for the omission. This, however, is nobody's
fault, and Tom Hayes has done a most
creditable job in an admittedly tough field.
There are areas and chapters where Mr.
Hayes is an expert, presents his case and
reasoning with excellent material, where he
is an acknowledged authority. There are a
few areas where someone could question and
argue with Tom's statements, but they are
far and few between, and, like so many other
ideas in shooting, the author frankly admits
that these are his ideas and opinions, and if
you want to argue with him-it is up to you.
This is a worthwhile reference book, and
should take its place alongside Tom's other
book, "Hunting the Whitetail Deer."-R.A.S.

Booklets
REDFIELD GUN SIGHT CO., Dept. G, 1315
South Clarkson Street, Denver, Colo. 80210,
offers their brand new 1964 catalog free of
charge. A new feature in it is the'M·294
scope and mount for the M 94 and the Acu
Range scope; plus the latest information on
Redfield scopes, mounts, and sights.

JAMES C. TILLINGHAST, P.O. Box 5G,
Marlo, N.H. 03456, offers for 50 cents his
Catalog No.4, a treasury for the cartridge

THE RIFLE BOOK

(Continued from page 70)
edition of the NRA Questions and Answers
Handbook, that, in turn, was reproduced
from the "American Rifleman." This book,
pocket·size by the way, offers some new
material and gun dope that was not found in
previous NRA Handbooks.-R.A.s.

simulates fast-action bird flight with
projected no-cost empty beverage cans I
The TARGETEER sends empty Ibeverage cans into
flight with realistic live or clay bird speed and
action-40 yards (120 feet) out. A sure,quick way
to acquire dead-eye marksman skill.
Uses standard .22 cal. short blank ammo for
power. Safe. Cannot be accidentally discharged
or overloaded. Not a firearm, will not shoot bul~
iets. No permit required. Small, compact, weighs
only 11/4 Ibs. Parts protected against corrosion.
Fully guaranteed. Thousands in use. Improve
your shooting for the hunting season with the
TARGETEER. A great Xmas gift! Only $19.50. Ask
your sporting goods dealer for the TARGETEER.
If he does not stock it he will order it for you.
Or send coupon with M.O. or check for prompt
prepaid shipment. Arthur M. Johnson, Inc.,
1600·E Grace Church Rd., Silver Spring, Md.--------------------------,

: ARTHUR M. JOHNSON, INC. I
I 1600-E Grace Church Rd., Silver Spring, Md. I
I Please ship _ TARGETEER(S) at $19.50 each pp. :
I Name I
: Address I
I City Zone__ State :

~--------------------------

This world's record squad put their con
fidence in our recoil pad. PerfectshootirTg
be it in the field or at the nation's top
competitive meets. calls for a Pachmayr
WHITE LlNE@ Recoil Pad.
Designed, manufactured and distributed
exclusively by Frank A. Pachmayr since
1932, White Line Recoil Pads are covered
by trademarks and patents. Often copied,
but never equalled. It costs no more to
install the best. Madeof lOO%oil resistant
Neoprene, guaranteed to remain resilient for the life of
your gun. A style. model and size for all types of rifles
and shotguns. At dealers everywhere. Send for FREE
16-page product brochure. .

SURE
WAY
to
sharpen
your
shooting eye!

THE TARGETEER

Established at 1959 Grand American

16 YD. SQUAD
SHOOTS 500 x 500
FOR A PERFECT SCORE!

r
If:'
I, t.,
~.
If
t ~ l'L~~~

WORLD'S RECORD
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HANDGUN STOCKS
and

~Leather
FOR THE HUNTERI

The unbeatable com
bination for all hunt.

ing situations. Made-to-Measure stocks
or the NEW Shooting Star stocks to fit
your guns. Precision die-famed Jordan
holsters and gunbelts with safety-fast.
features. Color brochures available upon
request.

R S
DEM-BART CO 65
DREMEl MFG. CO 67
FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP 66
FRANK A. HOPPE, INC. 63
JET-AER CORP 50,67,73
FRANK MITTERMEIER CO 65
NEW METHOD MFG. CO '" 73
RICE PRODUCTS " . " 67

MISCElLANEOUS

AUSTIN BOOT CO 67
EDDIE BAUER 10
BURNAHM BROS 53
C. DANA CAHOON .............•........ 51
CONETROL SCOPE MOUNTS 66
CORRADO CUTLERY 61
D. J. ENTERPRISES 68
EDWARDS-BARNES CAST PROD. CO., INC. .. 65
FAULK'S CALL CO " ., .63
FIELD PRODUCTS CO 64
ARTHUR M. JOHNSON, INC. 73
LEONARD CORP 65
MERCHANTEERS 62
MERSHON CO 54
MITCHElL SHOOTING GLASSES 67
MURRAY G-D SCOPE TARGET 61
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOC. ..........•...... 52
OUTERS LABORATORIES, INC 66
PACHMAYR GUN WORKS 73
PACIFIC GUN SIGHT CO 43
PENDLETON GUN SHOP 64
POLY-CHOKE CO 73
PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS 67
RAY RILING ....................•....... 65
ROD & GUN OUTFITTERS '" 50
R.W.S. PRIMERS 58
SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERiCA ....•....... 71
SHOTGUN NEWS 73
SIGMA ENGINEERING CO 61
JOHNNY STEWART ..............•....... 66
STOEGER ARMS CORP " 16
TRAVEL INDUSTRIES 64

collector. Offered are single specimens, com
plete boxes, old catalogs and reprints, car
tridge bwadsheets, and many other items of
great collector interest.

OUTDOOR RECREATION FOR AMERICA,
1001 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D.C.
20036, is offered by The Citizens Committee
for the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review
Commission. It is gratifying to know that
more and more responsible citizens are tak
ing an interest in the protection and propoga·
tion of America's outdoor resources, and this
little booklet (a single copy costs 25 cents)
lays the groundwork for things to come.

ANTIQUE WEAPONS
Don't miss this fascinating 145 page,
1400 illustration Catalog. Fill in Cou·
pon, (please print), mail entire ad.

ROBERT ABELS Inc 860'U LeXington Ave.
, • New York, N.Y. 10021

Send me your Catalog #32 with backgrounds,
1400 illustrations of old guns, daggers, swords,
armor. I enclose $1 to cover handling and post
age.
NAME .
ADDRESS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CITY ZONE STATE ..

SERVICE ARMAMENT CO., 689G Bergen
Blvd., Ridgefield, N.J., offers their latest Mar·
tial Reference Edition catalog for only $1.00.
Shown are Navy Arms replicas, a number of
military collectors guns and items, and a
wide assortment of cartridges for
the shooter and for the collector.

...----------------------_.-
DEX Of. ADVERTISE

SAVAGE ARMS CORP 41
SERVICE ARMAMENT CORP 4
SMITH & WESSON 7
STOEGER ARMS CORP 6
TRADEWI NDS, INC. 66
VIC'S FOR GUNS 64
WINSLOW ARMS CO 62

HANDLOADING EQUIPMENT

C & H DIE COMPANy 11
CARBIDE DIE & MFG. CO 53
CASCADE CARTRIDGE , 59
CHElLIFE CORP ,' 62
HORNADY MFG. CO 46
MAYVILLE ENGINEERING CO 48
MINNESOTA SHOOTIi.RS SUPPLy 13
MURDOCK LEAD CO 49
NOSLER PARTITION BULLET CO., INC.. '" .. 42
R.C.B.S•................................ 17
SIERRA BULLET 12
SPEER, INC 57

HOLSTERS, CASES, CABINETS

AMERICAN SAFETY GUN CASE , 44
COLADONATO BROTHERS 56
DON HUME LEATHER GOODS, 69

.MARTIN RETIING 70
SAN ANGELO DIE CASTING & MFG. CO 66
WHITCO••.•............................57.' .

SCOI?ES and SIGHTS

BAUSCH a;'LOMB, INC 43, Cover 4
FREELAND SCOPE STANDS, INC '" 53
SAVAGE ARMS CORP 6
W. R. WEAVER CO 55

STOCKS and GRIPS

E. C. BISHOP & SONS, INC. 62
HERRETTS STOCKS 74
SPORTS, INC 51

TOOLS and ACCESSORIES

GEO. BROTHERS ...............••.... " .62

KAUfMAN'S
SPECIAL PRICE

10995

Add $2.00 for shipping

• No. C.O.D. 'Sf

I Send chr.ck
or M.D.

I

1
I

,1

t~.~=I;
You'll want Ihls 'beauty' of a carbine because of
its new took of aclwn ... its crisp, clean line •.•
the handsome grained. fme. walnut stock. But it's
what's under the good looks that'll keep you
happy! Take for Instance the uniQue teleScoping
wire stock practically custom ~ad~ for your
shoulder .•• provides greater fle~lbillty In use,
greater stability. control and accuracY when ex
tended. You "II particularly appreciate the extra
linger lore gflp and the air-cooled metal hand
guard that 'ellminates the danger 01 wood expan
sion and the pOSSlhilltv Of crackln~. You'll take
pride in ownership ••• you'll be '"tilled by its
performance.

Outstanding features of 30 Cal. Ml Carbine:
•.30 Cal. legal IB" Barrel Para Trooper stock,
weight -. Slf2 Ibs.• Overall length Para Trooper
stock e..<tended 36 1/2 in.• Overall length Pa.ra
Trooper stock retracted .. 27 In.• Muzzle velOCIty

I .. 1.900· 2.000 f.P.S.• Pressure in chamber
P.S.I. Max· 40,000 PSI. • Maximum range _.
2 000 Yds • Rate of lire -. Seml·automatic • Sight

• radiUS at' 100 Yds.· 21.5 in.• Trigger pull -.I 4.5·7 Ibs.• Gas·operated, Air cooled· Elevation

• 11EE OF/ERrht
• Safety Sear·lock

I ILLUSTRA~~~dr~~sR:rL~~il~n~~~;2sG. ~. !~'! y~~~
• ever need ••. for hunting. shooting, camping, •

I
NOTE: SOc will be refunded with tarst order. I

• PLEASE SUlD SIGNED PLEDGE •
That you're a citizen of U.S., age nver 21.
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Who says BeH,iDgtoD plastic shells
are the most powerful you caD buy?

Leo Bandoni, San Francisco, Calif.
"'''' The best-performing
"-AJ shells I've ever used-(\(]

at all ranges. 'zI'zI

AllenW.Warren, Minneapolis, Minn.
"'''' The most powerful game
"-AJ loads I've ever shot.

And the waterproof body(\(]
is a great bonus. 'zI'zI

Don A. Dianda, Hillsborough, Calif.
"'''' Plenty of power-
"-AJ excellent patterns.

They're the only (\(]
shells to use. 'zI'zI

F. S. (Red) Hawkins, Dallas,Texas
"'''' Remington shells have
"-AJ performed best-with

cleaner hits and fewer (\(]
cripples ... more power.'zI'zI

J.H. Sargent, JI., St. Louis Park, Mi nn.

"'''' They give me
"-AJ the distance I need for

those shots that are just(\(]
barely within range. 'zI'zI

Andrew Kleeber, Glenshaw, Pa.
"'''' They're everything I
"-AJ want in a shell-

more power and(\(]
better patterns. 'zI'zI

A. G. Schuehle, Roselle, Illinois
"'''' Terrific range-the
"-AJ kind of patterns yOU(\(]

can't miss with. 'zI'zI

B. L. Williams, Shaker Heights, Ohio
"'''' Their knockdown
"-AJ range is fantastic.

I use 'em (\(]
all the time. 'zI'zI

You do!

The quotes above are typical of the
enthusiastic comments we continually
receive about Remington plastic shells,
And frankly, we're not too surprised,

We've known about the perform
ance advantages of Remington "Ex
press" and "Shur-Shot" plastic shells
ever since the beginning. How they seal
powder gas so perfectly, give more
power, better patterns. That they keep
100% of their factory-fresh power ...

even from one season to the next.
That they're waterproof and s'cuff
proof. Feed slick and smooth. Can't

, swell or split, regardless of hunting
conditions. (You should see the pile
of unsolicited comments we have
about that!)

We first said it in 1960. Four years
and hundreds of millions of plastic
shells later, we still say it: Remington
plastic shells are the most powerful

you can buy. Write for free Guns and
Ammunition catalog to Dept.RH-10,
Remington Arms Company, Inc.

\ J{wtmP,Ulff,
" '1 i ' ;'

%mingto!l,<[Qr.Q.8P
"Shur·Shot" is Reg. U.S. Pat. Off., "Express" is a trademark
of Remington Arms Company. Inc .. Bridgeport. Conn. 06602.
In Canada: Remington Arms of Canada Limited, 36 Queen
Eliza beth Blvd., Toronto. Ont.



"Our tnan in Africa"tneets the
tnost coveted new rifle in Atnerica.
David Ommanney inspects the latest in a proud line, the Winchester Model 94 Antique.

There's an old saying that deer
hunters are divided into two groups:
those who have a Winchester Model
94, and those who wish they did: As
of now they're amending that state
ment to include the handsome new
Model 94 Antique.

We don't claim to have imptoved
the shooting. Generations of deer
hunters will tell you it's the one rifle
they like the way it is. (More deer
have been taken with a Model 94
than any other sporting rifle.) But

-
we did doll it up a bit.

Without being fancy, we think the
new Model 94 Antique is the best
looking rifle ever made. It's the one
extra-grade rifle you can carry with
out feeling like a dude.

The Antique is better looking in
three w.ays. The receiver is color
case hardened and has a. classic en
graver's scroll ~n ·it. There's a new
brass-plated loading gate. And on
the other side, a husky saddle ring.
(It's meant to be used, too.) That's

six dollars' worth of custom look in
any man's language.

The Model 94 Antique didn't
come off the line in time to have
David Ommanney test one in Af
rica. So we did the next best thing
and had him come to the States and
try it here.

After a day's shooting with it, he
said, "Everything I've heard about the
Model 94 is true. Its lever action is the
.smoothest I've ever worked. Its accuracy
is really remarkable. A great rifle."

Winchester Model 94
30-30 Winchester

and 32 Winchester Special $83.95

WINCH£ST£Jlc:n. •
WINCHEST},:R.WESTERN DIVISION "liD

Winchester Model 94 Antique
30-30 Winchester only

$89.95
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